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Yomuc

In 196S Worcestcr Polytechnic Instit:ate undertook a major

educational planning effort which led two years Later to the adoption

by the faculty of A new academic philosophy and the accompanying

systematic program redesign which differs markedly from the traditional

approach to the education of engineers and scientists. The new

program has become known as the WPI Plan. With the total resources

of the College conniuted, WPI since 1970 has been embarked on a

seven-year implementation program placing extreme demands on all

concerned.

h,s received financial assistance LIT- the program from many

sources, hut the largest grant has been from the :';Ational Science

::oundat.ion which, in May 1972 Awarded WPI 5731,4U0 later augmented
to ihe grant included sever:1 provisions for external

evaluation of the program, one of these evaluations being based

:.pon the periodic reports of a visiting committee of seven distinguished

representatives from the fields of education, science, engineering
?

and industry.

For a period of three years every November and ever', April this

group known as the NSF-WPI Advisory P,inel, on each visit spent two co

hree days on the campus probing every aspect of the new program and

submittin..s, interim reports to NSF and WPI.

"T:e final visit of the Panel took place in April 1975. Their

final individual reports summarizing their observations over three

yers follow in alphabetical order of authorship.

The task of implementation at WPI is far from over. A new

grant provides for a new Panel for the next three years. To

te members of this original Panel who have with a sense of personal

dedication and astute, impartial criticism accompanied us through

-_hree of the most critical, exhausting and yet emotionally exciting

years of WPI history, we are deeply ;rateful.

1

William R. Grogan
Dean of Undergraduate Studies
NSF Project Director
July 1975

To assist readers who may not he familiar with the scope and
objectives of the VPI Plan the appendix contains a copy of my
report presented March 6, 1975 to rhe Advisory Committee for
Science Education of the National Science Foundation.

A list of panel members is on the next page.
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FOREWORD

The Nat innal Science Fnundat inn's Direetnrate fin: Science Educal inn
thrcogh its prngram, Restructuring the I India:graduate Learning Environment
(RI ',LH), is suppnrling a limited !mintier iii prnjects at institutions that ere
undertaking maitre changes in their undergraduate instruct kiwi! programs in
HIP sciences. In May itt2. ( ;rant I Y-9353, the prototlive award fur this
program. vits made In Worcester Pnlytechnic Institute. Wnrcester.
Nlas:tachusells. The purpose iii this dricument is tn transmit tn the public one
id. the prnducts id that project.

The Foundal inn's pnrptise in RI ILE is h iii'ges and
universities and their science faculties in the develnpment, testing and
ova luat inn of new ur uncunvent hum! apprnaches to the organization,
management. delivery, and nr cunt ent ii mnmtmr'm';itlumte science education.
Awards under WIFE for prujects which ;Ire comprehensive or institutional M
scope. iire hased un the p u'es uutijthitrn hat sump a the problems confronting
inst did ions of higher learning require it systematic, rather than fragmented
apprnach. Prnjecls Yhich are directed at altering the hasic structures
science prugrams and which are determined it have the greatest potential fur
increasing nititunIiiiv the diversity a inshilutiruitmi settings fin:science receive
prine,ty in considerat inn for support.

The nhjectives nf the 1,Vorcester Polytechnic hist iiute'.s restructuring
prn;i:cl. for 1.vhich NSF and other agencies hnth puldic and private have
provided suppnrl. are summarized hy the institution in its nriginal prupnsid
:is

Vorcester Poly Imic Institute following two and one half
years uf intensive st LI, IV and planning, has developed and lattun the
implemental inn of a PLAN for i new and comprehensively different
educational program, responsive tu the needs of indivaluid
students, responsive to the needs of society, tind encouraging
sensitivity to the ideas and values of civilizat inn. The MAN
invulves a complete change in every aspect of campus activities.
iiffecting every member of the faculty, every student, and every
administrator.

Since this major educatinnal enterprise, involving total
renrientat ion iii in entire college, will require significant invest-
ment over the next several years, WPI now requests the assistance
of the Natinnal Science Foundation and the National Endowment
for Humanities, in developing itself as a model college, featuring:I.
Degree requirements measuring the achievement uf competence
rather than accumulation of academic credits. 2. Individual
freedom in the planning of the educational process rather thltiu a
rigid prescrihed curriculutn. 3. A large component of ,ielf-initiated
invest ion rather than passive classroom participation. 4. New
instructional inethnds emphasizing education as a cooperative
venture hetween students and faculty, rather than the more
frequent relationship of mutuid antagonism.
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THE UNIVERSITY Of TEXAS OF THE PERMIAN I3ASIN Odessa, Tn 79 76:1

April 24, 1975

MEMORANDUM

TO: Dean William Grogan

FROM: Lee Harrisber

SUBJECT: Final Si'e Visit Report and Summary Comments.

In each of the site visits we dealt with problems that were explicitly pertinent
to the chronolagy of the development of the PLAN. Thus it was consistent and
appropriate that the., last visit should be concerned with the final important con-
cerns in the PLAN implementation sequence; the competency, the management
and evaluation of projects, and the administrative problems of full operation in-
volving faculty loads, recognition, allocation of resources, and administrative
procedures and policies. Progress to date has been remarkable. All previous
implementation problems have been dealt with in a way that encourages us all to
believe they will be successfully operational. In each instance the problems were
solved rather than abandoned. The PLAN remains intact and is operational.

There are three significant areas that were specifically explored in this visit. The
following are my observations and comments relative to these final development
concerns:

1. Competency Exam Process

As in anything being developed, there is a wide spectrum of variation and
success. At our last visit we saw a rigorous effort to assure that students
were adequately assessed. The faculty devoted a disproportionate amount
of time to the effort and the early Seniors did not find it too oppressive
although there was a range of quality of effort. Now that the full load is
beginning to hit, the problems of faculty load, uniformity of assessment, and
objectives begin to become very real.

The basic problem is devising an assessment that matches the competencies
that are to be evaluated - indeed even defining the desired competencies.
The Committee on Academic Pclicy have a proposal that each discipline
define some "Behavorial Objectives" that define what is to be measured.
Conceptually, I agree, this is the crux of the issue; if you know what you
want the student to have, it is much easier to guide him to obtain them and
much easier to devise ways of assessing the obtainment.

Odessa (9151 367-2011 iust,r (.cl2., 477 5407 Dallas (214., 823-9293 Alullard )63 1426



Dean William GI.C>C111 P(1,10

April 24, 1975

I would prefer to define the "behavoriol objectives" as terminal skills
and attributes that are seen by the faculty ond the discipline as needed
to succeed after schooling. There should be several; defined in cate-
gories of technical skills and basic understandings within the disciphne
and in general, operational skills such as interpersonal, communicative
synthesis, analysis, and judgment.

I strongly favor combining the assessment of the MQP (and perhaps even
the QP) with the competency assessment. It would reduce the load re-
dundancy on the faculty and provide more focus to the process for the
student. I also favor Bruce Mazlish's concept of rating a competency
(on a scale of 5, etc.) rather than pass-fail. Also such a rating should
be done for a profile of attributes defined for the discipline so that the
student is never "failed" at the last but truly assessed of his major strengths.
Such a profile would be of rea! value to the student and very useful to his
references in recommending r-or job proficiencies.

A skill or attribute profile rating provides a certain amount of objectivity
end organization to the process of assessing competency that would allow
several sources of input. If terminal attributes are defined for all to know,
then the students themselves can be asked to submit assessment sheets on
their teammates, as well as faculty, client supervisors, and consultants.

For quality control I favor the appointment of an annual task force (of fa-
culty and/or outside consultants) to su..-vey the projects and the competency
assessment process and report back to the faculty. In addition, each MQP
and IQP should be presented orally to an audience of faculty and students
and/or client personnel or consultants. The public visibility and critique
will provide a natural check and aalance to increase quality.

In summary, the competency exam is a basic and necessary .`cature of the
PLAN, It should not be compromised by an erosion to a comprehensive.
It should assess not wipe out or embarnss by "failure". The process rc
sults should be monitored periodically. A means should be devised to identify
those who truly distinguish themselves for honors (this should he done after
the assessment process by an honors panel).

2. Project Administration

The progress that has been made to accommodate the volume .-)f this effort
has been truly outstanding. The faculty have exceeded the expectations of
us all. Having over 1000 students on projects is truly remarLable. The

center idea is an exceHent administiative vehicle. It has the capability of
efficiently sustaining the whole effort in the long haul.

1 2



Deon William Grogan Page 3April 30, 1975

I believe it is imperative that the projects be client-oriented and drawn
from outside sources either through the centers or from numerous individual/
clients. It is my observation that "real-Rfe" projects are rich in the sup-
plemental benefits so vital to the objectives of the PLAN and are unbeatable
for providing enthusiasm and motivation. Equally as important, client pro-blems are unlimited in scope and variety whereas the creative demand on
the faculty to provide relevant project ideas far exceeds their ability to sus-tain let alone, endure the load. Each discipline should appoint a faculty
member as project administrator to work in coordination with the project office
to identify clients and client projects for the discipline. I don't see this
being a full-time load as it becomes more operational.

A brief comment about the quality of the projects as would be expected
with this volume of activity this early, they vary from very poor to excellent.
The poor onPs tend to be at the high school science project level involving
mostly library reseur ch and report writing or routine laboratory testing. The
good ones which meet my sense of what the PLAN is about involve ar,rear
deal of creative enterprise, search, experimentarive analysistsynthesis, and
pradtical applicability all oF which accrue in projects that solve real pro-blems in the field.

Serious consideration should be given to requiring a client to provide a direct
cost grant (need not ordinarily exceed S500.03) to support the project activity.
Most clients will be glad io assist since they get so much good echnical help
anyway.

3. Administration and Management

Now that the full operational load of the PLAN has arrived, the necessities
of management and support become acutely apparent. Most critical are
faculty load, morale, development, and reward. Also vitally important is
overall administrative support (direct and indirect) and cost effectiveness.
Complex problems don't hove simple solutions.

There are several things that came out of our visit that seem to me just might
help reduce some of the stress and agony and head things in the right direction.

1. Put more responsibility on the department heads to share in the overall
administrative problems, decision making and planning by having a
very close working relationship and communication link with all the
decision makers at the executive level. A lot of the faculty concern
about administrative decisions comes from misinterpretation and lack of
awareness of the forces that are at work. The Heads can do a lot to
close the loop if they are fully informed themselves.

1 3



Dean William Grogan Page 4
April 30, 1975

2. Put more emphasis on the frequent and informal recognitions of
faculty effort in addition to the major "hero" rewards.

3. Combine comp-tency assessment with project evaluation, stressing
outside client- inted projects. Combining projects with faculty
consulting and research would reduce faculty loads and increase
their own satisfactions.

4. Seek more project direct-cost grants and allocate inhouse resources
to provide more low-cost clerical and technician support.

5. Provide a periodic inservice training program for the new faculty.
These faculty come to the WPI PLAN stone-cold and essentially
unevangelized. They cannot be expected to "see the light" and
become converts and producHve advocates without some orientation
and discussion of procedures and techniques.

6. Involve the faculty in the development of an evaluation and reward
process that will recognize PLAN program activities along with other
professional accomplishments. If the reward system criteria mismatches
with PLAN activities, other gods will be served than PLAN.

4. Summary Comments

NSF has indeed gotten its monies' worth! This is one of the best administered
projects I have seen, and it has met its objectives for the three-year period
exceedingly well. Problems of implementation were met and solved with very
little compromise of objectives. The PLAN is essentially operational, and the
problems that remain can be solved in the same competent manner as all in
the past.

Much remains to be done, and continued support by external grants will be
necessary to flesh out the program operation and sustain its vitality. NSF
should continue to supply additional grants to develop the sustaining mechanisms
and enrich the innovative attributes of the program. The university has not yet
had an opportunity to institutionalize the program and develop the resources to
accommodate its costs and demands. It's like buying a family a pet elephant
and not providing assistance for it to provide the ton of hay a day it takes to
keep it.

The program is an excellent new instructional system, a commendable addition
to engineering education, and a most worthy investment and contribution by
NSF. I agree with the other panelists, it is not an exportable package and



Dean William Grogan Page 5April 30, 1975

LH/ji

nothing can be proved that the PLAN could survive nor eves, get started on
another campus. It is a closed system, environmentally dependent, and uniqueto its own personnel. All of its parts appear elsewhere - all of its concepts
and outcomes have prior history. It is unique as a total integrated working
system where it is. It proves essentially that a well-conceived plan with
good management and generous outside support can be made successfully op-erational. The Foundation should be encouraged by this to subsidize theimplementation of other new programs of instruction for their own uniquenessand effectiveness.

1
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MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

DEPARTMENT OF HUMANITIES

Cambridge. Massachusetts 02139

May 7, 1975

To: National Science Foundation

From: Bruce Mazlish, Member of NSF-WPI Advisory Panel

Gentlemen:

Almost all that I would have to say is contained in the variousreports, and especially in my Summary Report, to WPI after the visitsmade by the Panel during the course of the last three years. However,a few additional remarks
separately might be in order.

1. On the basis of my experience with the WPI plan, I take a very posi-tive view on the gene-I-al advisability of conducting a program likeWPI-CoSip. It is clear that the NSF support was absolutely vital forWPI undertaking the plan, and that the plan represents a major and sur-cessful innovation in scientific end engineering education in thiscountry.

2. As far as the operation of NSF relative to their part in the WPIprogram, I believe its behavior in allowing the Panel an unimpeded op-portunity to judge and evaluate the plan is exemplary. As best I cantell, the NSF support of the WPI administration in implementing the re-port leaves nothing to be desired.

3. My advice for NSF on how such programs might be managed in the futureis in accord with the observations above: behave in the same way as youhave with WPI.

I would like now to add some remarks concerning the future rela-tions of NSF and WPI. As strongly as I can, I would like to urge NSFto give continuing and not just start-up support to WPI. It must beclear to all that WPI has limited financial resources of its own. Oncethe seed money has been given for a plan such as the one now operating,the continuing success of such a plan depends on continuing support,and such support ought to come in part from NSF. While I realize thatNSF's general policy is to help institutions begin programs, I thinkthat policy now must be extended to some kinds of continuing supportfor what otherwise becomes an extremely heavy capital investment by aninstitution normally short of such funds.



To: National Science Foundation

From: Bruce Mazlish, Member of NSF-WPI Advisory Panel

Page 2
May 7, 1975

I should also like to comment briefly on the question as to

whether or not the plan is exportable to other institutions. In my view,

while parts of the plan and its general spirit may be exportable, I do

not believe that the plan as a whole can be so transferred (if anyone

were foolishly to desire to do so). Though Dr. Cohen of the evaluating

team is more sanguine about the exportability of the plan, I think that

in my observation spread over three years it is clear that the plan is

a process, a living and not a mechanical thing, and depends heavily on

the particular constellation of people and events at WPI. For example,

the plan could hardly succeed elsewhere without the presence of a key

"workhorse" such as Bill Grogan; and Bill Grogans are not found on all

campuses. Next, it is clear that an unusual harmony has prevailed

among the top administrators at WPI, with George Hazzard, Ray Bolz and

Bill Grogan able to work congenially and effectively together. It is

not at all certain that this would be the case in most other institutions.

Next, the dedication of the WPI faculty has been in my view unusual.

Only a faculty strenuously committed to teaching and yet interested in

preserving high standards of research and scholarship could pull off

the task assigned to them. One could go on listing other factors

peculiar to WPI, but it is clear that the surmounting of problem after

problem was only possible by a rather unique constellation of key

people and efforts; and that is not an exportable commodity in the

usual sense of an exportable plan. Nevertheless, the plan's emphasis

on project work and the way such projects can be carried out can defi-

nitely serve as a most useful prototype for other institutions. In

that sense, one of the most salient results of the plan is in fact

exportable.

I should like to conclude by thanking NSF for the opportunity to

serve on the WPI Advisory Panel. It has been an exciting educational

experience, and one that has taught me a great deal. I only hope that

my comments on that experience to WPI have served In some small measure

as recompense for what I myself have personally taken away from my

service for three years on the Panel.

BM/ar

Sincerely yours

Bruce Mazlia
Professor of History
Head of Humanities Department

1 8



To:

From:
Re:

William R. Grogan, Dean of Undergraduate Studies
Bruce Mazlish
Summary Report Based on the Final Panel Meeting (April 17, 197))

In this final report, I shall attempt to take the long view, looking
over our six visits to WPI in the course of the last three years as a
total educational experience. While concentrating on various findings ex-
perienced at this last meeting, I shall be bearing in mind the changes
over time to which each item that I discuss has been exposed. You now have
your first real ].raduating class, so to speak, under the Plan. I must con-
fess that I feel like a VPI graduate myself, as a result of following the
Plan for the last three years. It has been an exciting educational experi-
ment to watch, and I am amazed to discover that, after all of the diffi-
culties made obvious to us during the twice yearly visits, you have even
survived. Right at the beginning, however, I want to sum up by saying that
you have not only survived but flourished. With that encomium, let me now
turn to more specific comments.

Requirements

It is clear that at the heart of the requirements lie the projects,
both the MQP and the IQP. While the courses are important some students
felt their importance was not sufficiently underlined for the students
it i .vious that what counts is the preparation they afford for satisfy-
ing the general requirements at WPI. The projects, along with the compe-
tency examination and the sufficiency, are where the Plan really gets its
test. Based on all my visits, there is no question but what the projects
are generally approved by both students and faculty. The students see the
MQP as a help in getting a job, and indeed are spreading the word that the
choice of a difficult MQP is desirable in that regard. IQP's have a Fallout
that go well beyond the specific project undertaken. They seem really to
bring the student out of any shell he or she may be in, open new vistas,
and achieve their purpose of making the students more socially aware. The
success of the IQP does seem to depend heavily on the individual faculty
member involved, and it is clear that those faculty members who participated
in the Sloan Summer Study were and are most helpful to their students.
For both MQP's and IQP's, the results were better when the projects were
generated in connection with an outside agency (such as St. VincenC.s...
Hospital) rather than being the eccentric interest of a WPI faculty member.
There is, in fact, a bit of a paradox in that the students and faculty ap-
pear to approve of the projects almost without reservation, whereas my own
experience in talking with some of the students and faculty about specific
projects led me to conclude that the projects were in some cases riviai
and misguided. Therefore, it seems to me imperative that some sort 0! ,_en-
trol mechanism be set up. A small committee of three or four person.
operating more or less the way our NSF Panel did on this last visit, could
sample a number of the projects and report on them. The singling out of
some projects as good and bad models would, I am sure, have a large scale
persuasive effect on the future projects. This sampling could probably best
be done by outsiders, and it would be entirely legitimate to ask for NSF
funding for it. It might also be useful to make defene of the indi...idu;i1

if)
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projects public. This would have the advantage of serving both as a con-
trol mechanism and of further rewarding the student and faculty parLicipants
5- giving some sort of public rc.cognition and critiquc to their efforts.
Lastly, the Washington projects seem to be one of the most exciting possi-
bilities in the Plan, and it is critical that penple be encouraged to go,
both staff and student, and that sufficient advance registration for this
purpose he undertaken. As I understand it, there was a problem in timing
in securing the last batch of students, with sign-up required before those
who had returned from Washington had a chance to spread the good news. This,

however, seems a mechanical matter that can readilv he attended to, and the
',:ashington part of the Plan should become increasingly successful.

What is astounding in relation to the projects is the wav in which the
faculty has carried the burden. Throughout the three years, there was a
ver,: real question as to whether, as the Plan went into steady state, thy

load on the faculty would become unbearable. To my astonishment, the
,'aculty appears able to grapple with this load, and indeed in manv cas;es
-ipparently to enjc: and derige inspiration from it. ,:an only register my

am.azement, and deal with tilt, possible problem involved in it somewhat later.

Suniciency

There seems to be no proble with the sufficiency, although the question
allowing social science to satisfy the requirement still lies ahead. This

is true even though the social science group at this moment does nut wish
t ) be included as part of the sufficiency. In general, the students per-
ceive the humanities it'acultv as being good in qualitv nnd offering a suffi-
cient range of subjects. The few students whn might be considered "majors"
in areas related to the humanities faculty do feel somewhat isolated and
peripheral, hut this is a problem at all science and engineering schools,
and there is only very little that can he done about it. Perhaps the
humanities faculty can be encouraged somehow or other to establish a society
which involves such people, and to offer certain kinds of events which di-
rectl.. point at them.

Intercession

As we have been informed, the intercession program has apparently st,ibil-
ized at around 5K level of student participation. Students and faculty ap-

pear to be positive about the intercession, and I get the impression that one

of its main functions is to help in creating a sense of community; for example,
students now stay on campus during the intercession period rather than leav-
ing for their homes. In reference to a sense of community, however, I was

particularly struck by the fact that in talking vith the graduating students
about their four year experience. there was little nr no mentinn of the
e7:tracurricular activities or envirumeut at WP1. Each student s[mply ilavo

a recital of his or her achievements, in the sense of reeling oi-f the steps

and requirements by which he or she had reached the stage of graduation. it

did seem a slightly mechanistic attitude, leaving nut acc.,nt the 'iryer

(ormative influence that one might have expected to :igure in their overvie
of their education at WPI. in the light of this fact, the cnmmunit-.: cnhancing

aspect of intercession is especially valuable.
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Competency Exam

Here, clearly, there is still a major problem. It is not, as I at first
expected, a problem of an overload on the faculty. Once again, they seem
to be carrying the load without undue verbalization of discontent. Discon-
tent, however, is strong among the students. They do feel that it is unfair
to be sandbagged with the competency examination at the end of their stay at
WPI and to run the risk of failing. They also believe that it is not clear
what the competency exam is measuring, that different departments offer
vastly different examnations, and grade them according to very different
criteria, and that too often the examination is measuring comprehension
rather than competency, i.e., that it is centering on final results rather
than on process of learning. These are all serious charges and need to be
dealt with carefully.

As for the faculty, although they seem not to complain of the burden of
the competency exam, it is also clear that it is becoming the focal point of
a possible counterrevolution. This, in fact, may be subtly tied up with
the whole question of certification as well. If the competency exam can be
turned into a measure of the student's professional comprehension of a par-
ticular field, it begins to subvert the general intention of the Plan.
Students will learn very quickly that they must take specific courses in
order to pass.

To deal with the problem, both as seen by the students and the faculty,
I reiterate my suggestion that the competency examination be graded on a
L-5 or similar scale, and that no student who has reached that point in his
work at UPI should be said to be totally incompetent. Next, as Lee Harrisherger
and I both felt strongly, competency should not be an all or nothing thing,
but should be measured on five or six items, for example, mastery of general
principles, articulateness, ability to innovate, etc., and the student could
he given a 1-5 rating on all of these items. In addition, it would seem very
important to have an oversight committee. As with the projects, one would
want a small committee, which would look over the various competency examina-
tions given by the different departments and seek to hold them to certain
general criteria agreed upon ahead of time. Such policing (there is a similar
distribution committee to oversee the MIT requirement in humanities, social
science and art) would operate more in terms of persuasion than in terms of
flat yes and

All in all, it seems that, with the exception of the compe,:ency examina-
tion, the various parts of the Plan requirement are acceptable and in working
order. The competency examination will need further close attention. One
has to grapple with the problem of generating new and adequate competency
examinations constantly and perhaps some standardization and repetition cf
these examinations would be in order in different subjects -- and making -aire
that they adhere rigorously to the spirit of the Plan. Having come so far,
there is no reason to assume that UPI will not be able to cope with this
problem as it has with all the other problems over the three years of our
visits.

2 I.
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Seven Week Term

On our first few visits, the issue of the seven week courses was both
visible and excitable. What becomes clear now, however, is that it has
passed as an issue and that indeed it is not critical to the Plan. Thus, al-
though three-quarters of the faculty seem to have doubts about the seven
week courses, it is accepted as part of the Plan and there seems little point
in making it an issue again. It has, in fact, served its original purpose
of shaking up the faculty and allowing for off campus project needs, etc.
Thus, all that seems required is flexibility, such as allowing the mathematics
department to offer fourteen week courses either directly or covertly.

Other Topics

The admissions proce71.ure seems to be working well in relation to the Plan.
It is not so much that WPI has been able to attract additional numbers of
students (though without the Plan there might have been a drop), but rather
that the right kind of student is being attracted now by the Plan. Indeed,

most of the present freshman class has come because of the Plan, and they
seem a very articulate and broadminded group in comparison with earlier enter-
ing classes. Certainly, they become more articulate as they pass through
the WPI Plan.

The evaluations by Drs. Cohen, Baker and Gabdrro have been hopeful in
monitoring the development of the Plan through the three Years. hey have
often given objective validation of subjective impressions held by the Panel,
for example. The use of the control schools now allows VPI to measure its
total achievement at the end of the three years against what can be seen as a
steady check. The control school evaluation, incidentally, may also serve
to help NSF in its deliberations on the question of whether the Plan is ex-
portable or not.

Advisers are obviously an important part of any college experience.
Some WPT students see the advisers as critical to their success under the
Plan, but others do not. While all agree that one has to start planning early,
it is not agreed that this can only be done with the advice of a helpful
faculty member. In my own view, the situation is no different from that at
any other college or university. Advisers will vary greatly in quality, and
the students equally so in their need to have advisers with whom they do or
do not work closely. In any case, it is clear that the good advisers at
are, as might be expected, swamped. Again, while this is nn important prob-
lem, I do not see it as a critical one.

The consortium is obviously a "good thing," but it does not seem very
7:eaningful at WPI. At best it is a very peripheral affair, allowing the un-
usual student to take advantage of some particular need. It seems, however,
to be a fact of life that the overwhelming number of students at \TI)I simply

,.-nnnot take advantage of the consortium as a meaningful part of the Plan
experience.

2; '2
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Faculty

As one student remarked, you can change the students in the course of
four years but you can't change the faculty in that time. It is remarkable,
nevertheless, how much the faculty has changed in the course of our three
year visits, in zhe sense of rising to the challenge of the Plan. I have
been impressed by the dedication of many long-time members of the WPI faculty
to the Plan and :o the way in which new faculty, for example in life science
or social science, are fostering the aims of the Plan. To my amazement, as
I have said earlier, the earlier dire predictions of faculty breaking under
an overload have not been realized. There is still, of course, the question
of rewards, and what I called in my last report a delayed shock reaction
ahead. There is little point in repeating our repeated warnings here. While
many members of the faculty have obviously, and rightly so, gotten much
gratification out of the Plan making WPI nationally known and their being
singled out for attention, more tangible rewards must be provided to them.
This is especially true of the pro-Plan people, those faculty who were the
early stalwarts and now feel that they are being overlooked or slighted by
the administration, or else that others who have not been pro-Plan are being
given equal or greater rewards. Some of this can be dealt with, I believe,
by more strongly emphasizing to department heads, who must be very carefully
selected, that it is their duty to provide fairly constant verbal reward as
well as other kinds to the faculty distinguishing themselves in the service
of the Plan. It is also imperative that the top administration make personal
eforts to convince the pro-Plan faculty that they, the administrators, are
still resolute in their support of the Plan. In this case, it is not enough
to be favorable to the Plan; one must also be seen, to be perceived, as
favorable.

It might be well in the context of mv comments on the faculty to say a
word about graduate programs. Most of my colleagues on the Panel feel that
the graduate effort is generally a diversion of resources from the Plan. I

am less fully persuaded on this point, and believe that graduate developments
provide a needed level of research activity for the morale of many key members
of the WPI faculty as well as providing an intellectual strength for the Plan
itself on the undergraduate level. Still, it is clear that this problem
cannot be swept under the rug, but must be constantly checked and looked at
by the administration.

Administration

Though the faculty as faculties probably always do sees the admin-
istration as padded and over-costly, it is clear that the administration is
stretched terribly thin. While we have all been worrying about the overload
on the faculty, a real problem of course, we have slighted the fact that the
administration is really also very overloaded. Bill Grogan's accomplishent!,
and work load are simp..y overwhelming. The President and the Vice President,
George Hazzard and Ray Bolz, have extremely heavy obligations which they have
carried out splendidly, with seeming unperturbable calm and great responsi-
bility. But these are only three men, carrying the top administrative load
of a major innovation at VPI. To help relieve this load, something along the
lines of David Riesman's suggestion about internees to the President should be
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pursued. While recognizing the budgetary pressures on WPI, it still seems
necessary to flag a problem that tends to be overlooked in our concentration
on the salient problems related co students and faculty.

Summary

How can I sum up except to say that a Plan that seemed impossible of
implementation three years ago is now moving along briskly and well. If cne
had known ahead of time the problems to be encountered, one would have wisely
declined to begin the Plan at all. Yet, faith seems to have overcome or
dealt with almost all of the problems. On visit after visit, we were con-
fronted with major problem areas whose solution seemed critical to the Plan
and yet extremely dubious. On our next visit, however, we would be amazed
to discover that either the problem had heen overcome by direct action or
LI: simply been transcended by the emergence of new problems. Nevertheless,
the result was not a house built on cards; as each part of the Plan became
increasingly operational it provided a solution rather than a dismissal of
the problems we had encountered earlier. It is a tribute to the extraordinary
tenacity of all involved, especially the faculty and the administration, that
they did not give up hope, but instead went to work and dealt with the prob-
lems as they arose. This is not to say that all csf the difficulties with
the Plan are over once and for all. The competeny examination still looms
as a major obstacle to success. The fall-off of enthusiasm by pro-Plan
proponents is potentially very dangerous. A lapse into complacency, or
worse, the emergence of a counterrevol.ition cannot be entirely discounted.
Yet, with all this said and acknowledged, I must conclude that the WPI Plan
is an exciting and successful innovation that bodes well to become a proto-
type of future developments in scientific and engineering education. From
my point of view, over these last three years I have had a truly remarkahle
experience and received a most stimulating education.
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THE WPI PLAN: NSF ADVISORY PANELIST FINAL REPORT

G. E. Pake, V'.ce President
Xerox Corporation
Palo Alto Research Center
Palo Alto, California 94304

I. INTRODUCTION

The NSF-WPI Advisory Panel has met six times since the fall of 1972. Atypical meeting comprised two days of both structured and unstructured sessionswith students, faculty, and administrators, as well as executive sessions ofthe Panel. Panelists '.-ere given access to any data or individuals they askedto see; all of WPI became an open book which we were free to peruse or studyin depth as we wished. The Panel involvement extended to attendance of faculty
meetings, meeting with such committees as the faculty committee on tenure, visit-ing with prcfessors in their homes, lunching with students, and one-on-one inter-views with student, faculty, and administration persoinel. A few panelists
made additional visits on their own to talk with faculty and students, to _attendclasses, etc. It is quite possible that some academic members of the Panelhave a better overview of WPI than they do of their home institutions.

Many great accomplishments would never have been embarked upon if theirarchitects and implementers had known in advance the difficulties or known
the credentials of those who believed the task to be unachievable. The WPIPlan and the efforts of WPI to date in carrying the Plan forward seem to mr.'to fall into just this category of accomplishment.

When the Panel met during the first year it foresaw a host of problems;
few if any of the Panel Members believed WPI could surmount these problems andthat the Plan would be as successfully intact as it is today. Our foresight with
respect to the nature of the problems was, I believe, quite good. What we orat least I - failed to foresee accurately was the determination, perseverance,
and resourcefulness that the entire WPI community has brought to bear on thoseproblems.

Significant problems remain and the Plan's future is not assured. But the
quality, enthusiasm, and acquired maturity of the first graduates who have
spent their entire undergraduate years under the Plan testify to a success
that none of the NSF-WPI Advisory Panel would, I believe, have predicted in
the fall of 1972.

II. OBSERVATIONS ON SIXTH PANEL VISIT

1-1- the first time, the Panel could interview graduating seniors who had
been under the Plan since their freshman year. Interviewing these students was,
for me, the high point of the six visits. They were articulate, pleasantly self-
confident, and they exuded enthusiasm for the Plan and immense satisfaction
with their WPI experience. They have a sense of accomplishment, a sense of some
ability to function professionally in real-world circumstances, and a desire to
move ahead.

' 6
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These Plan graduates are not without criticism of the Plan and their exper-

iences with it. But they understand that experiencing the bugs in the Plan goes

with the privilege of being its first Products. These graduates, most of whom

came from middle class homes and many of whom are first-generation college

graduates in their families, are to me the most effective salesmen (sales-

persons if you must!) of the Plan.

Their experience with the projects seemed to be much appreciated and hichly

valued, whether or not the project quality was judged later on by panelists to

be hich a topic about which I will shortly say more. I have a strong sub-

jective feeling that the IP1 (Individually Prescribed Instruction), MQP (Major

Qualifying Project), and IQP (Interactive )ualifying Project) experiences, along

with the clearly traumatic Competency Exam, combine to breed a bachelor's degree

graduate more articulate, poised, and on the whole self-confident than would

a traditional passive undergraduate experience of required classroom courses.

The Competency Exam remains a problem, though it is less debilitating to

the students than when the first round of these exams hit the students.

The new problem in this visit is the Qualifying Projects. Concern about

then has shifted, in my mind, away from the question of whether the faculty

can manage tha load of such projects to whether, while managing the quantity

of projects, adequate quality can be established and maintained.

There are some undercurrents of faculty discontent with the administration.

This is dis,..luieting to me in that both faculty and administration have labored

effectively under heavy overloads, and I wish each group would fully appreciate

the accomplishment of the other. In many respects they have both "played over

their heads". But such heavy overloads develop a weariness that more readily

admits doubt of the partner group's output or effectiveness. All told, consider-

ing today's endemic strain on private higher education, considering the thin-

ness of WPI administrative staff in relation to the needs of the Plan, and
considering the heavy load carried by the key faculty members who make the

Plan a reality, I judge faculty-administration relations to be good-to-excellent.

Professor Riesman reminds us that these days all faculties are paranoid; I am

saying that WPI's is much less so than anyone would predict wno knows the work-

load, the disorientinaly high recent rate of chance, and the WPI financial

resources available for salaries.

On balance, the Plan has I believe provided higher faculty morale at WPI

than we would find there if the traditional program had prevailed. And the

WPI senior level administration (Hazzard, Bolz, Grogan) is of a caliber WPI

could not have aspired to without the Plan.

The sixth Panel visit has shown that WPI can deliver a superior under-

graduate as a product of the Plan while to date surviving institutionally some

very severestresses.

III. 1975 EVALUATION OF THE WPI PLAN

The followina represents my overview and conclusion after observing the

phasing in of the WPI Plan over the period of the six Panel visits.

2 7
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Individually Prescribed Instruction

IPI works, but it works better in some subjects than others, and some
students are not mature enough nor self-motivating enough to do it well. I

am sympathetic with the problems that mathematics faculty feel they have with
IPI and the 7-week term, particularly at the lower undergraduate levels. Use
of more conventional mathematics courses and the double 7-week term (in effect
a 14-week semester) seems to me appropriate, if the Math faculty prefers to do
so. I do not regard this as an erosion of the plan, which is after all aimed
principally at the engineerina specialties and the natural sciences.

The Seven-Week Term

This loomed as the bia problem during our first two visits. In spite of
some obvious disadvantages (e.g., a one-week student illness is a 15:: loss
of time from the instructional module, whereas it would be a 10 or 7:: within
the conventional quarter or semester calendar), I believe it has been helpful
in forcina re-examination and rethinking of the instructional and project
offerinas.

If a change were now to be contemplated.
1 'ieve that the 14 week semester

would be less disruptive of the Plan than a to 10 weeks, which is, so to
speak, neither fish nor fowl in relation to t c\perience of the last four or
five years. The 7-week term may have been essential to launching the Plan; I

believe that either the 7 or 14 week term can accommodate the basic philosophy
and essential elements of the Plan.

The Qualifying Projects

These projects have the (-Teat benefits for the students that I mentioned
in Section II development of initiative, confidence, ability to work with
others. But some project problems have substance and potential, whereas others
lack one or both. Faculty advising and monitoring is critically important here
and quality controls within and among departments are desirable, but difficult
to achieve without further burdening the faculty, e.g., in review-boards.

A small external review board might be very helpful in checking samples of
projects for quality, and in feeding back to the departments and the administration.

It appears that at least two external project centers, the Washington Center
and the St. Vincents Hospital Center, have provided real-world problems of substance
and quality; perhaps the gradual development of more project centers is a direction
in which to move. The newly planned joint graduate venture with the Worcester
Foundation for Experimental Biology offers promise of good KW's and MQP's related
to regular research and graduate degree research being pursued at the Worcester
Foundation.

The Sufficiency Requirement

The humanities faculty and program has grown in strength during the phasing
in of the Plan: the Plan's Sufficiency Requirement has helped the faculty as
well as the students. There was one student who expressed to me a concern that



his Sufficiency program constrained him artificially from pursuing social
science aspects of his humanities study. This constraint, I believe, need not
exist. In any event, nothing (except workload) should preclude such a student
from seeking counsel with faculty social scientists as he works out his
Sufficiency.

The Competency Exam

I believe this is the element of the Plan in most need of attention. The

students feel that the criteria among the departments are uncertain and uneven,
that the number of first-time failures is inconsistent with measured academic
performance during the previous 3 or 3 1/2 years, and that, when the exam is
failed and therefore must be repeated, the timing of the event is psychologically
about the worst that could be found. I think all of these student views are
largely correct.

Furthermore, the Competency exam and its significant number of repeats
places an almost intolerable final layer of workload on a faculty heavily
burdened with advising, instruction, and project guidance.

Throughout the Competency issue runs the conflict between a faculty
desire to test for comprehensiveness of background in the major field and a
desire to measure competence in solution of a particular problem. In either
case, but especially in the comprehensive version, the faculty is pressed to
come up with new and different measures as student files fill up with exam
questions. My choice in this dilemma is outlined in Recommendations to WPI,
Section IV below.

Summary View of the Plan

For the student capable of developing initiative and even semi-serious
about deriving benefits from their WPI experience, the WPI Plan produces a
superior product. There is a group of WPI students ( and doubtless always will
be) who do not meet those conditions: one cannot yet conclude either the
effect of this group on the environment of those students profitably engaged
in the Plan, nor the effect of WPI on those students not well suited to the
Plan. Are they any worse off at WPI than they would be in a traditional
program? My guess is not.

The Plan's continuing success hinges critically on faculty conscientiousness,
effectiveness, and stamina in advising, project identification and monitoring --
as well as the usual faculty duties of instruction and a larger than usual
amount of committee work.

The net conclusion of the foregoing parapraphs is that the WPI Plan produces
a superior product at a higher academic cost. My subjective judgment is that
tne product increment proportionately exceeds the academic cost increment, i.e.,
the game is definitely worth the candle:

This leads to the ultimate question: as WI settles down to this effective
experiential learning program, can rE_ .irces be found to relieve the faculty

overload and sustain the program? In une very long run the hope may have to

29
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rest on industrial support, presuming that industry will recognize that it
hires a more useful and effective graduate when he comes from WPI. This
challenge is squarely before the administration, because the fickleness of
public and private foundations with respect to support of solid programs once
their "innovative" lustre wears off is known to every leader in higher education
(and secretly by nearly every foundation executive). See my further barbs on
this topic in Section VI.

My conclusion after three years during which I have seen the first clas,
of graduates who have been fully under the WPI Plan: It is the most success-
ful eLperiment in educational reform with which I am familiar.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO WPI

Proposed Linking of Competency to the MQP

I believe that the two major difficulties the students have with the
Competency Exam would be solved by tieing it to the Major Qualifying Project.
The first difficulty to be eased is that, by defining the MOP as the domain within
which the student is to be examined, his competence with respect to that domain is
much less likely to be confused with comprehensive knowledge of a broad field.

The second difficulty is the psychologically awkward event (evidently
occurring with some frequency) of failed and repeated competency exams followin
the student's successfully having met all previous Plan objectives up to the
middle of the senior year. Competency based on the MQP would confine the exam
to topics that (a) the student has studied in some depth and can reasonably be
expected to have mastered, and (b) the student will regari as an appropriate
culmination of his MQP effort rather than an irrelevant general examination.
(This would be analogous to defense of the thesis at the completion of a graduate
degree program. Instead the Competency Exam is now analogous to asking that a
Ph.D. candidate, after satisfying course requirements and having his thesis
accepted, take a comprehensive exam in his discipline. If he is judged by the
faculty to have flunked, requiring a repeat exam, it is readily understood that
he will view the whole procedure as nonsensical and even unfair.)

Another virtue of this proposal is that it should ease the load on the
faculty. The MQP adviser can plan the Competency exam as an outgrowth of his
involvement with project guidance, which should be easier than working up new
general competency questions. Also, I assume that the students will have a higher
initial passing rate on an exam related to the project material in which they have
been so deeply immersed, thus consuming less faculty time in re-examination.

A second possible benefit would be improved quality control on the projects.
If the MOP faculty adviser knows that a second faculty membOr will join him in
the Competency exam following the project, there will be subtle influence to keep
the quality high.

General Recommendations

The WPI Nan and the progress made with it to date is the most exciting and
productive educational innovation or reform I have encountered. In spite of the
many problems, some solved and some remaining, the accomplishments by WPI faculty

r) 0
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and students in developing and Implementing Le Plan represent tremendous
achievement.

My recommendation is clearly stick with the Plan, don't lost heart in the
face of some inevitable problems and a likely period of doubt as some of the
lustre wears off. In short, keep up the good work!

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS TO NSF

General Advisability of WPI-CoSIP Type Programs

I am extremely enthusiastic about the WPI Plan and the indispensable impetus
given to it by NSF CoSIP support. NSF is certainly to be commended for recogni-
zing that the proposed WPI Plan had substance growing from a genuine ground swell
within the WPI faculty. In my own experience, such proposals for innovations in
education typically are either the hastily considered efforts of a few who cannot
really carry their faculty colleagues with them in sustained serious effort, or
they are relatively conventional programs dressed up to appear innovative in order
to seek funding. Foundations, both public and private, let themselves in for the
latter by being too much caught up in 'innovation', I believe. Improvement of
the undergraduate learning experience is the goal. Most innovations are unlikely
to be improvements, and only rarely does a sound innovation such as the WPI Plan
come along. That NSF recognized the potential in the WPI proposal is very much
to NSF credit.

I conclude that a CoSIP or RULE (Restructuring of Undergraduate Learning
Experience) program in NSF is highly desirable, but only under certain caveats
and with realistic expectations: very few proposals for such restructuring will
have all the ingredients that have contributed to the WPI Plan's success to date.
Those ingredients are:

1. A strong nucleus of faculty leadership
inspired to improve undergraduate education.

2. Sound planning.

3. A faculty willing to take on heavy loads
to support the effort.

4. An extremely able and well-organized Dean of
Undergraduate Instruction to provide administrative
organization and initiatives.

5. A university administration committed to the effort
able to comprehend it, and effective in "selling"
it to alumni and external agencies.

6. A strong, independent, respected external Advisory Panel.

I believe I can list the sixth requirement in the WPI Plan without being
immodest, since the quality of my Panel colleagues will fully make the case,
totally neglecting my presence. Such a panel provides independent assessment,
can take an overview without being consumed in detail, can provide welcome
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encouragement in response to progress L and can offer constructive criticismand suggestions. The hardworking, overi ,ed practitioners of such an educationarestructuring draw an important reward, I believe, from the dedicated constructivinterest of educators and scholars of the caliber of Messrs. Harrisberger, MazlisPicha, Reed, Riesman, and Whinnery. The free hand given to the Panel has been amost enlightened NSF policy indeed it may be essential to recruiting and
retaining panelists such as those listed above.

The future counterparts of WPI-like improvements in undergraduate educationmust be discovered and given the opportunity to be tested. DO NOT EXPECT TOFIND MANY.

What is exportable from the WPI Experiment?

I am tempted to say that only the list of six required ingredients isexportable. That is possibly too "flip" an answer, et I am reluctant to claim mo

Presumably the projects, whether MT, or IQP, could be exported into circum-stances where t[e curriculum is otherwise relatively conventional. But I believethat the Individually Prescribed Instruction, the shorter and more intensive sevenweek term, and other elements of the WPI Plan develop a degree of student self-
reliance that contributes significantly to the success of the MOP's and IQP's at WI

Innovating_ versus Sustaining

During my 22 years in academic life, prior to departing for industry, andalso during my past five years as a trustee of a private foundation, I havedeveloped a strond aversion to the innovation syndrome of supporting agencies.
Everyone likes to be credited with having or helping to launch a new idea. Farfewer have the resolve or perseverance to sustain solid new ideas through their
less glamorous periods of middle-aged steady productivity. I have in the past
accused the private foundation world of happily depositing babies of innovationon the doorsteps of private colleges and universities, leaving those institutionswith the hapless financial task of nurturing the innovations through childhoodand strapping ever-hungry adolescence toward solid maturity.

With the foregoing observation (prejudice) clearly expressed, I urge theNational Science Foundation to recognize what I believe to be a fact: a dollar
spent sustaining the (to date) highly promising WPI Plan will provide more
educational return than a dollar gambled on "wild-catting" for further viableeducational reform.

Now, since te successful WPI Plan experiment could not have been performedwithout such speculative investment, I am obviously not opposed to wild-catting.
What I am saying is that it is pointless to invest in the search for new resourceswithout following through with support for their steady production. This callsfor a balance between sustaining and innovating funding that few foundations,
public or private, have seemed to me to be willing to strike:

George E. Pake
May 1, 1975
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REPORT TO THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

ON THE PROGRESS OF THE WPI PLAN

K. C. Picha, Advisory Committee Member

The Faculty and Administration of WPI are to be commended for the

excellent progress in implementing the innovative WPI Plan for engineering

education. Many of us were extrewely skeptical over the past three years

as to whether or not WPI could indeed implement the Plan. The Plan has

been implemented, all freshmen are now on the Plan, and a sizeable number

of seniors are graduating. Graduates of WPT are being placed in good indus-

trial posts and are being accepted at prestige professional Graduate Schools.

Much of the success to date is due to the keen perceptions of problems and

excellent approaches to problem solving of Dean William Grogran. NSF should

continue its support of the WPI Plan for at least another two years since a

great deal of good experience and data are being -.eveloped that will be of

value to other engineering schools and, I suspect, to Specialized Accrediting

Agencies.

It is understood that NSF haS interest in determining what components of

the Plan might be useful to other institutions. It was agreed by the Advisory

Committee that WPI was a rather unique place five years ago in that it faced

a rather uncertain future unless some dramatic changes took place. There

existed some key faculty members who envisioned the Plan and were ready to

work extremely hard to make the Plan work. There were also a unique set of

talents and interests which made the IQP's and the MQP's possible. The

conclusion one reaches is that it is unlikely that the same set of circum-

stances will exist at another institution such that the Plan can be exported.
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It is likely, however, that the concept of working on real problems,

both technical and social, can be exported. indeed, from my own perspective

and experience real problem solving and senior theses seem to be returning to

many engineering schools. It is hoped that industry and government agencies

will recognize the educational value of working with our Nation's engineering

schools and wili be willing to make the manpower investments as well as finan-

cial investments to continue to encourage these efforts.

:;pecific problem areas oberved during April 1975 will be commented on in

a direct report to Deal Ci-ogan. The most significant difficulty which I per-

ceive as being unolved aad perhaps irreconcilable in the future shAll be

discussed in this report.

The faculty members who conceived the Plan recognized that the implemen-

tation of the Plan would require every faculty member to become almost a

zealous missionary devoting all their energies and talents to the Plan. The

Faculty Reward structure had to be changed to give adequate rewards for

superlative performance in Plan activities. Clearly this meant that the

traditional rewards for scholarship-research and publications had to be de-

emphasized for several years.

I expressed considerable skepticism three years ago regarding change!-;

in faculty reward structures. The conflicts of trying to maintain viable

doctoral programs and implementation of the Plan were obvious. It was my

judgment that substantially all of the faculty effort had to be devoted to

the Plan and that perhaps it would be wise to drop doctoral education at WP1.

Unfortunately the conflict remains and in my judgment the success of

implementing the Plan is in serious jeopardy because progress has not been

0



achieved on solving this problem. it is understood that a major change

in thinking is being called for. On the other hand, the conflict appears

to be a major stumbling block in most innovative undergraduate engineering

programs I have studied.

The argument can be made that faculty members can only stay abreast and

indeed ahead of technological change by doing doctoral level research. I

too have used that argument for many years in making key personnel decisions.

I am now persuaded that other ways exist for wintaining faculty professional

growth. It can be argued that faculty members wcyrking on real industrial and

government problems with very bright seniors and masters students can stay

alive intellectually and grow professionally. In fact, one of the attractive

features of the WPI experiment was a test of this argument. Dean Gordon Brown

of MIT used to say that industry was the storehouse for technology and the

University the storehouse for science. Accepting his concept leads one to

believe that an engineering school can stay at the forefront of technological

change b day to day interactions with a variety of industries over a period of

five to ten years.

Should the Faculty and Administration at WPI decide to really bite the

bullet and focus all their attention to the Plan, some major questions evolve

as to faculty mobility in the face of increasing tenure percentages (a problem

we all have). My guess is that as more engineering schools adopt the problem

solving mode of engineering education, that faculty members at WPI will be

approached with possible positions. On the other hand, it might be that WPI

might begin to lose its valuable faculty members to industry. (Industrial

starting salaries for BS students are once again equal to Assistant Professor's

salaries.) There could emerge a flow of people between UPI and industry which

might be one of the best things that could happen to engineering education.
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The problem I. describe is an easy one to discuss, but an extremely

difficult one to solve since it raises the crucial issues of today's

academic world. WPI demonstrated it could depart from the traditional

concepts when it adopted the Plan. Hopefully that same spirit of experi-

mentation and innovation will come forth to solve this problem as well.
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The 11 P1 PIA N : Assessment and Peconmendations

C. D. Reed

The WP1 Plan is a daring attempt. of an old established

and prestigious engineering school to change itself. The root,;

of this change are twofold: institutional survival and a

perceived need for a new kind of engineering education.

Located in a region of the country rich in institutions

of higher learning, WPI, some years ago, faced a bleak future.

Engineering enrollments, nationally, were sagging while expenses

and hence tuition were climbing sharply. As a private and not

heavily endowed college, WPI foresaw difficulties in competing

with nearby public institutions which offered quality programs

at a fraction of the cost. There was need, the faculty sensed,

to differentiate WPI's educational offering.

The other root of WPI's Plan was a strong conviction of

the faculty that today's engineering education needed radical

change to respond better to the needs of modern society.

The modern engineer, according to the Plan, should enter his

profession prepared for industrial problem-solving and should

understand the impact of his technical output on society.

He should be well grounded in the humanities and should have

the opportunity in school to exercise initiative, to make plans

and decisions, and live with the consequences.

These ambitious features of the Plan were to be offered

not just to a small minority of entering students of outstanding

ability but made the standard program for all.

qt.)



The revamping of WPI's program from its Lradil lona] Hmmiat

to 1. he [1 WOS an underLoking of imilense difficulty and

complexity. It was tacfled by the faculty with extraordinary

dedication and ingenuity and received the unreserved hacking

of the administration. With the graduation this spring of Ihe

first generation of Plan students, an important milestone has

been reached and the results of WPI's institutional transformation

are beginning to emerge.

We met with six seniors selected at randem by Dean Grogan.

lhey were an impressive group: articulate, self-confident,

mature, knowledgeable in their field, and wholly sold on the

Plan. They would choose the Plan again and recommend it to

friends and relatives. This group of young men and women are

a credit to WPI. They will go out into the world, including

top graduate schools, as living advertisements of the Plan.

The Plan therefore is off to a fine start with many of its

indicators looking favorable at this early stage. But there are

problems. In my own view: one major problem and a series of

minor problems. If WPI is able to tackle the major one, the

rest will take care of themselvesin time.

The major problem is cost. The Plan represents education

inherently more expensive than the traditional format. I don't

know how much more expensi e--my estimate: 30 to Sfr,--nor do

I know how WPI will pay for it. The excess cost stems dil .ctly

from the Plan's need for substantially more faculty per student.

The early success of the program has been made possible

by a burst of faculty dedication and effort which cannot be

sustained for the long haul. It is essential therefore that

this problem he understood and faced.

In the following I will deal first with faculty overload

and then take up some of the lesser problems. 4 0
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FACULTY OVERLOAD

WPI embarked on the Plan with an already lean faculty:

a student-faculty ratio of 14.. Every essential feature of the

Plan has added to the faculty load; none has reduced it.

Compared to a traditional situation:

The WPI student needs more advising and monitoring
to steer him through his custom-tailored study plan.

Several hundred projects must be kept going at any
one time and their quality maintained at a high
level since much of the student's education derives
from projects.

Hundreds of competency exams must be designed and
implemented yearly, each tailored to an individual's
plan of study.

New incoming faculty requires more time to become
fully productive, again adding to the burden of the
incumbent faculty.

And yet, with all these additional demands on the faculty imposed

by the Plan, the student-faculty ratio has stayed unchanged at 14

Contrast this with Harvey Mudd, an engineering school offering

a similar program, which operates with a student-faculty ratio

of 9.

So why is the Plan working so well at this stage? Certainly,

the first graduating students have impressed us as competent,

articulate and solidly behind the Plan. The answer lies in the

faculty's willingness to put in extraordinary effort, dedication,

and long hours way beyond the call of duty. .he Plan, after all,

is the faculty's very own creation and the majority are strongly

motivatnd to see it cu,7.ceed.
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But what about the long caul? Can this outpouring of

faculty energy and motivation, triggered by the excitment of

radical, self-generated chP.nge, be sustained indefinitely?

I think not. I have come across professors putting in 12 or

more hours a day plus weekends over long stretches of time

and yet barely keeping up with nonpostponable duties. There

is lack of time for upgrading courses, lack of time for just

thinking. There is talk of the need to exercise s2lective

neglect. There is reduced opportunity for consulting because

of the time demands of the Plan, aggravated by a salary structure

which lags behind comparable institutions. It all Ads up to

a serious problem tnat must be understood and met.

The work load clearly is not uniform across the faculty.

It ranges from severe overload to Jilderutilization. Considering,

however, normal spreads in talent, motivation, vitality, and

productivity, the work load will never be uniform, but some

redistribution would help and may indeed be feasible.

What I believe is needed is a thorough systems study to

determine the dimensions of this problem: how much faculty

time is needed to implement the Plan at a high quality level

and how much faculty time is in fact available. Such a study

should concern itself with the steady-state rather than the

present transition phase since I'm confident that momentum

will carry the Plan through the remainder of its developmental

phase. If such a study shows a modest faculty deficit,
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say of 20%, we may expect to close the gap through minor

changes and economies without jeopardizing essential features
or quality. If the study, however, discloses a much greater

deficit in faculty time, then we are surely heeded for trouble,
and more drastic remedies will be needed.

In summary, I see faculty overload as the overriding

problem of the Plan. Other problems, such as advising, projects,

competency exams, 7-week term, all stemming from the newness of
the Plan, can be corrected given the availability of adequate
faculty time. In the absence of understanding the problem of
faculty load and dealing with it, the Plan will be faced with a
continuum of problems--different ones at different times--all
symptoms of a common root cause: faculty overload.

4 3



OTHER FACULTY RELATED PROBLEMS

1. The faculty feels that neither department heads nor

administration are aware of individual work loads.

To be sure, computer printouts of work assignments exist

but little use is made of them to give either recognition

or relief to overloaded faculty members. This is a task

which department heads should address.

2. Some faculty members feel underrecognized. They put in

extraordinary effort, yet seldom hear a word of praise

or recognition. Initiatives are therefore needed by

department heads and members of administration to show

recognitioh and to improve communications with individual

faculty members.

3. The faculty considers itself underpaid and losing ground

with respect to cost of living. They question the fiscal

decisions of the administration and lack confidence in

the Committee on Financial and Administrative Policy charged

with understanding, influencing, and explaining fiscal

matters. I believe VPI has valid answers to these faculty

concerns, but the facts must be disseminated. I recommend

that the Committee on Financial and Administrative Policy

be revitalized and charged with establishing better rapport

and communications with the faculty.
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4. The reward system at WPI is guided by the Committee on

Tenure and promotions. We found the members of this

committee of high caliber and their organization and

procedures admirable. Nevertheless, there is a mismatch
between the policy as intended and implemented and the
policy as perceived by the faculty.

The impression is widespread that research, publishing,
and obtaining research grants are valued higher than

dedication to the Plan. Reinforcing these faculty concerns
is the undisputable fact that outside mobility and

marketability are enhanced more by publishing and research
than by contributing to the Plan.

While I can think of no improvements in the operation of

the Tenure Committee,
I urge that its visibility be

increased. The present practice of rotating members

through the committee to widen the base of understanding

helps, but it is a slow process and more is needed.

5. Dedication to the Plan equates with less time for research
and publishing and reduced opportunity for the individual

faculty member to stay abreast of advancing science and

technology. As a possible remedy, WPI should institute
for Plan-oriented faculty a vigorous program of sabbaticals

with industry or in university research.



PROJECTS

Projects continue to be very popular with students.

The level of project activity is still increasing but at

a lower rate and will soon level out. At present, over a

thousand students are engaged in project activity. With an

average number of students per team of two, there are then

500 projects in progress. I sampled six projects--two of them

I judged good, 2 poor, and 2 in between. While this may not

have been a statistically sound sample, I am nevertheless

impressed with the difficulty of maintaining quality when

dealing with such large numbers. Yet high quality in projects

is essential, not only because much of the student's education

derives from projects, but also because WPI's reputation with

participating industry is at stake.

The solution proposed by the panel--and I strongly support

it--is the establishment of an industry-faculty Project Committee

which, on an on-going basis, samples the quality of projects

and provides feedback to the faculty. While I recognize the

problem in recommending yet another committee activity for an

already overburdened faculty, I see no other way of achieving

the required quality control.
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COMPETENCY EXAM

This continues to be a prob7e,71 area. For the student,

because the threat and actuality of failing comes so late in
the program; for the faculty, because the goals and implementation
of the competency exam have not clearly emerged as yet. There
is lack of consensus between and within departments whether
the exam should test competency or comprehensiveness. Should
it d..al with fundamentals or methodology? Should it be long
or short? Should it be tailored to the individual student's
program or should his program be tailored to the scope of the
competency exam? Should the departments provide special coaching
and preparation?

So far, about 300 exams have been given and 200 students
have passed. This failure rate coming so late in the program,
when the traditional student has long since "made it," appears
too high to me. My recommendations for the competency exam are
these:

1. The exam should not confine itself either to competency or

comprehensiveness but should contain elements of both,

i.e., it should test the student's knowledge as well as

his ability to apply this knowledge to problem-solving.
2. Early in his curriculum the student and his advisor should

map out a course of study and through a "written contract"

establish the technical fields for which the student Will
be held responsible. This contract would outline a required

program of courses as well as project activity. If the

student has fulfilled his part of the contract, the

probability of passing the competency exam should be high,

much higher than the present 200 out of 300.

4 7
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3. There should be reasonable consistency across the campus

in the nature, length, and difficulty of competency exams.

This consistency will not come overnight but should be

made a long-range goal. To monitor and facilitate the

attainment of this goal an interdisciplinary and inter-

departmental committee is needed.

4. A program of preparing and coaching students for the

competency exam, following the lead of the Physics

Department, should be adopted campuswide.

GRADES

The news media have reported a national groundswell back

to grades. Employers as well as professional schools

(especially medicine and law) put heavy stress on grades.

With today's job market and ample availability of candidates

from colleges which give grades, ungraded students, however

qualified, are at a disadvantage.

The students I talked to summed it up this way: "As far

as inside WPI is concerned, the present system works well.

As for the outside, there is need for grades."

4 3



7-WEEK TERM

The 7-week term continues to be a probl,N1 although not

so serious as when first introduced. The curriculum committee

has shown commendable flexibility in reverting, where needed,

to the 14-week term (in the form of two consecutive 7-week

terms taught preferably by the same pcofessor). My principal

concern with the 7-week term centers around the case where a

major course, traditionally taught in 14 weeks, has been

compressed into 7 weeks without reducing content, thereby

forcing on the student a doubling of the learning rate.

I have discussed this problem with learning psychologists,

and I have had personal experience with crash courses.

Both convince me that comprehension and retention suffer when

the learning rate greatly exceeds that evolved over many years

in traditional settings.

The 7-week term resulted initially from the needs of

project activity which envisioned students to be absent from

the campus for a full term at a time. Since then the pattern

has changed. Students now work on projects part-time, taking

two or three terms, and hence no longer leave the campus for

extended periods. This emerging pattern makes it even easier

to revert to 14 weeks where desirable.

4 9
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CONCLUSIONS

The WPI Plan offers a valuable variant to traditional

engineering education and has made a promising start. The first

graduating class is of high caliber and sold on the merits of

the Plan. Enrollments have held up and an increasing

percentage of freshmen select WPI because of the Plan.

The Plan, if implemented at a high quality level, requires

more faculty per student than the traditional format and is

therefore inherently more costly. By how much and how to pay

for it are vital questions which WPI must address urgently.

Whether the Plan offers engineering education superior

to the traditional approach is not clear. Traditional schools,

after all, are not standing still either but are constantly

evolving and adapting to changing conditions. A definitive

comparison between the two educational schemes will take years

to achieve and may indeed be of interest to the NSF and the

educational community at large.
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It'111;am lames Hall i80
Cambridgc, lfassachusett, 021 i8

10 June 1975

To: National Science Foundation

Re: (CoSIP) Grant GY-9353 to Worcester Polytechnic Institute

From: David Riesman

Our Panelists agreed that in making a summary report to the National
Science Foundation, we would follow our usual practice of individual reports,
leaving any summary of our summaries to be done, if such procedure is desirable,
either at Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI) itself, or at NSF. These in-
dividual reports have permitted Panel members to make use of their special foci
of interest and ranges of observations, and I would like to begin this report by
saying something about the composition of the Panel and hence, by implication,
about the general question of selecting panels to monitor governmental grants.

At the outset, I should make plain that I feel I know very little about
WPI in spite of all the efforts of the institution itself and my fellow Panelists
to help overcome my limitations. Although I have spent a modest amount of time

at California Institute of Technology, Rice, RPI, Case Western Reserve, etc., and
have intense interest in the work of high-technology companies, I still have an
enormous amount to learn. I began with the four volumes of the Two Towers

document; I cannot say enough for the dedication of the faculty under the leader-
ship of Professor C. William Shipman which produced the "Two Towers" series,
analyzing what WPI had been, assessing with a kind of cautious boldness what it
might become. Indeed, having immersed myself in these documents, I may have been
too critical in my reports of what I regard as the failure of some WPI faculty to
understand the Plan, for I am, so to speak, in the business of visiting and

understanding educational experimentation, whereas they are in the business of

teaching electrical engineering or English poetry or whatever the case may be.
No doubt, there are young recruits to WPI who have had less chance than I to read



the Two Towers documents. I may even be a more faithful reader of the student

paper, Newspeak, than they, for which in earlier months--the paper is now ever so

much better--one could hardly blame anybody!

Furthermore, I know that there has simply been no way for me to overcome

two handicaps: I joined the Panel because I was interested in the Plan and admired

its ambitions; and the Panel itself was so to speak identified with "The Adminis-

tration" even though we were neither stupid enough nor confined enough to avoid

hearing many criticisms. But aggressively anti-Plan faculty would hardly be in-

clined to seek me out. And in meetings with departments, I wohld not want to

expose them if they felt threatened by my presence. (When I commented on the

relative sobriety and civility of discourse at faculty meetings, someone said to

me that our Panel was a factor here: people behaved themselves more in our

presence. Rut that itself, if so, distinguished WPI from other institutions

where the opposite might be the case!)

1. The Panel

In the first of our reports submitted to NSF on December 21, 1972, I

drew an analogy between WPI and a developing country--a country whose very

remoteness from centers of sophistication and skepticism led to the inauguration

of a Plan of extraordinary ambitiousness and scope. In my observation at other

educational institutons which fall into similar categories as WPI, faculty members

come from major research-oriented universities and tell the "natives" how we do

it at Berkeley or MIT or Harvardsomething our hosts hardly need to learn from us

and which is rarely helpful. Our Panel was on the whole relatively free of such

implicit ethnocentrism and snobbery. We were in the main not provincial to our

own institutions, nor indeed convinced that they furnished the last word for an

"underdeveloped nation." Instead, for example, Lee Harrisberger could report on

how Harvey Mudd or Kansas State University was handling comparable problems; John

Whinnery was familiar with the co-op plan at Antioch; Kenneth Picha had a knowledge

of the ecology of private higher education in New F.:,gland and its relation to its

private and public competitors--I could go around the list of Panelists and report

similar ability to draw on wider segments of academic experience not only in this

country but elsewhere.

All of us came to WPI with curiosity, admiration for the aims of the

Plan, willingness to devote our full attention to the enterprise not only while

we were there but also in following documentary materials sent Lo us in the

interims between our meetingsand well aware of the dangers any visiting team
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encounters of seeing "Potemkin Villages" while difficulties and obscurities remain
safely hidden. In some small part, a reader of our first reports to the institu-
tion might well have concluded that we were almost caricaturing C. P. Snow's port.rait
of "the two cultures" in our individual reports, with the science-and-engineering-
oriented members of the Panel, while seeing many of the prohlems of the Plan,
attributing these La questions of implementation that could be solved rather
easily; while from the First I myself and Bruce Mazlish of the Humanities Division
at MIT were more inclined to see hasic obstacle!s in the very design of the Plan
and to believe that nothing is ever a matter of "mere" implementation, narticularly
when one is dealing with the characteristic idiosyncrasies, temptations to
anarchism, and alternations between euphoria and despair to he found among
academicians and intellectuals, olrsehves included. AL the SAM(' Lime, each of

the Panelists respected the others and the group as a whole, and in the course of
our meetings, we became personally attached to one another, so that it was with
genuine sadness thlt we have parted company as a cadre. Our differences in judging
various aspects of tie Plan and the Plan as a whole, as argued out among ourselves
at our private meetings, and ns represented candidly in our semi-annual reports,
were contained within a general framework of sympathy for what has been in many
ways the heroic effort of ?IP' to transform itself, and with respect Cor the judge-
ments each of us made concerning that effort.

It does of course not follow from this that allowing the institution to
select its own Panelists would always work out this way. What gave our work such
leverage as it may have had, in direct feedback to the institution during and
after our visits, and in indirect feedhack to NSF periodically and now in this
report, was the complete candor or the leaders of the Institute and especially of
Dean William Crogan, who was our particular host and who, as Project Director of
the NSF grant, has carried the main burden of its interpreLllion to faculty and
students; while President (leorge Hazzard has carried the message outside, later
supplemented hy Dein of Faculty Ray Holz, vis-a-vis NSF itoolr, other granting
agencies, the hoard of Trustees (who ha.c, heen considerably reconstituted and
arc no longer provincial to Worcester and the ;.,vr England area) and the two only

slightly overlapping worlds of ,;chools of engineering and experimental under-
graduate liberal arts colleges. The integrity of this leaderhip is one of the
major accets of the PLIn. f Hy, ,;(.en enough soli-convinced evangHists of
educational reform in my own work on higher education to be sure that many insti -

tutions could not he trusted to put together a Panel that would combine sympathy
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detachment, nor trust it to reveal to the Panel everything without exception

that tHe Panel wanted to know, without in any way hiding difficulties and dilemmas.

To illustratei members of the Panel soon began to feel that, if we were

not seeing built-to-order Potemkin Villages, we were at least meeting undergraduates

of unusual articulateness and, in general, sympathy for the Plan. We asked to

meet a more random assortment of students, and this was made possible at our sub-

sequent meetings by arranging for us to go as individuals to have lunch in

fraternity houses, to visit groups in the residence halls, and in my own case by

invading what many faculty members would consider the privacy of the classroom

and permitting me to visit classes--I only wish I could have done more of that--

prior to our Panel meetings. It nevertheless did turn out that we met mainly

students and faculty who were more articulate than average, more sympathetic to

the Plan on the whole, although not invariably; but even in the case of faculty,

the good luck of being able to LiLend severcd open faculty meetings which occurred

during the course of our Panel meetings gave us an opportunity to see and hear

some of the rmre resistat faculty and to gain a sense of the combination of

fatalism and intransigence with which they were still responding to the Plan,

basically unreconciled. Yet it would be quite natural, without any conscious

effort on the part of our hosts, in fact with efforts going in the opposite

direction, that the students who would seek us out and the faculty likewise would

tend to be those who were the supporters of the Plan, who tended also to be the

more articulate even when we met students io groups--here the fraternity houses

were a helpful exception.

I conclude that it would not be a good idea for NSF in general to allow

an institution to which it has made a grant to pick its own Panel, even though in

this case we believe the results may have justified the decision. Rather, it

would make sense to ask for nominations from the institution--not necessarily

only from the top leadership, for in most of these cases an institution will be

divided within itself--ad then to analyze the general attitudes toward innovation

or toward traditio- represented by the nominees and to supplement these from NSF's

own knowledge of individuals who might contribute both divergent and convergent

perspectives. I would say that the size of our Panel was about cight; we could

meet for a single conversation around a single table without anyone taking too

much air time. But I would also insist that the chairman of the Panel is of the

greatest importance as a guard against monopolization of Panel time by a not in-

considerable number of academic narcissists likely to be engaged in such work!

Such chairmen are rare in American academic culture today: most have a

55
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laissez-faire attitude, which advantages the articulate and penalizes the shy; all
the more, then, individual reports are to be preferred since one cannot count on
having a chairman (a term I prefer for both sexes) who will see that everyone's
voice and especially minority ':oices get equal air time--or count, as in our case,
on a spirit of give and take among the Panelists who grew to have respect for each
other's professional judgment and personal qu,ilities.

2. The Transportability of innovation and the Problem of Evaluation

In an earlier era, and even now in a good deal of post-baccalaureate

education in the arts and sciences and other fields, reform-minded governmental
and foundation officials and educators have i ie7ed that the problem of communi-
cating the results of what might be called P' ) nt_ all educational levels was at
least as serious as the research and development enterprise itself. It was widely
believed, and I myself believed it, that most colleges and universities did their
best to imitate the pace-setter private and public universities of world-class
distinction, whether or not these models were suitable to their particular mandate
vis-a-vis their student constituencies, the development of their faculty members,
or the local communities to whom they had responsibilityand furthermore, that
these imitations were not of the actual practices at major universities and

universitv colleges, but of what had been the practice or was believed to be the
practice currently. The two "Newman Reports" struck this note, as did Alden
Dunham's volume prepared for the Carnegie Commission, Colleges of the Forgotten
Americans, or my own volume of nearly 20 years ago, Constraint and Variety in
American Education. I believe that at the level of Ph.D. training in the arts
and sciences, these verdicts are still in general correct;. changes here are intra-
mural, specific to departments or subdepartments, and while they are spread
quickly when it comes to research findings, they spread hardly at all when it
comes to pedagogic or organizational inventiveness. But I believe that the story
is now quite different at the undergraduate level, and that, if anything, the
modes of communication of what are presumed to be admirable and hence fund-worthy
innovations spread almost too quickly.

Tn discussions with our Panel and with our ',4131- hosts, I made a compar-
ison with the "cargo cults" ohserved by anthropologists, where non-literate people
wmIld come to believe that ti:e white man's goods would arrive as cargo if only
th -! old gods and practices were totally abandoned, thrown in the ocean in many
caes, and the people believed in the new gods of the white man. Starvation and
chaos were often the inevitable result; occasionally, a revitalization movement



occurred which saved the day, usually where a leader arose who could syncretize

old and new--as the Japanese have so notably done in managing to modernize many

aspects of their society while retaining the cohesiveness and support structure

of older traditions.

In a situation of relatively or even absolutely shrinking resources for

higher education, ever so many private colleges all over the United States have

junked what they have seen as antiquated departmentalism, credit hours, chrono-

logical sequerces, and opted for many features that could also be found in the

WPI Plan, such an individuated instruction or contract learning, some version of

pass/no credit grading, competence-based evaluations, and so forth. Some ambitious

new public institutions have also followed this same route, seeking adult cr

other constituencies and offering degrees on the basis of external projects, some

completed before matriculation at the institution.

Thus what seems to me to be required in the present climate is less

undiscriminating spread of the latest evangelistic proposals for reform, i.e.,

the cargo cults of higLer education, and more discriminating analysis of the

problems faced by institutions seeking to institute reform. Indeed, one might

well hope that these institutions would be given a certain protective tariff of

modest invisibility while struggling with the sorts of grave and nearly intractable

problems faced by WPI and other pioneering adventurers; the danger here as in

other ,7overnmental programs is very much part of the American grain: hoping for

too much, too soon, and not recognizing all the obstacles, and believing that

good will is the major necessary ingredient for innovative redesign of curriculum.

know that this may be and almost certainly is quixotic counsel for

the institutions and for NSF itself: one needs to oversell to gain support, and

then hope that the sheriff will not come around too soon: A sheriff in the form

of Senator Proxmire or the recent terrible Amendment passed by the How,

Representatives vis-a-vis NSF proposals, or in the form of the General Accounting

Office or other government inspecting and auditing agencies.

I am not suggesting that there are no lessons to be learned from

and that its historical uniqueness--and I believe it s unique for reasons I shall

present in a moment--makes it impossible to examine it with an eye to what could

be done elsewhere. But that eye must be informed by the knowledge of what is

unique to WPT.

And here a word is in order about the general kind of educational

evaluation which is built into federal programs currently and into many offices of

institutional research in colleges and universities. These are mainly staffed by
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people trained in educational psychology, whose mode of procedure is to interviewevery nth student and/or every nth faculty member; I have yet to see a case wherethey have interviewed memhers of the Board of Trustees, actual or prospective
employers, or faculty members at rival institutions. Thus, their research isintramural and even there, in my observation,

not so much at WP1 hut at other
innovating institutions, limited by the very mode of procedure.

Neither studentsnor faculty are fungible goods: IL does not help us much to be told, for example,that 80',c of WPI students are satisfied with the ::ew Plan. It helps us some; justas the Carnegie Commission surveys of student
satisfaction in the late 19(i0'shelped reiut the common ideologically tinged premise that "students" were mono-lithic, and that they all shared the antagonism made use of for propagandapurposes by the politicdl

and counter-cultural Left among both faculty andstudc ts. Indeed, the use of student complaints
as leverage for academic reformis a common practice; reformers read into what students say, their own judgments

as to what ought to be done. Thus, surveys do halp in balancing such polemicaland slanted views based on impression and on the more articulate.
At the same time it should be oi-.'ious that students do not live inisolation. Certainly not on a resident:al

campus such as WPI. Like faculty,they form sub-cultures; and I have wanted to see any survey work done by snowballsampling rather than by random sampling to Lake account of this. It may be moreimportant that 20-Y. of the students are dissatisfied if it is these students whohave been brought to WPI by the advertising of the new Plan, its allure as repre-sented in the catalogue or by recruiters, than that 80% of a student populationof lower-middle-class and often working-class
origin express themselves assatisfied with the status quo, whatever the status quo may be at the time of theirarrival. And of course the same is true of faculty: at WPI, to illustrate, myfear from te very outset has beer: that the acceptance of the Plan, occurring asit did at the same historical time that the faculty

was discovering itself as afaculty and becoming more democratized--in line with contemporary trends everywhereelse--meInt that there was always the possibility of what too dramatically I term"counter revolution" by a minority of dissident faculty hostile to the Plan fromthe outset and not reconciled even today. (Lspecially in engineering, suchfaculty could use at least the alibi of professional accreditation by the ECPD orother engineering associations as the basis for their fear for WPI's future andas a cover of their antagonism to a Plan hacked by the Administration.)
I have already indicated that WPI did far better in its in-house

educational evaluation than other comparable institutions with which I have had

7
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experience. It is, tor example, extremely important that Dr. Karon Cohen lives

in Worcester; that shy fs An ndlunct. lacuit. member at WPI; that she had an eye

Cor who I Orli.' it i II rm t. thmmtr..f C ci tut f I i; WI' 5 the psycho-

toyical attitudes ol the students she was surveyilv.. Furthermore, thy use of

comparison institutions was an admirable addition to the oriinal plan for

evaluation, and numl)er of the Pine! navy some acquaintance with one or

both of thesy colle,tes (and with Illineis Instituty RI Technolo;iy, Co which

v.rant was also made Hy Y.:iv, with whmse proixess I
have tried to keep in touch

vicariously), thus the resultant evaluations LAVt. not heel) provincial to WPI as

has heen tfw more ;uineral pattern in evaluation.

3. WP1's 1.tn iquenyss

lysi list r i on-, l''itl lii f11y f mt ohsery,, I on 010.111 tdpl

110 11 leat in thy orHit xperimentinsi c.dlyes and universities

have had some chahLe to in thy last decade (!ll ti0. Here is a notable case

which contradicts the prevallin.i notion that home inard in-bred faculty tend Lo

re,iist reform, while newl iecruityd faculty, especially those who went_ throuli

collene ond raduate sche.d late 1"IM's, are thy wave and hope of the future.

At WP1 it is perhaps rimt too '-;:rufl to say ti AL 11 s the home puard loyalist

raculty, led by'William cian himsvlf, wnm has spynt his entire lift at WPI, who

are the mainstays of and the creators of thy Plan, At wrt itself, f had heard the

hopu expressyd that newly recruited younii iculty would he more flexible, more

adaptable co the demands ol 100 Plan. Of this, I was from Ihe s.kept_ic;11,

For the Plan makes such intynse demnnds on faculty that it, tends, if seriously

attended to, tn aker the cartitir patterns mf those faculty members who come with

newly minted doclorat s to thc insLitui n. For example, my first advice to WPI

in recr,:t_intt social scientists was 'chit they do their hyst to secure adjunct

faculty from oufits like A. D. Littly mr ALL Associates, rather than recruit

economists or political scientists trained :IL leadirw universities, for the latter

would not want to eria:itii in project with Livil ern.ineers hut rather write

articles for the journals which would tmve them visihiliiv and prevent their

cannibalization hy the Iliphi demahds of the Plan. In !act, one of the innocerces

with which many erufineerirw schools have emharked on eiforts to "humanize" them-

selves has been the 1.. 'lel !n the social sciehces are on-y waiting Lo

hear from policy-oriented er-ineers and natural scientists in order to respond in

the latter's terms; whereas, of course, most will want. to respond in terms of-

own discipline and the narrnw tariff houndaries in which they hate bei,n

trained.
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In that sense, WPI furnishes u marvelous illustration which I think can
be gen ralizod: namely, that some of the hest chances for reform lie in institu-
tions with a loyalist faculty, with no other opportunities elsewhere, who care
about the institution's survival in part out of loyalty and idealism, and itt part
hecause it is the only source cf their own academic survival. 1 should add that
in my own c,-tit , one oC the reasons I was happy Lo serve on the NSF Panel was my
belief that_ the hest chance for reform of undergraduate curricula may lie precisely
in the more conservative institutions: either cooservative by reason of location,
as in some of the Southern institutions, or in the mountain state, or in the

denominational colleges, or hy reason of the mandate of the institution and the
faculty it has acquired, as with WPf.

And here, WPI, so far as I. can determine, really is unique. Thus, I

have studied the catalogues of Stevens Institute, of Clarkson; 1 have visited
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute and have a little sense of Rose-Hulman, have
visited Case when it ias still Case, and Rico and other high technology institu-
tions: there is nm,2 whic!: 11,1'; as in-bred a faculty as WPf, or even comes close,
and none I cap think or at, the moment where the delay between the baccalaureate
and the doctoral de.,,,ree is as lang as in the case of WPI where a number or faculty
aod irrlduates of WPT, took a masters there after they had started teaching there,
and then perhaps got a doctorate a dozer, vears later at Clark or Poston Univer-
sity. Or have nut :-,otton a doctorate a all. (They are Lenurad in by a kind of
,:randfathe,- clause which w;:s necessary if- the Plar was to have a chance; hut many
are still atsistant irofesors in their 40's or even older, or associate professors

though they have been at WPI for A quart r centurya problem of the limited
incentives WP1 has at dispnsil and, ,-iin,- its financial incentives are so
limited, the need to pneserve titular incentives as marks of approbation, though
these are often conferred too slowly in terms of time-in-grade wiLh the daener of

insulat

of the mot outstanding i:lculLy who rire mohile.)

WP I i s tint Hit, in its rc.cru i i 1-,1c1.1 I Ly rind I he correspond i tot
on, i t in :1 so -.;,,fficwi,..It id i r,it. Lc in having iyien run by a hi:-gh

military offcier at the very time the Plan was adumbrated. r :lyself believe that

thonouati-mtuirtn educational reform comes from the top with leverage from outside
agencies such as NSF, ml totsi support, of couro, is needed from faculty, too.
And thus it is not enounh if n Institution Is to transform itself as greatly as
WPI has hoped to do, to h;:ve Cuil ficnity rtipport: if one does not have siipport
From the hierarchy, beginniruz with the ioard of Trustees ind, cortainly in the
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case of a haccn ;111 rea te school most of whose g raduat iii iii o di roc empl oymen ,

altiong employers as well.

This uniqueness, if I am ri ht_ ahout the tact, ot WPI, at least am

private schools of enyinecriny, is ci lesson in reverse for other institutions:

it suggesis when ROI. to start reforms i I the- Irt tO he wholesale, rather than,

!or example, as at II I int); Inst i Lute of 'i'u-e tonY, until ion,;(1 itt into ri

separate cadre who, what ever theft r 1 trier i t , may he regnrded as a hunch of

Creaks hy the regul at- Licit! ty. Furthermore, f...dti t he hi stori I id iosyncrasy

WP I i ;tip I 0'4 t nit t.,; i re f)rnr:trom i non - t rani-Tort-1H in our j udemen t. , kor

here the Pnnel is in rut I ,igreement, it it con r doe not Col low that spec ill('

aLures cannot he modified to suit the focal context of other institutions,

,;n:,..ethiny, which of course is already icitinoninc ic WPI receives a stream or

lnd as our Panel itself discusses ihe experiment, as Hu example I myself-

did at meeting of the Educationil Stall Seminar in Washington, D.C., in !armory,

and 1Htin briefly in A comment_ary on competence-based education at the American

Hucational Research Association meetiinls lato thi.; spriny.

indeed, one of the widely applicablt nil`;' tile enterpr

ht, isspi i res "th ick" rat her than "t hi Amin H;trat ions.

The slynificance or this lessnn needs underlining in un era when most. 'acuity are

vain enouyii to kel ieve that, ir they only wanted to, th v could he administrators,

since iL requires only the amhiLion of nn idiot_ and no -Tecial talent! Further-

more, in an ern of shrinking, hudyets, fnculty are alleryic to any increase in the

size of administrntion either absolutely or relatively, or in the compensntion of

administrators. Old-fashioned American anii-authority feelings here combine with

envy and spleen. WPF is especinlly viilneroble in this H.specL hecause iL had he n

run hierarchically and therefore req;lired only "lean" ndministrntion, and even

though President Georye dnzznrd has heen adept at recruiting additionnl sources

of outside support ns well as mnintnininy nnd strengthening support from n more

cosmopolitan Board of Trustees, he is inevitably moved into nn era of co-

rminnLion when faculty and students insist on heing in on decisions and when

importrmL to persunde and no longer H-asible to command.

Even in a more barticipntorv era, had WPI continued its curriculum, iL

Hive mannged with its present. le1 or administrltion. Rut it is my convic-

tion from examininy edncli:--tral expert:. rts in many different milieux, private and

public, that f they are to succeed they require an llmost, unbelievable vitmulcincu-

iv idmiccictrntorc, endless persunsion and attention to detail, nrid hence n much

inrger adminisirntion t.han is required simply to keep yoin,:, along iraditionnl
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lines. And precisely hecause what WP1 has sot out to do is so total a revampin:
of its whole procedure, from nerotiated admissions to competence-hosed and project
oriented requiremehts tor graduation, it demanck more m( its administration than
its faculty are tor the most part willing, Lo grant, and the administration is

naturally hesitant to respond to the needs pointed out hy our Panel tor rear of
arousing lurther laculty

resentmentresentment which could lead in the ond to
unionization with all that implies in the American xr^io For entrenched inflex-
ihility and an adversary relation to "management." Thus, in encouragin expeh-
imentation ,,Isewhere, 't1-;1" itself might provide A certain leveracie here, as it
tel inauorate other new educational ventures, hy soein to that. recipients
understand lhw need Int- a "thick" administration rather than ono as overextended
as is now the 2ASC at WP1. IL could !Hills serve to legitimate, as our Panel has
soucht, to de, turther expenditures on administration even in A Lime 01 retrench-
ment.

I have sometimes said only halt in jest that experimenting institutions
need a vice president in charge (4 visitors! As the WP1 Plan has cJained
visihility, it has attracted visitors ahd 7.11()re Will come, and their reception Falls
on the same small haod who carry the ehterprise forward t-rom day to day. Thus
felt half guilty when

I learned thit mv remarks at the Educational Staff Semirir
had resulted in the planned visits of some members of the ESS to WPI in the days
immediately ahead. And yet 1 recognize thr in a situation of tremendous stress
where there is still a good deal ol latent hostility to the Plan among faculty
(although littla among students recruited since the Plm) went into el:eel., even
Theti!7h hy no mean', all of then came hecause of the Plan), those who hear the
hurdens of the Plan, i'oth in the taclty and in the administration, need the moral
support such visitors hrin--ned to feel that what they are doing has significance
for undergraduate education in general and eniidneering education in particular.

4. The Overall Significance of the WP1 Plan

So far, T have touched upon the idiosyncrasy of the Plan without making
clear just what: is unique it. What is urique i^ A comhinatior of various
elements, each one of which can he found elsewhere at retail, hut far as 1

know, nowhere else as a total enterprise.

a. Admissioi:s. There is certainly nothing novel ahont Open
Admissions: state collepes an:d univerEilie; have had de facto Open Admisions
for a long Lime, and prohahly the majority of private colleg,es have had Open
Admissions also, only pretending to be selective and lackir-w a sufficic:ntly larie

11
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applicant pool to he selective III practice: in other words, most private colleges

are practicing what Parsons College, to its undoing, openly preached. Sut

Negotiated Admissions is not at all the same as Open Admissions. It is an elfor!

to work out. vti th student , both d i rec. t Iv and thrmigh t he i r h igh ,:choo I teacher,:

.ind guidance counseler.i, whether WPI is something feasible for them, and whether

thyy are capable el bytting on themselves enou Lc) take the risks or entry. As

1 remarked at the time of our first visit, there is always the danger ol what

might he called the 6roucho Marx syndrome: if' I get admitted se easily to WP1,

is it worth attending! Uut under the percept i NRu d i rec t imn mi the I ormor Di reel or

ot Admissions, now ;IL Middlehury College, WPI made a genuine attempt to ask

students Lo answer thy question !or themselves, which required a much closer

analysis hy them el what WPI could eller Ind what they could oiler than is true

in tellO ral at the 12th .:,t-ade level, where student choices are OLLoH 00 whimsical

or guided ly 11100 they feel it is prestigeful to get in, whether to their educa-

tional advantae or not. WP1 asks prospective students to look at the question

,iddod" in a serious way, explaining what_ it is th.at_ they seek and what

iL i students should have in the way 01 cognitive equipment and of motivation in

order to make a go of t. To he sure, Lhey actively discourage students who in

their judgment are nut likely to succeed, for the sake of those students and for

thy sake ol others who may he demoralised hy sceking to Leach them or keep peer

company with them. Itit if a dytermined student wants to attend WPI, he or she

can do so at risk, knowing that entry does not mean automatic advancement, let

alont graduation. And in some cases, this policy has worked out well, illustrating

what we all recognise: namely that while testi scores and high school records are

useful information to have, students mc-: possess information about themselves

which they volunteer only hy making the het on themselves that Negotiated

Admissions permits. Thus there are students at WPI who were bored in high school

and had poor records, but who came alive under the possihility WPI offers fnr

individuated instruction, though of course there are also examples of misjudgment

hy students of their capacities either cognitively or, more difficult to assess,

in terms of pertinacity without the constant spur or the hoot camp procedures

characteristic of traditional engineering schools.

egotiated Admissions is by no means universally esteemed either by

faculty or students at WPf. There is some !)elief, but little evidence, that it

has lowered standards; it seems to me more likely that it has helped to bifurcate

the recent entering classes, bringing WPI both some exceptionally talented students

who would never have considered it hitherto, and some who might_ not have been
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ddmitted hitherto--dIthour,h thi,; LI,;t hdrd u, s(u.t out from the nedr-si ultdneous

effort u, recruit in,P,s1 ites dnd Woliwn in competition with more prestHeful

in,:titntions such .1 riedrhv NIT which cdn offer more to ixonps previously

frequeht recruits fo hieh technoloey dnd science.

h. Cr wsin.,, "Two Cultures" D'vide. In the United Stdtes, in

contrdst to other pdrfs the world, eneineerin Lends to he d "first ectierlition"

is d port of entry for hrieht youn,e men from hdckerounds of
modest medns dnd ,-,Miivntion, often yonne men for whom the hdsement workshop ()F

on interest in science tic:Lion his ddt, it possihlo !or them to dvoid the supposed
"nutdirdlness" of co-ducdtion in the teende v,hirs (u love for horses pldyt noise-

Ll; no of lho

reflects the

the wnv Lhnt

sdme role for women!). This recruitment to etiineerin,, schools also

fdct_ thdt eneineerinv is Mit In independent profession in

medicine ,Ind ldw dre (otten mistdkenly) reedrded hv the children of
the ii 101 t who, i k i 0H wHit t ny ;() ii tn doSlrIRL IC I I 1 y (1,1 ;WI II I

work" medn hv thdt phrdse "nohodv's Lin, hoss of me!" Whilo i L WPI I ound d
11,tndiul of studi.:nts who were themselves children of enrineers, dnunhters ds well
df--, sons, this is extremely mdre--in compdr1son, for exmple, with the situdtiou
in o medicd1 school, whero ,m1nv students :Ire reldtives Of phy-ficiiins.

Pdcultv t-elchine the humdnities in ln en-inerir ,fchoof tend Lo look dt
themselvs with even nfore thdn s the todnv with fdculty tener11v.
they s_e their manddte ds rescitino d few df-,one, the hdrhdridns for il e truths of

Link cul Lute or, in the t just_ posed, dskine students to mdke d Li/c -ii I' sir t ion

within the ,;pAn ot si! lc ionr-vedr hnccnldur,dt protrdm. hiley reedrd it

is d victory if they hdve "converted" d student out of emjneerin rind into n
supposed I y more humdne 1 i e H. Even ii i 5 i to L i ons d i ; d i ve rs I rind ds l'11T (id!

.Foch lniv, income, onif, cdn I md six!, my id- ue , I I.

slick ;1LLI torks snohi,isli find deplorIhIt'.

Ny own hope i,ds .11W.AVS t I! 1 torchor!-; of the i L il'S Iii ;Chool,;
dcvote, to om; irteer :let :7],Akt' converts flor to crefite

disolfoctod md , I Wotlid (1;1Mt. them to find -
i on,-; btween whdt thi-v do dnd whnt their students dre likely to do ithin the

n:dny mdnsit,ns nf t1HmloirinY fnd science. in the cns perf-ormin,ff, music, this
is easy enou;,,h; t 1 , t ,,,fcientists .-ind to ,tome d-ffree dnione eheineers,

musical performnce ds w 11 ds musicdi interest is widespredd. i1ut to eet
students dt dn 1.4Pf to undrsinnd science ds itself
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reading of a Cew hooks by Lewis Mumford or Jacques Ellul is not enough to create

a "humane technologist."

That Lhis reconItion has long since dawrd at WPI is represented by

what seems one o! its most admirable IeJiLures, namely the Washington Project,

which takes a score of students every term to Washington and locates them in

(mainly) government agencies to deal with problems of transport, environment,

occupational health and salety, etc., etc., as apprentices to those already working

in the area. Such off-campus work is carefully supervised at WP1 itself, first

in helping lo prepare lhe stuch.nt before the Washington sojourn and then in weekly

meetings during that sojourn and efforts to as,.imilate the experience afterwards

in the form ol a written report. Some of Lhe reports have seer: are admirable.

They establish what I have long believed: namely, that able undergraduates can

do ;1,r; serion: ;ork is most graduat- students, and as iaventive.

Alough Washington, D. is full of interns and apprentices from many

difierent universities all ovr th, country, it is far ,:rom saturated. No city

in the country has more highly quali:ied holders of terminal professional degrees,

the Ph.D. or its equivalent, who would enjoy a chance of part-time teaching of a

student who could Te helpful on a project. P.ecause its own universities are not

among the world's most distinguished, these students can compete with area

Thdents for the attention of this reserve army of the pedagogically underemployed.

And the latter can justify their Leiching, which they must en y, Tecause the

students actually produce, as the proict our Panel has reviewed suggest that many

of them do.

Moreover, if one considers how provincial are the origins of WPI

students, not only in terms of social background but also in geographic terms,

the Washington soj.:rn means as much to them as, 1-07 example, the Stanford Year

in Tokyo means to Stanford undergraduatesit may be ar least as much of a culture

shock and it takes the New EiLjand students away from what I have jokingly

referred to as "laundry ran, ," which is the orbit within which most of them live.

Furthermore, confined in Washington with their two Faculty members who

are now regularly rotatd, and each other and beginning to establish contact with

students at American, or F,eorge Washingt i. or Georgetown Universities, they can

Form a kind of intellectual fratern* t. c mwte with the more collegiate fra-

ternities which still dominate socially at WPI even though they no longer

dominate culturally or psychologicall:, (I am not in this remark ".aking the usual

position of the highbrow academic that fraternities in collegiate life are hail .

am just saying that the life ccl the lraternities at WPI has not been notable for

18



its breatl

of 1H1 .)

or cultivation, and that this is not inherent in the fraternity mode

It is unlikely under present circumstances that more than a fifth of the
WPI students will have a chance for the Washington experience, and n11 our Panel-
ists recommended that there be other centers of this sort set up in a large geo-
graphic orbit, in industry as well as in ;!overnment, where groups of WPI students
can work on projects and thus delegate some of the responsibilities of instruction
to what are in effect adjunct faculty. Yet we also recognize that the very effort
to create such off-campus settings is time-consuming, and Otis leads to my next
observation, ahow faculty.

5. Facul ty

indicated at the outset :7:y helief that the majority of WP1 administra-
tors and faculty who developed the new Plan did not fully appreciate what they
were g,ettin in for--else they would never have done it. They underestimated the
long-run costs and difficulties, for example, the diff:culty of Finding fnculLy
and students capable of mastering interactive qualifying projects at a high level
in conjoint areas. Mor.:over, they were inclined to believe that, once the Plan
reached a supposed steady state, difficulties would minimize whereas from the first
I have thought they would intensify. (I believe the very concept of "steady stale"
a doubtful one in human affairs: when my colleagues of the Carnegie Commission on
Higher Education started talking about the coming "steady state" in higher educa-
tion, I insisted it would he v n.v unsteady indeed, and that entropy was a more
likely outcome than stahility.)

Indeed, many of the criticis:ns I have made of the Plan in my series of
reports and in personal conversation and correspondence with WPI officials and
faculty have been in terms of the inahility to recognize at the very outset: what
it might moan both logistically

and psychologically when all student, as is now
soon to he the eases will he new Plan ;!udents. It is astaple of social scHuce
criticism and evaluation of educational and other pr,)iects to point to the long-
run unintended consequences of reform actions, when t!le euphoria or "Hawthorne
Effect" of the experiment has waned,' Ind when the diurnal realities of the

*Since writing the foregoing, I have 1)nelited from the draft report of my fellowPanelist, John Whinnery, and entirely ;:gree with his judgment that the HawthorneEffect is something to he cultivated in echicational
exlwriment-, rather than tobe seen as an obstacle to evaluation anc ':r,;tandng. Inde d, one might planfor a series of "Hawthorne E:.fects," en iii -)ne leg inn a highly demanding set
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so-called steady state have made themselves fully felt--and when the visitors

attracted to the novel and the innovative are off looking at something else.

6. The Incompleted Revolution

It will already be evident to win- ever- reads this memorandum that the

writer thinks in terms of analogies and maL, these may seem far-fetched. How-

ever, as someone with more than a nodding acquaintance with recent Japanese

history, I have repeatedly thought :)f" the Meiji Restoration, which was actually a

revolution from the top, when pondering the origins and prospects of the new Plan

at WP1. For in part, it was the need for survival of a private engineering college

at a time when all private colleges; .v,a thr., mst affluent and overapplied, are

suffering budgetary deficits that led WPI administrators and faculty to consider

the famous set of Two Towers reports in which the Plan was first adumbrated and

by means of which it was discussed, while it was a hierarchical and loyalist

structure of WPI that made it pr,!,sibie to bel i.e a faculty could transform itself

in a radical way envisaged Hi the Plan. Like Meiji, the Plan has an extraordinary

sweep about it: the very timetable is altered; with seven-week instead of the

traditional fourteen-week terms; the old requirements and sequences are deprived

of legitimacy. an effcrt. is made to save faculty time ahd to put students more on

their own mettle by modular IPI programs And by a fair amount of experiment with

television teaching, there is a further hope uf making a reality of the Worcester

Consortium which, like other consortia, exhibits whit FretKi called the narcissisr,

of minor differences, a4, well as the resistance of students at the Consortium

institutions tu ,-.1ke the effort to travel even to a neighboring .1,ollege, much as

WPI students have found it hard to uproot themselves to go as far as Washington.

D.C. (There is also almost nothing in the way of a set of faculty sub-sl:Itures in

the Worcester area in which faculty in the consortium colleges have much intellec-

tual commerce with each other; though Worcester's chief industry next to the Norton

Grinding Wheel Company is probably higher education, its work force is spread in

all directions, from Cambride in the ea:c to Amher:,t in the west, and there is

little contiguous association even within, let alone among, institutions. And, of

of educatiunal sc that momentum and morale continue, even though

would not want to :r,=tte ah ,tm._phere of "permanent revolution" on a campus

which gave faculty no sense ol security and emotional balance. The attraction oi

good students by the positive feedback of the Hawthorne Effect to which John

Whinnery refers is itself self-sustaining, making WPI a more attractive place for

its faculty as well as for fellow students,

,0
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cOurse, there are redt differences of status and distinction among the institu-
tions, with WP1 at a disadvantae in the liberal arts milieux or New England higher
educatioa, even while it Aso sri I I: re moetition not only from the excellent
University of Massachusetts programs en the Amherst campus and perhaps eventually
on the Worcester campus, hut also from the increased stature or Southeastern

Nassachusett_s Techneloeical Vnr.n s it V and tis new comhined Technological Univer-
sity in Lowell, assachusetts.)

Put survivalism alone would not hive brought about the Plan, any more
than Commodore Per-y's invasion would have brought about the Meiji Restoration.
There has been throu,lhout_ a tremendous idealism at WPT, a belief that one can
"overtake and ,,nrpass" the academic leaders and do something which will be of
genuine national consequence. Certainly, what at a c-arerence of Carnegie Corpor-
ation Truste s I first hoard (-;eorg_ Hazzard

' scrihe the WPI Plan, I was over-
whelmed with it daring, and eaeer to see myself how this had come about and
what it was like in practice.

There is no need here to repeat the elahorate history, detailed in part
in the Two Towers volumes and still alive in the memory of the Plan's advocates
who are s t i l l among its stalwarts a_ the institution. But what needs to be under-
stood is that, thnugh the Plan was discussd in endless caucuses and meetings, its
Cull ramifications were understood aid are perhaps te is day understood by only
a minority or the macnIty. Or ,:her it ic-.; perhaps fairer to say that the Plan
was not understood hv the faculty until it was well into its second year, and
that for mriny ef the faculty and students first one feature of the Plan and then
another was seized up as The Plan, when in fact none of these features alone was
essential to the Plan.

a. fire Seven-Week Term. in Neveher, 1972, when our Panel ii rst

visited WPI, the stndent paper had :or weeks been tilled with imprecations against
the seven-week plan hy faculty and students alike. And to some of my fellow
Panelists the s(.ven-week schedule seemed to he the main issue and even hazard nr
the Flan. Kut so lar as 1 could judge on that first visit, the seven-week term
had nothing directly to do si 0 the hasic idea; o: the Plan, although in fact Lo
move to a sevel-week plan seemed to me an ingenious effort to force the faculty
and students to consider the realities of the Plan almost as a kind of basic-
training ritual of hazing. For one thing, the seven-week plan was a way of shaking
up the routines of what had often hr c repetitive classroom lectures to obediently
inattentive student audiences. (In fact, one of the dismaYing failures of the
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'Ian has been in the inadequacy of the architecture of the buildings to accomodate

.he kinds of discussions and seminars Lhe Plan calls for; it is disheartening to

.ttend a seminar in a basement laboratory with students sitting in classroom rc-ms

,ehind fixed desks with the professor up front hehind his fixed and gadget-filled

esk, so that students in the fourth row cannot hear the question-and-answer

xchange hetween the professor and the studeat. in the first row. At last, in the

ew desigai of the old Salisbury building there is an effort to create seminar

ooms more appropriate to the needs of the PH This is one of every so many

Ilustrations of underestimation of the costs a physical capital of the Plan;

he costs in underestimation of human capital, whether at the Level of the admin-

stration or Lhe level of faculty are, as already adumbrated, much more serious.)

'o me, the seven-week term was a signal to the faculty that they were Leaching

heir suhjects ir an excessively factual and slack way with a great: deal of noise

a- redundancy im the channels of communication. To move from fourteen weeks to

even weeks did not mean, as many professors in fact lhol.011.1--or interpreted iL

o -(tn--that they should talk more rapidly or Lry to crowd in extra section

eetins, but instead that they -,thould reorganixe the subject matter of their

ourses, to se what_ ;as the basic set of theories they wanted to convey. and then

o illustrate, allowing the students themselves to fill in the necessary gaps.

The seven-week term meart

rad i tiotiti WPI student It al Lore

equally drastic shift in routine for the

diurnal cycle hy reducing the number of

aily class hours, thus permitti7v, cuentrat ion on a low subjects, which seems

o me altogether admirahle; it Forced the students Lo pace themselves from the

ery beginning rather than wait Lill the end and then cram for the examinations;

t asked them to begin assimilating mnterial instantly, and discovering whether

hey were in trouble instantly, so that_ they could get help before they fell too

ar behind. The belief- among many faculty ct t the seven-week term was the Plan,

nd that it was impossible to co:nply with its requirementsand one heard many

orror stories of students who had missed a week and therefore could never catch

pwas For me Lhe First sign of what might he thought of as the incipient counter-

evolution attainst the "revolution' Itc)17 the Lop which had put the Plan into

Ffect. When students did not "get" the material, anti-Plan faculty blamed the

even-week terms; they told the students in no uncertain terms how much they co Id

each themif only they were allowed the old fourteen-week span; many students

anicked while other students were dilatory, nonplussed by the lack of required

outlines and unnhle to force themselves to work independently in the fashion

emanded by the Pla . Anti-Plan faculty could lend support to such students by



side-of-the-mouth comments about how they could not possihly teach their subject
in seven weeks (without ricking a frontal assault on the Plan).

They we-0 sufficiently pe-su sive so that some of our Panelists thought
at the outset Llin, tne seven-week term wns a mistake. I thought instead it was a
stroke of genius. It moe clei:r that the Plan was a revolution, that it required
re-thinking one's subject matter and stripping it to its essentials, and altering
l.'s relations to studgnts so as to put them on their own. And yet I thought that

nothing ike a majority of the stuJent body would be capable of such self-paced
and nelf-me'Livated i,-,truction, nor would the now heavily-tenured faculty he
capable of adapting :tself to the reviremenls of the Plan, symbolized hy their
failure te undersand that the seven-week term was not the Plan, hut only a symbol
or symptom of it expectations.

Thus, from the very beginning
I was forced to think about alternatives

in the form of Callback positions in case the Plan proved too ambitious. Would it
be possible, I asked in my First report, to think of creating an honors college
within WPI For those faculty and students capable of the self-motivated, highly
individuated learning, with its teavy demands for mentorship rather than lecturing,
that the Plan required? Would in the current egalitarian climate such an honors
college seem elitist not onlv to those excluded but, as was soon made clear, by
those included? Would it he possible for an institution as small as WPI to
operate two simultaneous programs: its traditional one and the ROW Plan? In
fact, it was doing just that when we first visited, for the majority of students
were not yet on the Plan, and I was hero anticipatine. what would occur when the
so-called steady state was renched.

AL time went on, T 1,ecame persuad_d that the idea of an honors colleW2
was infeasihle. The majority of faculty was neither pro-Plan nor anti-Plan; it
was ambivalent, lookin hnck to the good old days and yet realizing that they
could not he restored. Major supporters of the Plan, oreover, were torn between
that interest in their graduate programs and in the undeigraduate features of the
Plan--an unresolved dilemma to which our Panel returneci again and again. Only a
minority understood and fully supported the Plan, and they did not want an honors
college Cor this ran counter to their idealism.

These pro-Plan faculty did not believe it would be possible to select in

advance those students capable of profiting from the Plan and, with the pedagogic
evangelism of redeemers, they thought it would be possible eventually to attract
enough pro-Plan students to WPI to create a large "critical mass" who wanted the
Plan and were capable of it, and that only a laggard few might fall by the wayside.
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T could not gainsay their judgment that it was difficult Lo tell in ad-

vance who could profit from the Plan. For thi s. is not a matter of test scores,

but of self-confidence, pertinacityqualities or character for which we have no

national system of measurement. (Indeed, several years earlier I had talked to

friends at Educational Testing Service ahout the growing vogue of independent study

in experimental colleges and even in traditfonal ones, and said that in addition

to the regular SAT and ilAI scores, lt.!s now important for colleges to have tests

for motivntional qualities: for ex:Imfle, ior lack of narcissism because narcissism

makes independent study difficult, since one must already be a genius and dare not

test oneself; for pertinacity in the iic or failure and frustration; for ability

to proceed without the affective support of faculty or the sanctions of Faculty

aither. Ny ETS r ends threw up their hands in despair at the prospect of such

subjective measHrs, which would have to hc done by projective tests whose un-

reliahilitv onamass scale iS flotorious.) I am convinced that we must move

in this direction LI we :Ire la have more cxperin!ents of the WPI sort and better

judgments of what sort of students can profit from them and what sort probably

cannot. Of course T am not saying that ono should do away with the test scores

we have now: below a certain threshhold of ability to handle words and figures,

students are ihcapahlt oi profiting fru': WPI at any level; but it is also true that

students with extremely high Le,H cores can be among the most narcissistic,

have endured the least frustrati, in school in terms of inability to perform

(although they may have heen bored silly) and hence he poor bets for independent

study.

Periodically for several years, f would bring up my honors college idea,

or its sardonic alternative: a Veterans Administration hospital on campus for the

student and faculty casualties of the Plan. But it soon became plain that such a

division both within and among faculty and students would be demoralizing and that

it would require a different administrative structureand we have already referred

to the thinness of administration for running a single innovative enterprise, let

alone several.

What happened to the seven-week term illustrates the alternative course

that was not so much chosen as stumbled into, namely, concessions to what T. have

referred to as the incipient counterrevolution against the Plan, to pacify both

legitimate criticisms and obdurate adversariesadversaries from the outset who

seldom understood the Plan rather than those who objected to it, as did a number

of faculty and at least one member of our Panel, on grounds of lack of rigor and

inability to meet the requiremEtnts of professional engineering accreditation.
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(This latter fear is, in the judgment I have formei and that of the more knowledge-
able engineering deans on our Panel, largely a chiirJ ,ccrediting groups are
today tending to lean over backward to favor innovation even when it is not very
good, as George Arnstein has pointed out in several publications; and while the
engineering fraternity remains somewhat more conservative, it seems doubtful that
the WPI Plan will not be given every opportunity to prove itself since it so
largely meets many of the criticisms of the engineering profession that have come
from some of its leading figures, including those who play prominent parts in the
ECPD.) At any rate, what was done was to make concessions in those fields where
either on realisitic grounds of the nature of the material, as was claimed to be
the case in mathematics, or on practical grounds of recusant faculty, permission
was granted to run two s('ven-week terms back to hack with the same culty person
in charge, so as in effect to restore the fourteen-week term in some of the arenas
of greatest resistance.

A few members of the mathematics faculty deserve a separate comment.
Someone teaching the humanities at an engineering school such as WPT was before
the Two Towers reports was very clear that he or she was teaching "service courses,"
a labor of love or a labor of last resort as the case might be; rarely finding
students prepared to become disciples in the teacher's own field, not that I myself
regard seeking out such disciples as wise--as point I return to--and occasionally
discovering the pleasum af teaching the humatities to "innocent" students for
whom these have not been spoiled by previous pedantry in a liberal arts college.
The mathematicians tend to be a service department of another sort altogether.
They are not exactly scientists, but in their general intellectual level often
quite rightly see themselves as superior to mere mundane scientists: they have
been the aristocrats of the scientific side of C. P. Snow's "Two Cultures"; yet
at an engineering school they are generally as much service faculty as people in
English or fine arts they are preparing students with rather low-level math-
ematics to do the minimum of work needed to get by in their physics or chemistry
or biology courses, perhaps go on to medical school, or nto engineering--almost
never into mathematics. I first noticed in studying Oakland University in

Michigan that one of the leading proponents of faculty collective bargaining was
a mathematician, an idealistic person who felt frustrated by the rather low level
of students to whom he was teaching a subject they could not escape--a captive
audience--and also a person with the ample time that mathematics allows its able
devotees for extramural activities. The problem is further complicated by the
fact that mathematics often turns out to he what I. have sometimes termed a "beauty
queen" field, in 'which people either make their mark very quickly or decide that
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I have mentioned mathematicians because, whether pure or applied, they
do tend to feel second-class at an emtineering school, even though they may he
first-class in their own (quite proper sense of themselves. They come in for
criticism from their colleagues in the science fields when they do not manage to
teach freshmen and sophomores to do the wor! necessary for an engineering school--evr while, as say, they watch their ahlesL students, who con do this work with

. and, go on to applied fields such as computer science which bear the same
relation to pure mathematics as, let us sly, orthopedic

surgery does to biochemistry.
It should he clear that I have mentioned

mathematicians only illustra-
tively and also th:lt they are not:a monolithic group in any way. Furthermore,
should make clear that the criticisms of 5,0me articulate mathematicians arise in
a setting in which under the Old Regime there was very if iny criticism hy
Faculty.

The problems of what is moral and of the sources of morale go much
deeper than any single department. The very lack of visihility of many WPI
faculty well before the Plan, coupled with the lack of visibility produced hy the
lemands of the Plan, means that many faculty will decide that the union is their
srl- security, since they are stuck with WPI and vice versa, and must improve
:heir conditions there rather than going somewhere else if dissatisfied. The
inion thus offers n vehicle to register and collect all the resentments huilt Hp
iy the relatively low salaries of the Faculty, relative not only to what 1)acca-
aureate .,,radtrates can receive, hut also relative to the elite private colleges
nd to high salaries of the Univer-3ity of .lassachusetts in ?,enernl and its medical
chool at Worcester in particular. Furthermore, since many WPI. faculty had prior
o the Plan counted on a steady incrx.:e H-om consulting at least one dny a week--
he permissible, if perhaps not LI::: actual Lime--ard since under the conditions
t once of democratization and ot the Plan, something has to 0.ivo, it is often th(2
snsultlng which gives way, WP1 faculty may i,ave suffered a large absolute as well
5 relative decline in income as a consequence of inflation on Lhe one side and
le Plan on the other. This is co in -Tito of efforts hy the Trustees and the
!ministration to keep Hp with infliticm ;IL pnrt=w:ly in ,Tite of the
fficulty under which even the wealthiest private celleges are currently lahoring.

The difficulties under which the Trustees are laboring to keep WPI sol
nt not only currently hut in !Ire future and hence n magnet for philanthropic
neficence is ot understood by many faculty. Our Panel happened by chance to
tend a Faculty meetim; where someone proposed cutting down the size of the
ident body to those who could cope with the Plan, and with the requirements for
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preparation in mathematics and othur fields necessary for success in the Plan.

This could be done if the Trustees would draw on endowment For an interim period

until WPI could recruit enough new Plan a tudents to justify the Plan. Tt wis

clear to me that WPI could not possibly afford the loss of tuition such a shift in

recruitment would involve; even tod : it depends on its draw of students who do

not know out the Plan, or do not tiIJe it seriously, but consider it the "avail-

able college," in that part of :';ew England which regards private higher education

as having more prestige or at least more i Imacy than its low-tuition public

counterparts. (Of course, low tuition does rot mean low subsistunc(., lot alone

compensation for income foregone.) ;:(') Faculty on this occasion offered to Lake a

cut in salary until such time is WPI wis t.l_racting students worthy of the Plant

The Inturictive Qualifying Projects. place where :7.,J1j!(..m,Itics

would have been u s e f u l , although it might have prevented the Plan .,ver coming

into effect, would have been some rather simple c.ilculitiotu-, of the number of

inventive projects which would be required once ill students were on the Plan:

major qualifying projects within one's field; IQP's for those who did them, second

major-field qualifying projects foi- those not doing TQP's; competency-based

examinations. If one adds together LHe inventivenss required to think up projects

for the less ingenious and inventive of the students on the one side, and the

inventiveness required to provide so-cilled competency examinations for the entire

student hody on the other side, especially if students fail One or More of these

on the first try, the end result is staggering. WPI is not the only innovative

college not to have made that calculation. Thus T had visited Hampshire ColleRe

in the Connecticut Valley the day hefore our fall Panel meeting at WPI, and T had

appreciated from the initial Hampshire literature and from this all too brief

visit the extent to which providing innovative examinations coupled with indi-

viduated evaluations for required First Division courses as well as senior

projects For all Hampshire students would overtax the logistical energies of the

Hampshire Registrar, and the psycholoical energie. if many Hampshire faculty

and students. Even to schedule these examinations at Hampshire has turned into a

nightmare.

Some of my engineering fellow Panelist s thought of this as a mere 3.550 t'

of implementation, whereas f-or me it has ,en a fundamuntal problem of the Plan

from the very outset. And this was especially true of the TQP, witl; its expecta-

tion of interdisciplinary work in cooperation with the still unformed Social

Science Division, which would ltdve its own disciplinary tracks and traditions

ro:9
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once it Cciii on hoard. At its hest, is in the Wnshington Project, as I have
already snid, tLe TQP works admirnbly well for the most part, although even in the
Washington Project there are hits of shoddy work. But the vast majority of WPI
faculty and students seem to me incapahle of euvisaing what an IQP should be like,
and even the summer study project which was hold lnst year and which produced
some admirable models vis-a-vis hoth the humnnities :Ind the social sciences, could
J.carcely hegin to satisfy the requirement of providing students with topics on
which they could do iterdisciplinarv projects.

To he Aire, the theory of the Plnn required that student, think these
up themselves with help from a mentor. Pitt it he rememhered that these are
students for whom narcissism is less of a prohlem than humility: they think of
themselves that if y were renllv JJood they would not he at WPI at 111, except
for the smnll numher who are nttracted hy the Plan Ind who could have entered MIT
or Cal Tech; they are rnther docile students, icc us toned to being led, not to
leading the way. There is no crim% in that; the country could use followership
as well as lt!'drs imt Liii PlJn is desined to turn ont lenders, innovators,
inventors.

At the nut-ic t, despite some idt ilism which wanted everyone to hive an
IQP, it was not made a requirement, only an option; hut the hope was that even-
tually everyone would do an TQP. There is much effort to persuade Es.tudents to do
just this. Yet allowing some to get through who have not done TQP's is a con-
cession to the requirements of the moment. Rut T am sure that the Plan devotees
hope orentually that ill studehts will do TQP's. They mny also hope that all
courses will he on the seven-week term, which facilitates project interludes in a
way that the fourteen-week

term necJ:;sarily destroys them.* (in this connection,
I mi.,-J,ht add that the internal WPI evaluntors, polling the faculty, as well as
straw votes at fnculty me-tings, make clear that ri slight majority of WPf faculty
favors a ten-week t_rm, not n return to the fourteen-week term nor the seven-week
term, Pitt a compromise which ciati5:;liec; nnhody, doe not fit much of the Consor-
tium, and F;L, fir aFi no;_ ion prvs;ed even hv i ts iiisrica1iv predomiriont advocates.)

c. Tho Cofmytoncy Excindtinns. If tiie seven-weyk tf!rm was the symptom
of malaise on our Panel's first visit, the competency exam served a similar
symholic role on one nf nur

F.iLISip lunch in the frnt.,,!rnities in our

*Whinnery's draft_ report, inst note,.; that if certain course aro ;iv,:!n(very term, one can comhine 14-week
courses with interludes with work on

projects, although this imposes still another dem.and on faculty.

29
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effort to meet more representative or typical students, each member of the Panel

was regaled with horror stories of how this or that student who had done nearly

four years of serious and solid work would not graduate because of failing an

idiotic examination which had not been well prepared or fairly administered. (In

my own case, I heard such stories, but also the st)ry of a student who, having

failed the first time, was coaci.ed and supported by faculty to make sure that in

spite of anxiety, he would not rit a second time, and he did not.) Whit impressed

me about these stories was their rarity more than their severiLy, and the degree

to which faculty went: out of their way Lo try Lo invent exiimintions which would

at once test stddent in_nuity i-iced with novel ;it_litions, such as they might

face in the practice of engineering or A cJiling in the sciences, and yet examina-

tions which would not be unfair to the preparation the student had received. Since

more than A single iacultv member responsible lor both inventing the examina-

tion and administering it, ordinarily on a departmental basis, again I was struck

by the logistical immensity of the task, as in the example already mentioned at

Hampshire College. How many inventive examinations were the faculty capable

before the fraternities piled up their record of old competency examinations or

until term paper companies took over the task in the many innovative colleges

which are on some form of competency-based program:

For indeed, the measurement of competence, once one gets outside the

most limited areas such as simple mathematics or verbal fluency in a foreign

language, is a task of inordinate complexity, as other agencies of the federal

government are discovering which have supported CBE programs in teacher education

and in other fields, many of which are also mandated by state legislation. Can

one indeed measure competence of an engineer over less than a lifetime? One can

measure various components: arL eulateness (where there seems to our Panel to

have her-I definitive improvement at WPF over the three years of our visirs);

ability to use the resources of the institution on one's own, where it our

impression there has also been improvement; and yet the ability to work under

pressure that such an examination requires and to know how to pace oneself without

become prematurely exhausted is not a task to which WPI students, or for that

matter most academicians, are accustomed. Tt is only pe !)1,. in practical life

who have to work this way: To the extent that WPF LiculLy act as consultants,

they too must meet deadlines (something in which I myself have been deficient in

writing my semiannual reports to WPf). Most of us procra inate when we can, and

indeed our examiaation of the IPI (fn'lividually Prescribed Instruction) work at

WPI shows that is often happens with students who lack Hie prod of doily
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recitationsand there is probably a small minority, an irreducible minority
probably, of students Cor whom machine instruction is For psychological reasons
impossible, even though for most students it removes the humiliation of failure
on the nne side or the feared arrogance of speed and success on the other side.

d. Intersession. Ono of the advantages of the seven-week calendar in
its first installation was the ahility to create a winter and spring inter-term
period, such as many institutions have adopted. At many of these places, I have
asked the question I have asked of founders of new magazines: what will you put
in the seventh issue? For again it is a problem of the well of inventiveness
among faculty on which one c,m depend: the first several Intersessions draw
Ca;:ulty out in the most extraordinary ways and prove immensely rewarding. Thus
it is rewarding for students to discover that their Ieared professor of physics
is giving an intersession course on Chinese cooking, or that a chemical engineer
is teaching them how to huild harpsichords, or chat a professor of history is
taking them to Florida to do oral history among the residual indigenous residents
of the Florida Keys. Faculty and students discover each other in new ways,
increase the range f mutually shared interests, break the routines of formal
relationships which are particularly striking at VPI because of the near total
lack oh inn non-classroom residential contact between students and faculty. (Here
again, on this last point, hudtary considerations are important: to buy up the
fraternities and turn them into suhcolleges with masters would be far beyond the
WPI budget evyn if it were politic on other grounds. And the residence hnlls
have heyn used only in limited degree as ways to socialize students into the new
Plan either by the use of WPI upperclassmen to tutor underclassmen or by the use
of faculty as residents to try to create an intellectual subculture among the
hard-working hut on the whole unintellectual student body.)

it was my impression that erosion had overtaken intersession also. Half
the students signed up for the last round, and quite a few did not take it too
seriously. Still, iL served a purpose. ft draws out freshmen and sophomores,
while providing juniors, seniors, and faculty a special time to get themselves
organized concerning projects and competency examinations. The mini-courses of
Intersession are supplemented hy upper-class students in the lihrary :Ind lab-
oratories as they prepare to organize or wrap up their project work.

Here and elsewhere much depends on definition: from one point of view
one could say that the intersession is running nut oi steam; from another, that
it has found new uses, especially for upper-division students, not originally
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CO toinpi it ed i t i:i '; heen a good idea; and as with mn;,,azines, the-e is no

ruason to have seventh issue--no law that requires that, once started, such

efforts go on indelinitely. Here they nave gone on in part hecause new functions

have H_!eh found for thcm, Jrid if this is not renrded as erosion hv Plan idealists,

t)iit as achiptahilitv, viahle for some Lime to coflc .

Over Lhe last _tntv veirs, my co-workers and I have

visited md in some measure studi(A a numher of more or less experimental under-

gr:Aute collo es which have dispen:-;ed with grades and put in their H ICe evalu-

ations. Red and Sarah Lawrence have done this tiniditionallv. The University el

California ;It S(Ir;L:1 Cruz haK recently renffirmed th.s policy in t,he fnce ml in-

crenising student And faculty oHections. Evergeeu State Collee in Olympi

Washinjt_on does not_ ci vc cr%ide:;. i%eit .0 does .,;(,w Collee in Sara,totn, aor

Hampshire. (indeed, during the potitical-podoic m)vements of protest of the

des were moderated in .:Try institutiom tIn(1 in many more "grnde

inflation"

is snid to

occurred as it 'T own in,;til_ntio,,, where the average rade

Hies 01 0 ly advimntni.ed Harvard students nn immense

advnntas!e over colle such ns Wellesley, Smith, or Chicao which still Li-Ike

trades seriously.) lu all thse in.strinces, I have emphasized to faculty and ad-

ministrtion the need tor t-,reat vit.ilance on Heir part to explain their systems

of evaluniim, students to c.raduate schools and to employers, ;tad to mak.. plain to

sLudent.s the variety n1 rest ses they are h.i.v to mtiet when they come with non-

tradi'.innal transcripts to a variety of im-ititu,Hon-i for further study. In eliter

words, if one at,andons the traditional scorecard of 7rades1 however .:leaninoless

that scorecard mny have hecom, one seems to in ohlis;ated Le do much more to see

that one's students are not prejudiced icy finding the pinces or porstading

places to which students go that they nre not takirv (Arvin:. -iss in bisin;:; their

acceptance on evaluations and in Lakin:. the time necessary to asses evaluations.

(For example, I took on myself the hurden nf lie] pine per3110de soMO of thc depart-

ments in the Faculty of Art -; at Harvnrd and also the Harvnrd Medical

School that it was possihle to rear! a 'ie.,. College, Sarnsota, transcript se as to

determine whether a studpnt 'in en f or noL hy looking nt the courses Laken,

(juite ap,art Cron the evalnntii.i.) colleF,e,; which depend on evaluations,

such as Antioch h;is tradio-ially (1011, hnve allowed them to hecome sloppy to ti,(

point of meaninglesi;nes.,, s,o that one mai,i reid nt ridiculous extreme LUt

"Johnny is relating hetter to peoHe now," nr that I ine hns found her identity,

or similarly possiiily interesting hut. usually iuhelpful slai itint when one is

32
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competing for admi fl to overapplied programs at the
post-Laccalaureate level.If one is tcf Yet_ ric! of gm:Wes, in other words, one has to work much harder atserious eva,fat:.m hoth f r the sake of the student's own

understandin, of his orhe- asset an,. : and for the snke of giving the student a reas,onahle plat-form on whi,,A1 to stand for
pot-haccalaureJte entry. And this of course is oneof the many is in which innovative programs make so many cumulative

demands onfaculty one cannot pof.nikly
speak inteillently ahout "steady state."Indeei, to keep

examinations from becoming mere comprehensives, designed to insurethat studentn take the r rses of one's own departmental colleagues as a kind ofsenatorial co. d to write
evaluations which ;Ire not redundant

and menningles:requires fro:-
an alnost saintly

devotion and the very kind of self-pacedmotivation (a .red with the compulsory rnpid gradir; of exams) which Life Planrequires of WPI students.

Our Panel, like the institution itself, hns 'leen of more than one mindwith respect to nrades. The wholehearted devotees of the Plan, hoth among thestudents and among the faculty,
nppear to hclieve that grades would create anatmosphere of invidiousness and nf motivation to work for grades rather than fortrue lefrnin,g that is inconsistenc with the hasic xim. of the Plan. 'They may wellrip-it. Yet we were repeatedly presented with evidence that there are in factgrades at WPI, and that the real issue is the number of steps he' en radusitdf;'twith distinction or taking a course with distinction

and simply f,,,ettin hy.students apparently decide that since they will not attain
"Distinction," thtywill he satisfied with a passirg grade, no that there is no mntimtion for the so-called "B" student to put out more effort 0 in the minimum, once he has decidedthat f,t cannot attain the maximum. if such a student
doing the minimum inone or another course in order to do the maximum in those whi:h

particularly en-g,rossed him, would see no harm is, this, hnt a gre.d. advmtao--this was thereason I myself helieved that at my own
institution Liking one course on a pass/fail basis was desirahl- in add.tion to my vain hope of

etting humani.ties studentsinto the sci,.nces.-tfo hope referred L0
onL,;(.L ni this

me-:orandlim.Most of us are not saints. !I we hav evalu.dions, we will try to trans-late them i .0 -,1-ades hy comparin
the;T with thoi,e of our fellows. If evaluationsare poor, grades are almost. sure to returr, flL WPf--they m.ly return anyway.Tn a sense, this is another

yrosion.
(;rades tmaise mother is', e hv

namely n| fhe time tak-n toreach a certain lc.vol of competence. Ir a competence-based program (or in thejargon of the da,/, compet_ency-hmed), does not matter how long
f.:lidents triko to
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reach the objective but only that they do so in Lhe end. Fcr many purposes, this

is admirable: it n !ows the slow learner, and often slow forgetter, to Lake his

or her ow! Lime to ati_in proficiency rather than placinc a premium on speed. As

I have already sTi:: such procclures avoid
humiliating the slow learners, as IPT

instruction does, horing the quick ones. It avoids wasting faculty time in

re pea L Tterial w: ch the students can rep IL for themselves as many Limes as

required, until ve mastered it, step hy step. Still, of course, no one

should underestimiLe the amount of faculty Lime taken in creating the necessary

proc:rams or cVco to f or those that ire on thc commerci al market Here

again, the WPI Pidn in Tll its ramilicaLionsand 11)1 is not an essential feature

of the Pl." , :11 thooli Tinny s tudent nd faculty at the outset so regardA it, or

even saw iL the very heart of the Plum alcott with the seven-week term--

sues:1- de,tree Lo which the Plan aborhs wTat I have rei rred to ahove as

huma cTpiT1 resourLT

tl,ere is morc to it. C_H:n LhaL. We ary now in an eri or what might

called Lln2 etc ttized transcript. The Inckley Amendment is a factor here, as

is the fear of litittatio:: which was already present hefore that Amendment. Intimi-

dation r'c,Att_v students is common in the lite collecl.es, uncommon at WP1,

hut :is :11] ruuiremeTts. faculty compete with each other for student

traffic and one wav they do so is to offer more reward (in the form of flattery,

. or sexiness of prt:sentaLiort) For less work. T t this not yet

happened at WPI is Les t imony to the point made at the outset, namely that in my

judment experiments have their hest chTnce in more tradition;il milieux. Never-

thelss, it may for some purposes Te import. Fitt to know how long a student took to

leach a certain objecLiT , as well as tTe fact that the student reached it. One

may not necessarily prefer the spet:'1- Ludent.. who ca: (tram to the slow l.)utt steady

one who masters the material, whether or not there is a connection between speed

of learnirw and forgettingand I would maintain that forgetting, is almost as

important a-; learninp, and that IL i, a mistake to believe that cramming is sinful

and thlt learning Lo cram, which men are more capahle of in the present climaLe

than women generally are, is only T form, of low cunning. Many situations in life

require crammitu4.--others
paLienc-; it aT 1 cepends. Phus would to

know l!ow many trial', a stud(.nt took, or how long a sted t Look. to reach an

objective, and Ll1H informntio7, is denied me by the Lype of transcript now avail-

able in many competence-based prmtrams.
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7. fs Erosion Serious':

When I sol,o of crosion is the Alternative route taken hy WPI to cope

with the extrAordinarv demAnds of the Plan put on administration And faculty, one
of my Fellow PaneIi,,ts slib that tho ridm wA.; ofq :-;i to speAk enuraved in stone,
but. was like the AmericAn Constitutioh in he subject to interpretation as new
circurIstinces develorwd. rhis is of course correct np to a poiht, And so reccw-

nized hy all concerned. And vet Hecause the oriuinul aspirations oC Loe Plan wer
so heroic and adventurons,

relAtively ;[:1111 ntHt.r ol

Grouan, oach conces'aion to

urewiny as those did out of discussions Amom: a

WPI racultv And sustained under iho leadership of Dean

reality has soir,e of thy quality o' surrehder. I have
had the impression the very not!-;el_ LL)L there are iAculty who, as it were,
are waiLin in the winus Cor ibis Plan to 1.-)J005-; other, nowofties pass, muilmwhiI,

maintAniny n he,:t they cun their offyn very wAod rontin,,-;. And while fast

summer's pro.--im is indicative "i the really extraordHiary strides that cAn he
made in faculty develon-aent even it; A sii0e sintral,,r the Man is simply too

demandiu,. to allow a dopArtment chi:a-man, ior to ,ocialize neophyte
facui,, io the expycLAtions or the Plan And to ter:h !-Acul;y what almost none
leorn raduazle school and few on the lob, namely how to le mentors rather thdn

traditional tectur,,r-teachers. wri ia cry;ny to ci-Ac,

from iLs ovm ;Ind 1r-07 x cehsiderahle hh

trained in .:1-aduato schools wbich h.tv- no el,

r-

hir.ad of isculty

,'(_ruits, the laftt

to alter their
procedures to .meot. the curront market CLi-

I in,'ed- be-- e fov
Doctor of Arts plwara

1 hsvo A , wb:ch rislly do pof do i ith,r,
And which would require vorv i:(-csHera e _ad-tlme !acultv to
IYArn how to

AL lecIL ol our :,(ario tiom was the cnornon
f:_hou,!LL of !ellow PAilollsts und some WPI tl.omselves that th-
"answer" to the posed by tlf Plan wac- an sltered stricture or r-,w.rds And
incentive,,, so t h a t f a c u l t y woutd be p a i d And proi:ntod on h A s ' s cal ther sK,11
at the new Lasl-,; decanded hy the Plan: ,. a: -con:.or', a, at ciAALii,

RR's dnd makinu arrAnyements :or orl-c:,-apas proicc*.s is one in Washir.

or :IL St. Vincent' Hosnitd1 or otHc-,; ov lic.d to :icIL.H-;tr examinatinn

thut tested competeiA,:e rather co.71aosivne-s, o- out lo urudua:,
schools C_D explAin the Pt;in Lo che would-he roc:ui,ers WPI ;radviaio", ,to. Yet

such responses to the H-oh1,27s pc-,sed hy the huve sel,..md to CIA' 1C-ACI;IIICC.11

JL best and self-defeatinu worst. Per one HM-ly wle.sther tx-

hust_ed or not, M not want to i)e captive WPf -hey have dovoLed
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Co it, nor should WP1 want to maintain .such exhaust ,chtmlul es or

taculty Js to render theyt att.:yes and to leave WP1 suhlect. to moral estoppel

when such taculty Ttould ht. let yo. For another tt imr, it seems to me inconceiv-

ahle to cre.tte etLys,mmity so saintly that peoph, w,11 he judyted on the hasis oC

their actull performance as .nitainst their pretAfdet, per!ormance, or OP,' in whic

!enartemt chaih.ten will not_ sc...k hi ,mmettHe their d-partments hv exanerati6:

the loads individual ytetyhers carry ht co7.arison with those carried hy other

depar'Ytents.

ATI thh; w ,- . even l4P1 were purely an undernraduate

itu; htt. ote ...t. our lists uniforytly held, limited itself to

.lasLer's o: Science in Ett.tine,,o-lat an0 . ,ternly contraceptive when it came to

allowinn the rHe of f,ew Ph.D. pro.th. such contraceptive advice comes with

a had nrace trasy Panelists wh. hail fr-7 presthtetall institutions, as does contra-

ceptive advic L. when °tiered |> the nited jtates the poor mations or Lhe nlohe

or the poor part,. cd A:Yetica itselt. It appeth, to sav that_ we ourselves have

hade it amd now don't you inter:ere with us hy tryiny. to ,7ake too. True

not. it is not likely to he acc-pted--and our Panel's advice on this

suhlect _otmcistentiv disrorded, Lven thotth it was colvruent with reports

of Ct-J CommittL:es which had heen appointed in recent_ years.

For one thinu, the "law" of "Lhe 7...tore, the :7ore," operates at WPI

elsa., iy of those who erolaned in research and who need nraduate

studen s to help with that._ research are also amontt the ItIoL able stalwartc or the

Plan. Are they t, told that. thny aro not ,Illnwed to t7aintain their proles. :al

visibility': Are they not to he efcouraed to use their nradunte students as trans-

mistsion helts or intemediaries to help students with their projects? We had nn

noo- swers H. these questions even thoutth iL appeared that in most cases the

graduate :.tudents at WPI were 'Y master's carulidates from Taiwan or Kuwait or

India who wmre in no hirry to r. ,,,Le their proyLrams :1F,(1 were sometimes less than

adequate in the role of transmission belts vis-a-vis wdernraduates.

The very nature of the fundinn of innovative pronrams, includifw

such dramatically darinn ones as that at WP1, assumes that instt'tutions can them-

selves carry them on from their own resources once they ore launched. Put consider

an institution which has few lands to reshape its trad; -nnal classrooms to a rew

mode of teachimn, o- to pertyit fac,flty who have exhaus, 6e-.selves in service of

the Plan to restore their professional visihility and r.alf-confidence hy

sahhaticals for full-time research either- oh or off the campus, or which can

comp6nsaht them in salaries for t-oney lost_ im consultinn ,mes, and it will he
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evident t_hot in.inciol And emotiou,1: co.,ts accumuloto even whilo rs. reos shrirh
.

IL ItLis o1reodv vvident to me !In,- 1:14t t;evero1 vkit3t ol our PoHol Lhot some
o| the orittindLor;

ond this is fnr

more thou their

introduction ot

the Plon Hid tqyro pldlutiirt h'.1Vt'
more dJn,torot, dttd os wyry resittned, foelinx they hAd servyd
Pt. ICI.. (f(!rp, t. tt ,nd C e f-; On, for C X.Irip (.

Ph D. tt rtctitt dnr
o 1 °tit- 1-1 morl:

justified in its ,wn terms), t dyteot. tor their own insistence thAt thy under-
troduote proyrom havo full priority lnd thot WPI connot aftord even the
mild schi:tophreni of distroction hy ttrodthito prnrroms.

It should hy oddel lltut H. is t1,- Plon Lovnlist. mho hove tAken on tem-
-;elves the t:nsti: nt discovt rinti, axl succorinn those first-yer students who hove
heen ottri:ted ;roc: dit;tont, ploces_troci or Olkiond, c;1111orni,t, or the
Twin Cit -Hy tho 1iteroture ot the Pion, only to Arrive ;Ind discover thdt most
or their !ellnw-,:tudents come Fro-, no Further owov thou Powttuckel ond ory
ht.2caus,, MIT turned them down nnd RPI is not thdt much hott.tr Further owAvl
While it iS true _DAL 'httso studonts rewIrd t! tAcnIty who in turn oro thoir
inft mont_otnt, fs Aso true that this is one '-ore domond on locLilLy whose
home life sufler. lust As their plolossional no iirlotmt_ or tcilk

ohout rewIrd't ond incentives is on onwec to such dilommos which oll ns foce.
The sitnttion i. turLher o:thrdvoted Itttc.,use those mho cttre ohout the PlAn ind ore

:Act its initiators Aro Is I hovo soid m..Inv of them old-Limer oL WP1, while
hoth the Presidont ond Doon oli F:tculty Hre relotivo newcomert_; who in otiect

inherited the PIAn nnd y-t :rt. its puhlic honeficiario<t in term,., ,| their own
nott_ional Hpocitlly th tt of t_he dedicoted hut_ over-oxt-nded Pret-tldont.
These lnyAlists tend to feol tit:t holt- syrvicys ore toittoi tor Tir:.ttod, ond whAt
is involved here I,. not, As I hAve sttid, o -1mple ii;stly of promotion and poy, hu/
more inttonfhl,. ones ot sv:tholic row,ird nud responHiv(dtess--ot und tt.:ttrAlin ol

WIlt the': up ond fntricAcies intrAcitht1 the nion.

K. A Prelir..iuory

Continual slittht orot-tion; cumnlotive in (if,'(ft, littu ty

than countorrevoIntion. ;tut. the lottor is not fo ho nut_ . At Hi t rnry to of
ad-nin!sLrfltion-- I 7,' which c(.;tor,1,h orhitrAry hv an increasinttly
sel: toYerninv t'oculty rather thtn whicht ore wilhout rooson or purpose. that
lt ?Im tolkin- out I p-rcept_lons wihich in At- ricon ocplemio ot.
more than slit.htly Lin:cd with port.tnoi .--moy leAd to t/lL/ox the hti.inc.

I o-roor

or uniot:izotioh especieli, it reiotivo wot,o rt'es c, 1flue to IH11, for -1.:Actr,1.. if

.17
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a new oil and energy crisis should hit New England with its heavy penalty falling

on educational institutions. inflation erodes confidlnce generally; t has

diminish I confid-nce in the mana ement of the endowment hy the Trustees, and in

the fairness of the distribution of benefits and penalties among administration,

faculty, and proft sional i:taff. And everything depends, of course, on a continued

flow of students and here, as I have said earlier, the ,,,neral Tato of private

colleges for the long-rua InLare seems to m- bleak, so much so that WPt's survival

and even growth in inrollments seem to me as much to the credit of the Plan as to

the general revival in Lie market for graduates with a B.S. in engineering,

particularly ii the biccnlaureate degree is in a specialty in demand at L t mom-nt.

Yet given all these perils, some of them only barely visible a: present,

would it be just to say that WPI should never have started on the Plan? I lope

these remarks have mnde it plain thnt this is not my judgment. It is precisely

because the Plan starte: with lofty nmbitions thnt it has nchieved is much as it

has accomplished. I frankly did not think it would last as long as the three

years of our Panel, hut well before thrt a crisis would occur which could not be

remedied even by concession or what 4 have re pod to as slight erosion. In the

dawn's early light, the Plan is still there, still in major part uncompromised and

relentless in fit,: demands on faculty enerOes and student talents. And it seems

clear that for the best students, WPI has provided a better education thnn they

would have received at the comparison colle,es, and that the facul:: themselves

have learned mere thap they would have even nt eni:ineering schools of higher

reputation and m-ear national visibility ppirm to the Plan. One could even say

that by demandin- more than seemed rea-onahle to me al the outset on would raie

thp level to a point wfiere one would end up on a higher plateau.

To create nn honor-z college like Plan TT at the Universit: of Tev-:

the subcellege F Michigan State, or the E3 program at ITT, is no great trick,

even thougn f t- ink it a valuable accomplishment But to reform a whole int. '11-

tion and in enti.re set of fields is in contrnst unprecedented, and in my judgment

could only have been undertaken with certnin innocence, and by people wit:h a

dedication to the institut:,)n rather than to their specific d ciplines such as

one generally finds only in the residual denominational colleges. As re: 1--ked at

one of our Panel meetings, WPf Is tryiLg to be the Amherst of private engineering

education wit.hout either Amherst's endowment, Lts faculty, or its student body.

By making the attempt, it tran---nds what Amherst continue,- fo do very well--for

Amherst sends now an overwhelming :iroportion of its students into medicine and a

st-F11-r proporHon into law, but very few to deal with the ind:sinial and
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technological infrastructure of American and world society. The Amhersts cannotlive unless the WPI's thrive. Or to put it in terms of government agencies, NitTHcannot spread its blessings unless NSF takes chanca

And among the assets that WPI retains in spite or erosion are Move all(he candor with wbich our Panel has hpen received, to which T. referred at the
outset--a candor which also means that neither facul,-y nor students are misled asto the costs and requirements of the Plan, even though they may misperceive thePlan because of the limitations of their horizons or their personal interests.

WPI might best serve on the one hand as a warning to other experimentinginstitutions as to the lcng-run costs of iny experiment, and on the other hand asan indication that it is possible to seek Lo transform an entire iastitution, evenone noted for its traditionalism, to create a new "product":
graduates who willenter enginee-ing and science with the cooperative spirit that comes from projectwork, the self-confidence that comes from mastery and

competence rather than servingtime in courses and accumulating
credits and grado'4. But precisely because WPTstarts with a base of tradition and ) traditional student body, this achievemoi Lis ail Lhe more impressive.

And it wenid be totally nnwarranted if the candor with which it hasopened itself to scrutiny from the Panel were to harm its chances for survival incompetition with institutions whose self-adver.ising has not he i handicappedouLside obseryLrs skeptical of extr ant cia ims I hor- and helieve our Panelhelpful to wrr, not only in aliowing the airing of specific problems :Ind
,;rievances, but also in indic Ling Hr awareness by the Panelits of the braveryof WPI's Plan and the importance oven of small incremental

steps toward its
development, modifica,ion, !nd in bits and piPces, prop .,ion.

9. An in erim Note on the Pro' !em )1- Long-term ment
In 1968-69, Dean Benson Thyder, M.D., al MIT, went to some major medicalscH.-)ols and graduate ;ghools ii . order to interview

students who had b-on MITundergraduates Cow years ear:i r, in order to get from long discussions withthem, some sensp rheir feelings ai out L!* LI1 O. iL had prepared themfor their present work, and h , they thought had pronared them For the worh;:,nd life that lay ahead. H !Lurally, such impressionistic assessment is short-rnn;
LIc C! hands of a skilled clinician such as Benson Snyder, it ca' Id

important results, especially i. one carefully selects the students
ccviewed, looking at "straighr arrows" and the more offbeat ones, thosegone on in scie'

giroering and those who have followed other pa,ns, at

4,i
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who had left interviewed as to why they had lett (Siflyi limp I have heen iwsitautto do even where
I ha ve S 'me r 5' c ,,n 1 tIn I pos;-, i h red:huis lel It

t t h P I an)one would also have to dvoid the situdrion,
unavoiddble in the ,rm oi ,Jur eutrv,0 t i nr, somehow i den titi ed with " lb Adm j ii tt,tti on" bv nia i'. l t v who

t.host indi1lerent to the Platt dnd At w,,tt thiir time in b,Jstilitv andgrievance, 1dd thtt I st% this fbont tio latter without moaning to soundpejorative; I hope i hdve mad,: cle.n ho,. many prohlems the Pldn does present, andhow many "I. told you tho tnt 1 Plan opponents could now rihtly proclaim.Thore i a lurthei element in rhe Lime-span of assesmont, and that hasto do with what appelus to he dn increasiiwlv ccdted student hodv. rhestudents who hove sou,.tht me out duritv, the hour or so set aside on each visit forprivate tppointments with Panel members hdve L slid to be tho:,, who werc attractedLo WPI by the now Plan without
knowil-n2, much aH.ult._ the inst 'n tact oftenattracted from ator; t ley wanted tdvice trom me as LJ

J Lo study, for
sciehce, or educ-

h, or COtql how ro break into journalism.Would tliLo.. carrv in.., these od eers
I ot Ht. values acquired hy having attended

an en:,,Jinecrin,:., school J-ather equaLly demanding private eral arts
'n some cases, 1..11,1 bee!lit is clear.

1 remembi, one u,lent whoplanned enter ,iat.ent taw, field
.

in.4-1ii:o rush to lawhdw not. yet led to oYercroyalir!,:. bec.ause uiuus
well - Lecnnic. ii Is as

L.--gal and forensic trdinIn p ) ot- these stud,. ts had had a lonely
ex.portence It WPI' they h-d arrived "t-Jo soon" hei- 're I "ctitical mass" ofmindod students was aV:: ?He

th,2t , ot- at least were prou ped -esiden-r:dlly co support 100, so that .h ia d 01 tinding each 'ther--they were1.dr. 1, t5 apt to join lr:i 1 0 iii I I i': Pin lts n imal run of WPI stud(nt l'or whomthe Plan WAS 1 hest a makewei.ght im :heir decision to come, )1' in many case,made no decision to com:... hut wont,: have Ilad Lo nAke d decision
1 tO

And this hi furcated
s.tt:dent body leads to another .L..JJ ot iaculLy toad'shop was a:,,J,sr sure!-: nor in the cal,ulations of LLt_.' oriAinal -.tanners: whethermeashre,J by rest s.,..res or N t,ttc improssi

jtit'SSMc[IL_ studentbudy is t()day more het eroenious tOil
I. prior I the Plan, Indeed, as I havealready sup'gested, many complain t' s,:dents wno do n t come up to the

1pre-1968 WPI standards--ETS
i,:,,planations as ro why Llti.t might b0 so,inriuding inadequacies in the iiiph chools, po- HSS1.,:e

television-tching, erc,, etc.. At dnv L.:Le, the hetcropenee- s,..,Hont bodyfor: fachlt_v to spold more t:ime ,:dvisin the new P:an -;ruder. J.,..11 0 are HI atease with the 4eneral run ol more
WPI stHlent:-, llnt it loes
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d imi n sh Hi, load t rom latt ,c,roup , who at t ender i nsectit e ec l v

the P Ian and t-11,1pH Hy t H..1 low , ! t tmu e t i nn late, new Plan ;t udcnt

I e?' 11(l t: t I 1
l:11( V 11M Ins ahout th,

absence delicieni in HI, structures which have t:1;-

tained them ,Itki wnich t'i.,jnallv led flie to choo:,. ...hat seemed the :.;a1(., course

ot an errgi:teerin.,: op,.n Jlter,tt ive. Heterogeneity meaus

eVer So r. '1 teachtH and, indicac(H, a much heavier

load o a(k.i i i;ut t HCC;: :2t y t t r I I t.ct,i lit I |v

t . ran,-; orm i t lf at the t c,:e Huy inore i i i kely within

the I i H pre!:onL v, t, ti t v (,;(.1 1 t

retain the "dual econom,.." (..h,lracti.r;Htic InHone:,ia or Japan and to LI le,:er

degr , c,.n .
:milv;Int;ed , un i on i ,

t--nnolo.jcal indu:-tries, and low-wage e(. th, fortunate It is

t i ed t.) the t
Lieu L .;,t t. nut ;Ind 0H; ,!,;1 f an [Id t h

s id( hv t rad t
h Lcki I Lim t lar 1:

1,,,1111

shou 1 J os-;e this ,
)

:I I
i nundJ t i , a I or

A;;aiu, this is whv one leaclin.r, "st.ea,..: state"!

l e l i L Hi' ef11.1,11 ,:nc 1 tny s t ha L the

Plan ha:- m)duced merely di colThoHilation at WPt hetween

euphoria otlen -;(..en in (..x1'.erimentin;, i:istittltion:;. My

fellow Panelists are not wrot-:, in cmphatng the exr:Jordi:1::ry of

has heen acc::1Hished eJch 01 0Hr have m( with !.acult_y cummitts_

part ,f the now 1 ... Jevelopmoh(s--which have impressed Its hv

serf,,IP-!less of their deliberations and the quality ol the faculty serving on thim

and drawn 1rom all 1..elds and ep,.c11:-; rt:cluitment a; '0:PI, Whether it j^ the

Committee on Academic Policy, or Comitte on Ten.y and Academic Freedor

the Committee on Appointments ;.,Ind P1-,,-,,:otion, or the :-evi.ral 2,radttatie

,-ferrt..d to earlier, these groups have woid under the mot excruciating pref-;sures,

political hfl: rloemical, and have dor m uncomplaininOy and, iu

judgmeL,, c;J:' additi,,n to all the nt-er hnrJ,o, whIch thi'memorandum

sug...;ests di-'itated iact,Hy memher sLottL. rs Then- is not a :-;ingle

at which have not in addition L.., our particular fac,Alt.y who IlLIve

become our friends as well as our hosts, L.,:nitv .:wmhers whl :.revionsly unknqn

to me wil,) lico:o impressed me 3s io,14.vido3h: of high inryi caliber in .

addition to their institutional Hiv(.11 'he fact, tHat many facult,/
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ON THE WP1 PLAN

Contribution from John R. Whinnery

June 1975

I Introductory Comments and Overall Impressions

It was clear at the last meeting of the Advisory Panel that there is

a good deal of consensus among Panel members concerning the overall progress

in implementing the WP1 Plan, and in overcoming the many difficulties met

so far. There was also general agreement on some of the major problems

to be solved. I shall consequently be brief in giving my interpretation

of the part on which I think we agree, and then expand some points for

which I have special concerns.

I strongly share the feeling, brought out by George Pake* in his

summary at the meeting of April 26, that the success of the Plan so far is

much greater than any of us would have predicted following our first meeting

three years ago. There is a spirit, pride, and justified self-confidence

among the graduates and other students we met . that signals success in

achieving the most important objective of the program. This seems con-

firmed by the results of the surveys reported to us by Karen Cohen and by

the random, although admittedly limited samplings taken by Panel members

in vanious ways. The articles in Newspeak, refreshingly concern,!d with

educational matters in contrast to the pages of other student newspapers

know, also provide a measure of the students' concern with learning.

*Several references in this report are made to the reports of George Pake
and Dave Riesman. Reports of the other lanel members were not available
to the writer at the time this report was prepared.



Of the problems to be solved, the most important overriding issue

seems to me the question of resources to carry the full plan with the

same enthusiasm through the next few cycles of students. Of the specific

features of the Plan needing attention, the matter of Competency Examinations

is most urgent. The matter of Projects, which is working much better on the

whole than any of us predicted, and which I now see as almost the key to

the success of the Plan, must not be ignored because it is working reason-

ably well. This feature must continue to be strengthened and used to inte-

grate and strengthen other Plan features. I will comment on these points

in more detail later in the report.

Before coming to the comments on specific features of the WPI Plan,

(in Part IV) I will give some comments on educational innovation in general

(Part II) and on recent trends in engineering education (Part III). Since

this is not the place to give a reasoned, well-documented treatise on these

two complicated subjects, they will have to be interpreted as personal views,

primarily useful to make clear the biases from which I start. The final

section (Part V) will give some specific recommendations for WPI, NSF and

any succeeding Advisory Panel.



II Soma Comments on Educational Innovation
46

The search for the ideal educational experience, like Plato's* search

for the truth, is in some ways easy and in some ways hard. It is easy in

that one cannot miss the goal completely, and hard in that one cannot attain

it perfectly. (Of course in both cases it is possible to miss completely,

but like Plato*, we are thinking of reasonable attempts.) The point is that

there is a wide range of workable educational patterns, and it is difficult

if not impossible to determine the optimum for an individual, and much more

difficult to do so for a group. I continue to be amazed that the graduate

program of my Department accepts students from literally hundreds of schools

in dozens of countries representing a wide range of educational philosophies.

Nevertheless, after some period of adjustment, representatives from nearly

all systems are able to perform competitively.

The goal of education as I see it is to stimulate the students' interest

in their subjects, to strengthen their abilities to reason, to make them aware

of the interrelationships among a variety of subjects - technical, scientific,

humanistic and societal and to provide the students with some fundamentals

from which to start. In a profession such as engineering, it is necessary

also to develop some skills such as the abilities to use formal mathematical

models, the computer, and precise electronic and mechanical im;truments. Most

important for rapidly changing fields is the goal of developing a habit of

continuing study since the half-life of present engineering information is

estimated as about five years.

If we accept the above goals and the inference from the first paragraph

that the attempt to optimize should be brought to the individual level, we

understandably find the focus in most innovative programs on the individual,

with the ideal of a program tailored to individual needs, and a tremendous

*At least I thought it was Plato,lbut in Cheaing far Ore exact-reference-
have not been able to find ic. Perhaps it's from another source but the
point still seems worth making.
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amount of individual attention along the way. This can absorb any amount

of time if carried to the extreme, and even then one cannot be sure it is

really the optimum for any student. Thus to make such programs workable

with finite resources, the "best" solution is usually to develop small

interactive groups of students, as is done to some extent naturally at any

university with living groups or other institutions in which students with

common interests get together. Some schools (I believe one experiment was

at the Pennsylvania State University) have tried to formalize stIch group

interaction by having a graduate student as group leader of ten seniors, each

of whom was group tutor and adv..:sor of ten juniors, and so on. Groups of

five or so seem better. At WPI a good deal of group interaction at about

this level is occurring through the search for project topics, and in the

carrying out of group projects. The point is that such use of this kind of

educational resource is not only essential if innovation is to be effected

with limited resources, it may also be one of the best forms of educational

experience for the students of concern to us. In looking at the faculty-

student ratio at WPI, there does not appear to be the ratio commonly thought

to be necessary for individually-stressed education, but if the resource of

the individual student (self learning) and of groups of students (growl

learning and advising) can be utilized, it can be possible. Success in this

respect will be one of the most important results of the Plan.

If optimization of an innovative experience is difficult, measurement

of the degree of success is even more so. Ideally we would like to follow

the graduates of a program, to find where they work and what they have

accomplished, their attitudes towards themselves, their employers and to

society, and to relate these data to the basic education they received. The

first problem arises from the time delay between the measurement and the

i
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program, so that corrective action on the basis of such results is too

late. But there are always other influences (often including excellent

on-the-job educational additives after the experience to be evaluated) that

make it difficult to separate variables. For this reason more immediate

measures must be sought. In this respect the program of evaluation at WPI

seems one of the best I know of. The formal study by the evaluation team,

with the fortunate development of control schools, sensitivity to informal

samplings of student concerns, and a careful following of the plans and

opportunities of current graduates give essential if not complete info:mation.

The intensity of this evaluative effort must of course be considered a

part of the experiment, since the measurement always has an effect upon the

experiment (Heisenberg's Principle in physics or the Hawthorne effect in

social experiments) but this is not always bad. There is always a proper

worry concerning any sociological experiment if any percieved positive

results are simply due to this Hawthorne effect. But it is one of the

mechanisms by which one can get positive attitudes started. Then there can

follow additional positive feedback effects. The excitement of the experi-

ment in this case attracts good students, who will help attract other good

students if they are generally satisfied with their experience. It is this

last proviso that must be watched, together with the danger of overshoot if

the positive feedback soes to far; and of course there is the tendency to

faddishness that seems to affect the educational community and which may

cause it to leave a succef:sful experiment for a new and presumably more

exciting one. The point is that the Hawthorne effect is a part of the

experiment, and can be utilized positively, but corrective action must be

taken promptly to avoid excesses in attitudes by students or educators tO

make certain that the program remains a sound one. Thus the final point of

this section is that if a program is truly innovative and hence a true

-5-
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educational experiment, continuing corrective action is necessary as the

results of any experiment are evaluated. The difficulty ts that this

argument will be used by opponents of an innovative plan to steer it always

back to the old and traditional course. It will require much wisdom to

avoid the extremes of "no change in the original concept is possible" on

the one hand and "let's get back to normal on the other."

162
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III Some Comments on Trends in Engimeering Education

It is common to think of the period prior to World War II as one of

"handbook engineering" for engineering colleges, the period for two decades

following as one of "scientific engineering", and the last decade as one of

"societal engineering." Each of these terms are vast over-simplifications,

although they do represent certain concerns of the respective periods. I

had a very conventional undergraduate engineering program in the '30s, and

although I have been critical of it on many occasions, reflection about it

reminds me that most of the instructors were concerned with our understanding

the principles underlying various devices and syLltems, although they also

spent time on what they understood to be current engineering practice with

respect to these devices and systems. This part of the approach is not all

that different today, although in my Department the examples are transistors

rather than vacuum tubes and A/D convertors rather than motors (although,

ironically back to to motors again!) With respect to societal concerns,

engineering has always been fairly responsive to the priorities set by

society at any given period, whether it happens to be defense, space explora-

tion, environmental improvement, energy utilization or low-cost manufacture.

(A cynic may say tLat this is because money is appropriated through the

political process of setting these priorities.)

The true revolution following World War II was in the move to graduate

education. The number of U.S. engineering doctorates* increased from 100

in 1940 to 1200 in 1962. Fortunately there remainpd a strong industrial

as well as academic demand for such doctorates, and I think this helped to

inject a sense of reality into the doctoral programs. Also fortunately,

the Masters programs did not become "failed Ph.D." programs as has happened

*Data from J. M. Pettit and J. Gere, "Evolution of Graduate Education in
Engineering" J. Engin Ed. V54, p57 (1963).

-7-
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in some fields, but retain high validity and are exactly the right level

for a large number of the employers of engineering graduates.

The "revolution"of the last decade has been a much more difficult one

and at this writing is unclear as to ourcome. There has been much work and

even more talk directed towara the setting up of interdisciplinary programs

among engineering departments, and between the schools of engineering and

other campus departments and schools (law, political science, environmental

design, public health, etc). These are directed toward the presently

perceivea societal concerns. Such interdisciplinary programs are extremely

time consuming and difficult if they are to be more than an undigested mix

of disparate elements (as David Riesman points out so clearly in his summary).

Thus there are some important successes but many participants are discouraged

by the failures or at least unclear results of the efforts. Projects seem

to provide the best mechanisms for working between fields. Thus the Inter-

active Qualifying Projects of the WPI Kan can be an important

this national effort.

One general trend of the last decade is the nationwide trend to more

"flexible" curricula, with many if not all of the choices left to the

students. This movement was partly because of student pressure, but mostly

because the growth of knowledge made clear that no large part of this could

be required in a given curriculum -- hence the feeling that the particular

part chosen for stress is not important so long as it serves the general

educational goals. This trend as uverdue but it too may have gone too

far. At least there are some problems. For one thing, the results are

not as different as many people hoped. Most schools that I know which have

such curricula publish lists of courses for students interested in a certain

subject - computers for example. The majority of students seem to follow such

lists as they always did, or at least uoe their options to avoid one or two

4104
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especially disliked subjects or instructors. Quite a few use all of their

options in the field of their specialty (the computer major taking all the

computer courses he can find) thus becoming more narrow rather than broader

as the designers of such plans generally intend. Some do use their choices

to make a broad program unique to their interests, but here prerequisites

often limit the depth to whiel they can go in subjects outside their

specialty. Good advising can help with the last-mentioned problem, and can

help others depart constructively from the recommended lists. Truly effective

advising programs, including participation by advanced students, is

essential to make effective use of the potential in these curricula. And

there do remain problems of lack of understanding of these programs by some

employers and accrediting examiners, although the majotity have shown sympathy,

understanding and even enthusiasm for such programs.

-9-
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IV Comments on Selected Aspects of the WP1 Plan

The Plan is the totality of many separate elements, clearly described

by William Grogan in his report to the National Science Foundation of March

6, 1975. As David Riesman points out in his comments, no one feature of

the Plan can be said to be unique. On the other hand it is probably not

necessary to have every present feature to attain the goals of the Plan.

(See my comments in Part II concerning the lack of uniqueness of any

innovative program.) I will comment only on selected features of the Plan

as explained earlier.

A. The Projects. Not just one but two projects arc required. The

major qualifying project may be though: to be equivalent to the senior

thesis used in some schools. In addition an Interactive Qualifying Project

is strongly recommender. (11.4ough a second purely technical project can be

approved by the advisor. Projects are very good educational devices, but

ingenuity and hard work are required to generate ideas for projects and to

supervise them. At the end of our first few Panel meetings it seemed clear

that only a few of the faculty members understood the magnituce of this

commitment, and many Panel members doubted that the commitment could be met.

At our last Panel meeting we reviewed projects from this last year, and

although there were .ious variabilities in the levels of various projects,

it was gratifying to find that the logistics of organizing the required

number of projects have been met, and that many are of very high quality.

The interactive projects resulting from the Washington Center represent

especially good educational experiences. The projects arising from the

ccoperation with St. Vincent's Hospital also seemed to us of high quality.

There were oth-sr good ones generated by individual faculty members. There

were weak ones also, which was troublesome, but in view of the accomplish-

ments in this short period and obvious steps which can be taken to improve
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quality, the overall assessment is a very optimistic one. Moreover, the

projects were among the things first described to us by the graduating

seniors and in several cases were the basis for job offers. Project lore

was everywhere on campus, from advertisements on bulletin boards, to

recruiting efforts by juniors and seniors for freshmen to join with their

projects, to transient antennas competing for space with frisbees on the

lawn. Clearly these made up a key part of the intellectual excitement of

the campus, and acted as nuclei for the small educational groups referred

to earlier.

It would be easy to let down and consider this problem solved, but

it will require hard work every year. Moreover its success offers an

opportunity for supporting other parts of the program, and there must be

some improvement in minimum acceptable levels. The first step we saw for

quality control is that of having the students present reports on their

projects to audiences of faculty, students, and members of the industrial

community. (This presentation may be part of the Competency Examination

to be discussed next.) Such a presentation could easily become 212 forma,

as the Defense of Thesis is in many colleges, so care must be taken in

designing the format and incentives for listeners and for project partici-

pants to prevent such degeneration.

B. Competency Examination.

discussion during the past year.

on this matter since the time of

This feature of the Plan has caused most

There have been additional Faculty weetings

the Panel's visit, apparently with considerable

progress, but the feature remains a very difficult one. The ideal of an exmi-

nation to measure competency rather than mastery of a collection of facts

and algorithms, and thus to underscore the self-learning features of the

Plan, is a fine one. Many Plan adherents understandably see this as the

key feature of the Plan. But from the beginning there have been many who
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see it more as a comprehensive examination. Moreover a true competency

examination is very hard to design with high validity and uniformity from

student to student and from department to department. It must have such

validity and uniformity if it is to be used as a final screen very late

in the student's academic career.

It may be that this problem, like so many others we have worried

about, will be solved, but I see the problem as a very fundamental one.

(I am appending my comments of a year ago concerning the difficulties in

various forms of examination, which I still feel pertinent.) It has seemed

to many of us that some modifications of this procedure do not constitute

abandonment of the Plan, but rather the needed corrections in the spirit

discussed in Part II of this report. For one thing, it seems desirable for

an examining or review committee to judge all aspects of the student's

accomplishment at WPI -- particularly the project -- rather than just the

few-day examination in deciding upon readiness for graduation. Then, by

building questions around the two major projects rather than a short one

thought up for the examination, there will be an opportunity to judge

performance on something in which the student has invested a good deal of

time and should have thought about deeply. This effort will also accomplish

some of quality control for projects recommended earlier.

C. Intersession. Our Panel visited shortly after the first very

successful hntersession. This seemed to many of us one of the most imagina-

tive features of the Plan, with faculty members teaching hobbies or exploratory

subjects, and the students finding faculty members as persons rather than as

mere specialists. But by the time we got to discussing this element it

appeared to be decreasing in popularity, so we concluded that it might have

been important in helping to establish the spirit necessary to begin the

-12-



plan, hat not essential in the long run. I suggested once that it might

be an important experience for each generation of student.1, so that it

could be repeated every three years or so, but not every year. Now,

however, it seems to have settled down into a reasonable pattern, with

about half the students: and faculty participating, and many more students

on campus because of the opportunity to work on projects. This is a very

commendable success, particularly in view of the decay in intersessions

in many other schools that tried them. I agree with George Pake's recommen-

dation that a following Panel might look at this more carefully, trying to

find the elements that can be passed on to uther schools, and in helping to

insure its continuing success as an element of the VPI c:perience.

D. The Seven-Week Term. This has been a feature ,:licussed on many

of our visits, and I'm sure one which will be analyzed by many of the

panelists. I will consequently be brief to avoid unnec:. 7.1ary repetition.

The goal of studying a few subjects in concentrated fa.-;:.:.711 for short periods

has been tried in a number of experiments (in one extrc: at Colorado College

concentrating on a single course for a three week intel.....lrand undoubtedly

works well for some subjects. Languages arc among the : ills often cited as

suitable for complete concentration for limited perictl... Other suhjects

seem to take more reflection, and thus correspondingly 1 Aser feedback

periods. Of course one can put short periods together make longer units

where necessary. The attractive feature of relatively .rt blocks is the

potential flexibility in using them either for concentl. .:on or for parts

of a longer series, and for breaks in which students take full time to

work on projects. But to have all this potential flex::lity available,

the school will have to schedule a majority of offeric_, for each of the

terms so that the student will not lose continuity by !ng breaks in any

Ixwell F. Taylor Jr. and James B. Levison, The Color College Plan -
A Report of the Internal Evaluation Prosram, for the' 1970-74,
Colorado Springs, Colorado May 1974.
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arbitrary term. The number of such offerings then goes up rapidly as

the number of intervals increases (I think something like the factorial

of the number). Moreover there is a certain tare in the start-and-stop

functions of the shorter terms, although these can be minlmized by planning,

say by registration for the entire year and then recording only changes

from a planned program. Thus it seems to cc down to a practical matter

of weighing the advantages a.ld the disadvantages, with much less concern

than we first saw amon3 either critics or supporters of the short terms.

E. Imaginative Use of Videotapes. Videotapes have been used both

with IPI and conventional courses for the last severci years, and several

of us have observed their use in the libraries and laboratories. I have

tried to watch the library use on each visit, and have the impression that

use is increasing and that the medium is not becoming boring as has happened

in some places. The key seems to be the convenience of the facility

organized by Ken Scott, with the opportunity for instructors to stop by

and record short supplements, reviews and lemmas without much fuss, and to

record laboratory demonstrations with reasonable planning. The tapes are

used, partly because they are short and partly because they may be stopped,

repeated for note taking if it seems desirable to the student. I have watched

mostly the individual use of the tapes. James Gibbons of Stanford, in

describing his use of videotapes in M.S. programs, stated that groups of

three to five students working together with tapes, stopping the tape to

discuss difficult points, and having access to a tutor on some occasions

(but not constantly) constitutes one of the best of the educational expe-

riences he has worked with. I had seen some such groups in laboratories

and tutorial sessions at WPI, but didn't give them enough attention since

I had not heard Gibbons' analysis until after our last visit. It is possible

that more of the TV consoles should be set up for the small group interaction

i 1 0
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as compared with individual viewing. In any evenir, present uses of this

medium c-041stitute some of the best uses of educational technology I have

seen.

F. Resources for the Plan. The question of resources for this ambitious

change was mentioned earlier in the report. It is clear that some faculty

members are working much too hard, although the load seems not to be dis-

tributed evenly (a common phenomenon in any academic environment). It now

seems possible to make a better estimate of the total commitment than was

possible when the Plan was just a plan, so the administration, the faculty,

the faculty survey team, and the next Panel might try to put down some

estimates concerning the amount of time required for each key element of

the Plan (projects, competency examinations, intersessions, advising, normal

course work, etc.) to see if the resources at all match the demands. At the

same time, the extra resources from students (also mentioned earlier) might

be examined more carefully to see if some of these inputs can be nurtured by

better planning of institutional or environmental surroundings.

-15-
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V Conclusions and Recommendations

As will be evident from the above discussion, my conclusions concerning

tht Plan agree almost entirelY with those in George Fake's excellent summary.

The most important ones have to do with the strengthening of projects, the

reexamination of the Competency Examination, the continuing study of resources,

and a special but somewhat relaxed look at the Intersession program. Other

important academic matters have to do with the seven-week term, full exploita-

tion of the consortium opportunity in Worcester, and the difficult question

of the amount of stress to be placed on the graduate program, but I seem to

have nothing to add to the obvious on these points. I have also mentioned

the important role of the videotape system, and the suggestion that more

group viewing stations be planned.

Our observation of the ingenuity,resiliency and dedication of admini-

stration.and faculty in meeting the tremendous pressurs date gives us

a great deal of confidence in the amount to be achieved by this experiment.

As others have said, I have not seen a more ambitious uudertaking in any

project for educational innova:. . nor one at any level carried out better.

I think a lot can be learned from it, not by transporting the Plan in its

entirety, but rather by careful study of the initial conditions, the surprises,

and the corrective actions that were taken to ease the many pressure points.

I am glad that some support will continue, including continuing study by a

new Panel, for it is unrealistic to believe that an effort of this magnitude

can become completely self-sustaining in three or four years.

Others on the Panel have noted than in the past three years we have come

to feel ourselves a part of the Plan. I suppose in that respect we are less

useful as objective evaluators, but I think it is sone measure of the spirit

of WPI, absolutely essential to carry off something of this magnitude.

'2
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The short project or group of tough problems is another
mechanism possible for such an examination, and I believe one
used at WPI. My experience with this was largely in the GE "Advanced
Course" which was conducted entirely through such one-week projects.
Like the oral, it 41 an extremely useful mechanism for obtaining a
different kind of information from that found with conventional
examinations. But it is extremly hard to find enough good projects
of the correct scope and level of difficulty. It was common in
the GE course I mentioned to find that in any one week a few of
the best students (again judged by later performance) had started
in the wrong way and hadn't made progress. And occasionally the
problem was miscast so that it was either trivial or impossible.
Here also the standards will vary widely from group to group, as
will be evident, I think, if one group's exams are reviewed by each
of the other groups.

Combinations of the above generally have greater validity
than any one component alone, and such combinations are being
used at WPI. But this is just where the time will become excessive
if each exam is individually tailored, and well enough constructed
to have the validity desired. Thus the Committee's recommendation,
at least while experience in the validation of the examinations
is being obtained. If worded as one the requirements, with a
Committee to review performance on all requirements in recommending
graduation, it need not be seen as a major modification of the plan.
I also recommend consultation with experts on the theory and
practice of examinations to help in determining the best of the
several possible forms, and the degree of validation needed, so
long as it remains even a major component of the Plan.
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Appendix - Excerpted from report of May 6, 1974 J. R. Whinnery
to Dean William R. Grogan

"Competency Examinations. The Committee recommended that the
competency examination be graded and considered with other achieve-
ments of the four years in determining graduation from WPI, rather
than be considered as an absolute gate. I feel very strongly on
this matter. I first started worrying about it (as explained in
my previous report) from the point of view of faculty load, but in
the discussion it became evident that a much more fundamental point
is the problem of developing an examination with enough validity
to be useful as a binary gate for a student who has invested four

years of work to that point. Although I don't intend to be an
authority on examinations, I believe that it is not possible and
would like to comment on the various forms of examination,

Vritten examinations can be made consistent in their results,
provided the subject matter to be examined is defined. Even here,

as the persons in Educational Testing Service will tell you, it

requires a great deal of effort and sample testing to validate
each question or problem of the examination. And in the end there
is a high degree of correlation between the results and those
of the few hundred written examinations (expressed throu^,h GPA)
taken by the student in his career. The significance of the
differences are still subject to debate, and must be studied in
each case showing such a discrepancy. Construction of a range
of validated examinations for a completely flexible curriculum
would of course be a tremendous task.

Oral examinations are the most interesting and at their best
give a different kind of information from that of the other types.
The panel members gave their experiences with many bad Ph. D.
orals. I have also given orals (often as an option) in undergraduate
classes and found the same problems. Some of the best students (a
value judgment validated by later performance in industry) simply
"freeze" and can't think on their feet. A repeat of the examination
increases the tension and often ends with worse results. Orals

given by a panel are often marred by trick questions, or dominance
by one member of the panel, or other psychological interplay
between the panel and student or among the panel memners themselves.
Standards inevitably vary widely between various groups conducting
the examinations. A common argument for the oral is that the
candidate must learn to think on his feet and to present his
conclusions orally. Granted that this is a highly desirable if
not essential quality in graduates of any school, the oral exami-
nation is nn artificial mechanism for demonstrating this as compared
with a seminar on work done by the student. Moreover, if it is one
of the absolute essentials for all graduates, attention must be
given to developing this skill throughout the student's career.
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A Report

RESTRUCTURING UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION
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WORCESTER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE

To The Advisory Committee For Science Education Of The
National Science Foundation

By

William R. Grogan
Dean of Undergraduate Studies
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Worcester Polytechnic Institute has undertaken a complete and systematic
revision of its traditional approach to undergraduate science engineering
education. The resulting educational program, known se the WPI Plan, is
the product of twe year, of intensive planni:4 an.0 five year8 of implementation
effort involving every member of the cmnpus conmesity. The program now
involves 857 of the 2000-member unlorgreduste student body of whom over
957. are science or engineering majors. Nest year (1975-76) 937 of the
students will purues their programs in accordance with the new WPI Plan
requirements, and thereafter all students will be in the new program.

The National Science Foundation through its 1972 Cc:SIP award of $733,000
played a major role in enabling WPI as an institution to implement the
restructured programs. The UPI Plan, and its 1mplementftion process are
already the subject of considerable national attention. There is every
prospect interest will increase as the reports an the first three-year
phase of program valuation become available later this yeat.

This presentation will describe the scope of change at WPI and some of
the more important features of the new program covering those areas
receiving major NSF support namely, development of (a) the project system,
(b) the advising system, (c) competency examinations and an overall
evaluation of the program.

Background

Why Worcester Polytechnic Institute undertook the most drastic
change in its 110-year old history could be the subject of a book
itself - there was no crisis, not even administrative pressure. There
was, however, in the faculty a gnawing dissatisfcation with the de-
motivating rigidity of the traditional curricula; there was growing
concern that science and engineering undergraduates were so constrained
by the dictates of an impersonal lock-step system that their full
development as thoughtful individuals was not being achieved. To
those faculty who followed the careers of the graduates there appeared
to be unreasonable discontinuity between the overall preparation of the
students and the actual demands placed upon them as young professionals.
No one ever questioned the need for a firm foundation in fundamentals,
but beyond that, a number of paradoxical situations appear: A rigid
academic program offered little opportunity for the student to assume
responsibility for defining personal objectives; this responsibility
became total immediately after graduation. Courses developed long,
narrow corridors of knowledge; professional practice required
integration of knowledge. The classroom experience was basically
passive; professional practice required self-activation. In the academic
setting, the student was usually an isolated learner, most of professional
life involved personal interactions and shared experiences effectively
communicated. A concern for the social implications of scientific and
technological developments were almost non-existent. The presence of a
certain discontinuity between the role of student and professional
is natural and unavoidable; the concern at WPI was that the world of

1
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preparation and the world of practice were exdessively disparate.

The WPI study began in 1968. First a strategic analysis evaluated every
resource and constraint at the College and included an extensive evaluation
of future needs for professionals in scientific and engineering careers.
A Planning Committee of six faculty offered 14 alternative paths for the
College to follow. After considerable analysis a statement of goals was
adopted by the faculty and the trustees.

The goal statement
2

provided the cornerstone for the second development:
the establishment of the degree requirements The last step was the
development of an academic support structure which would prepare students
to meet the degree requirements.

In June 1970, the faculty voted to commit the entire college to a new
approach to engineering and scientific education which promoted the
concept of an individualized curricula for each engineering student.
The program placed heavy emphasis on project-based learning and
accomplishment. For the baccalaureate degree demonstration of competencp
through qualifying projects and competence examination is required.
There are no specific course requirements but three years of successful
work is required before the competency examination can be scheduled.

The Degree Requirements

The WPI Plan calls for the award of an academic degree upon demonstration
of competence embodied in the four degree requirements which are:

1) A qualifying project dealing with a problem in one's major ar-a
of study ( year equivalent)

2) A qualifying project relating science and technology to societal
concern and human need ( year equivalent)

3) A Sufficiency (minor) in an area of the humanities (1/2 year equivalent)

4) A CompEten.y Examination in the major field of study (1 wek

2
From Worcester Polyte,hnic Institute Operational Catalog, 1975-:-6:

"It is the goal of Worcester Polytechnic Institute to bring into the
second .-Entury of ics existence a new, cl,namic version of its "Two Towers"
tradition.

Sy means of coordinated programs tailored to the needs of the Individual
students, it is the fundamental purpose of WPI to impart to students an
understanding of a sector of science and technology and a mature under-
standing of themselvEs, and the needs of the penplc around them. WPI
students, from the bs,ginning of their undergraduate education, should
demonstrate that they can learn on their own, that they can translacc
their lsarrAng into worthwhile action, and that they are thoroughly aware
of the interrPlationships among basic knowledge, technolgical advances, and
human need. A WPI education should develop in students a strong degree
of self-confidence, an awarencss of the community beyond themselves,
and an intellectual restlessness that spurs them to continued learning.

Endorsed by the Faculty December 17, 1969."

2
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Pro ects

The Major Qualifying Project (21QP)

The Project approach to learning was selected as a major vehicle for
achieving the Plan's goals. To meet this degree requirement, the student
must complete two projects, to each of which he must devote the equivalent
of a quarter of a year's effort. One of the projects must deal with the
students' major area of interest, while the other is intended to relate
science and technology to societal concerns and human need. The first
of these is known as the Major Qualifying Project (MQP), while the second has
been designated the "Interactive" Qualifying Project, (IQP).

Projects are, of course, not new to WPI or to engineering and scientific
education. The value of carefully supervised indepe.rdent sttld,. is well
established. The challenge to WPI in impitmenting the MO' require...ler.

is not one, therefore, of concept of kind, but rather of scale and
scope. After this year when transition of the Plan will be virtually
complete, WPI will be graduating classes numberin be:ween four and
five hundred scLdents each of whom wil' have complete:. the two
qualifying projects. We have been able to test and adopt measures
to minimize faculty load dislocations that ocherWtre might have occurred
as a steady-state condition approaches in which twenty to twenty-five
percent of all undergraduate activity is project-centered. Among
these measures are consolidation of course offerings, charges in course
format, increased use of technological aids, and active efforts to
foster the formation of group projects rather than individual project
efforts. An entirely new registration system was developed and is
now operational.

The logistical problems involved in providing each of approximately
500 graduating seniors with two qualifying projects and, in addition
to providing pre-qualifying project experience for underclassmen
are indeed formidable. Of course there are many on-campus projects,
especially in the sciences, but WPI has tried to provide students
with as many opportunities as possible for off-campus MQP and IQP work
A special administrative unit for project operations has been established.
A central on-campus project center was constructed to augment departmental
facilities and provide a support base tor interdiscipltnary projects,
and a wide variety of off-campus arrangements developed. Three levels
of off-campus project sites have been developed:

1) Over 100 project sites
3
with intermittent activity where students

execute specifi: projects as the mutual need of the company and
WPI arise;

32) Nineteen project sites with sustained activity where one or
more faculty advisors are working with students continuously on a
variety of projects, some extending over a period of years; and,

3) Six Project Centers
3

(sometimes called Internship Centers) each
of whieh has a formally appointed WPI Director and r!-1 o7-site counter-
part from the company or institution involved.

At these Project CentersWPI usually Maintains a permanent ofice. A
wide variety of multidi:tciplinary projects are coordinated by the
Director of the Center but with specific projects und.l.r direct super-
v,ision of faculty advisors from the disciplines involved. Five centers
are within ec,mmuting distance; ene, in Was:lington, D.C. is n resid,nrial
site. Tn all cases prc.)j.._:t activity is a direct extension of th,,

3
Appendix 3 conz_ains a listing of thc
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academic program, the work performed under faculty direction for
academic credit while pay is not acceptable. Direct expenses are
usually paid by the sponsoring institution.

A fine example of a highly successful Center is that at St. Vincent
Hospital in Worcester, where over the last two and a half years 67
students have been involved in 28 different projects working with
11 WPI faculty advisors and 14 hospital advisors.

The following table summarizes the many types of multidisciplinary
interactions at the St. Vincent Center.

Participating Hospital Functions

Cardiac Catheterization
Cardiology
Hematology
Clinical Engineering
Hospital Facilities
Pathology
Plastic Surgery
Radiology
Respiratory Diseases
General Surgery
Vascular Research

Participating WPI Disciplines

Biomedical Engineering
Chemical Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Computer Science
Chemistry
Life Sciences
Management Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Materials Science
Physics

The interest and cooperation from the industrial community and
governmental agencies at all levels has been outstanding. The project
effort at WPI has grown from 63 registrations in the fall of 1972
to 535 last fall with an expected steady-state registration of about
720.per term next year. In spite of this increase in activity there
appears to be no shortage of sound project opportunities and there
is currently a waiting list of potential industrial sponsors.

In summary there appear to be four essential ingredients for
successful and sustained off-campus project operation:

1) An interested faculty advisor and cooperative liasion personnel.

2) Carefully prepared and documented studenr proposals acceptable
to advisor and liasion before work is initiated or resources committed
(much learning takes place here.)

3) Requirement of periodic written progress rcports with at least
one formal oral preliminary report.

4) High final report standards both written and oral, with sponsor
evaluation an important factor in grading.

The "Interactive" Qualifying Project (IQPI

Courses in social science have often been required in scLI,nce and
engineering curricula. While valuable in themselves, there was no
experiential component which brought into physical reality for the
studEnt the social, political, or human_stic dimensions of their
technological world. Each graduate at WPI is now expected to qualify
in a field project which is designed to develop a greater awareness
of the relationship between science and engineering on one hand and
social concern and human values on the other. This component of the
WPI program is highly experimental, but has proven co hi- one of the
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most fascinating.

The Objectives of the IQP can be summarized as follows: (1) to create through
experiential education an awareness of socially related technological
interactions; (2) to enable the identification of socio-tec'nological
systems, subsystems, and their linkages; (3) to cultivate the habit
of questioning social values and structures; (4) to develop and integrate
the skills of evaluation and analysis; (5) to provide methods for
assessing the impact of technology; and (6) to encourage the
recommendations of policy.

The Project Center is Washington, for example, is primarily devoted
to IQP work. The Center accommodates 80 students. Following a
preparation period on campus, each student resides in Washington
for seven weeks involved with project field work in governmental
and private agencies; this precedes a report writing phase back on
campus. A summary of the sponsoring Washington agencies anu the
titles of projects undertaken with them is contained in Appendix C.

The Humanities Sufficiency

The "broadening" requirement of a traditional science or engineering
program usually calls for the student to take some distributed course-
work in the humanities. The WPI Plan proceeds on the underlying
assumption that it is better to have a deeper understanding of the
humanities in at least one area than to have a surface view of many.
To that end, the WPI student must develop a specific humanities minor
(sufficiency). He selects five thematically related humanities courses,
and in the sixth activity thestudent must conduct an independent study
developing a unifying theme for his selected courses. The thematic
relationship clause does not constrain the student to courses of one
type, e.g. history courses. Should he w;_sh to concentrate on a
particular period in history, he may take, as well as history courses
dealing with that period, courses in English which deal with the
literature of that period. Alternatively, the student may prefer to
develop the equivalent of the course material entirely on his own,
through independent study, in which case he would satisfy the degree
requirements by successfully passing a Sufficiency Examination. At
the present time WPI students are developing sufficiences (or minors)
in History, Philosophy, Languages, Literature, Music and Drama. The
humanities program has been stren;thened considerably through assistance
of the National Endowment for the Humanities based on a proposal that
was carefully developed to complement the NSF support for the sciences.

The Competency Examination

Four weeks a year, between the seven-week terms, are assigned exclusively
for student competency examinations. The student's competence in his
major field is tested through complex problems - something akin to what
he or she would be expected to do as a baccalaureate graduate in the
chosen major. The student is assigned one or more problems and has
access to reference materials, computer facilities, library, laboratories
and faculty. At the end of the assigned period each student reports
back to the assigned examination committee with a written report. An
oral examination follows in which the method of attack, soundness of
fundamental principles and alternate approaches to the problem are
discussed. The competency examination is designed to test for an
understanding of methods, resources, fundamental principles and
theories, as well as application of current techniques in the field.

5
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Despil a greal deal of effort, some of it supported by NSF, much remains
to be learned about this type of competency measurement and developmental
work continues in this area.

The Support Structure

The Advising System is of critical importance as each student works
with his or her advisor developing a personalized curriculum. Each
student must have a firm curricula planned ahead for one year, and
a tentative one beyond that. Incremental changes may be made at the
opening of any of the seven-week terms. Each term a student normally
carries three courses or an equivalent level of project work. Consider-
able counseling is also needed in the selection of appropriate project
activities, the humanities sufficiency, and, of course, the timing of the
competency examination. The organization of the large amount of inform-
ation needed to support this system has proceeded very well - a completely
new registration system has been developed to accommodate the five terms
per year, the individualized curricula, the new grading system (Distinction,
Acceptable, No Record) and of course the many hundreds of project
combinations. An on-line computer-controlled registration system has
been developed which assists program planning for an entire academic
year, yet allows opportunities for regular schedule review and revision.
Current and projected student schedules, transcripts and degree status
are instantly available on remote CRT terminals at the office of the
Registrar and Dean of Academic Advising.

Supportive of all instructional modes is an extensive and continually
developing capability in various media, including a TV studio with
taping facilities, closed circuit television for all campus buildings,
a time-shared remote access computer with over twenty teletype and
CRT remote terminals located throughout the campus including 24-hour
accessibility in the dormitories, a hands-on video tape viewing capability
with twenty video-recorder viewing stations, an extensive library of
specially prepared interactive computer programs, and a modern, spacious
library holding some 120,000 books, periodicals, and non-print materials
as well as a 250,000 item collection of technical reports and microforms.

The use of TV tapes has been highly eEfective in releasing faculty time
to accommodate the other demands of the Plan. To date over half of
the entire faculty have taken advantage of a highly effective TV taping
facility to prepare tapes on everything from equipment orientation
demonstrations to special course topics that often cause difficulties.
To date over 700 TV tapes have been made by WPI faculty and tapes
are integrated supplements to at least 60 on-going courses. The
cen:ral viewing facility registered over 14,500 student viewings last
year, up from 3,100 just two years ago. This does not include the use
of departmental and laboratory viewing sites. A large program is now
underway to expnnd the use of TV tapes in laboratories to save staff
time in introducing students to a wide variety of techniques and methods
of equipment operation.

Foundation Support

A number of private foundations have joined the Nationl Science Foundation
and the National Endowment for the Humanities in support of the WPf Plan

implo7,e-Itation program. Among these have been the Carnegie Corporation
in !:.!:pport of course revision, the Sloan Foundation in support of develop-
ment of the social sciences and preparation of faculty to advise socially-
oriented projects, and the Mellon Foundation in support of the new
hnmanities program. The early recoplition of the innovative qualities

6
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of the WPI program by the National Science Foundation has most recently
been complimented by the award of a Venture Fund Grant to WPI by
the Ford Foundation.

Evaluation

There are currently underway three formal NSF sponsored evaluations of
the effectiveness of the WPI Plan:

1. A panel of nationally-known educators and industrialists 4
which

visits the campus twice a year,
2. A study of faculty and administrative changes both attitudinal and
organizational caused by the Plan, carried out by Harvard University
consultants. The factors under consideration in the faculty/administration
study are:

A. Professional Satisfaction and Growth
B. Perceptions of Quality of Student Learning
C. Perceptions of Rewards, Effort and Equity
D. Instrinsic Satisfaction
E. Stress and Overload
F. Interference Items
G. Patterns of Interaction

With the assistance of grant extension from NSF awarded in May 1974, the
study has been extended to include two comparison colleges. Both
colleges have much in common with WPI and have been most cooperative
in providing a base for parallel studies.

3. The effect of the Plan on students carried out by Dr. Cohen of the
Education Development Center (EDC) in Cambridge, Massachusetts. This
investigation also includes a comparison study of engineering students
at other colleges which have not undergone the change seen at WPI.

The evaluation of the students has centered around a study of the
following factors:

A. Scientific and Engineering Competence
B. Self-Concepts
C. Attitudes and Educational Goals
D. Background and Abilities
E. Characteristics of Learners

4
The Advisory Panel consists of the following:

Dr. Lee Harrisberger, Dean of Science and Engineering, University of Texas
of the Permain Basin

Dr. Bruce Mazlish, Professor of History, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Dr. George E. Peke, Vice-President Research, Xerox Corporation

Dr. Kenneth G. Picha, School of Engineering, University of Massachusetts

Dr. Eugene D. Reed, Executive Director, Bell Telephone Laboratories
Ocean Systems Division

Dr. David Riesman, Department of Sociology, Harvard University

Dr. John R. Whinnery, Department of Electrical Engineering,
University of California
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It is planned to continue the study of the students through their
early professional lives, thereby completing what promises to be the
most comprehensive study of the process and effects of change in a
college of science and engineering available to the academic community
to date.

The Advisory Panel has submitted an individual report following each
visit. We expect a combined report will follow the Panel's sixth
and final visit in April, 1975. The final reports on the faculty
and student evaluations will be available in the file.

The EDC studies already show that the desired developments of self-
confidence, of willingness to assume responsibility, and of greatly
increased social consciousness are indeed taking place in WPI students.

The qualifying project work, a major component of the WPI Plan and
the major development supported by the NSF grant is proving to be an
extremely effective educational concept. The students are responding
to the requirement with enthusiasm faculty involvement is over 90%
and despite the mind-boggling logistical problems the program is
developing on schedule.

Off-campus project sponsors have also assisted in the evaluation. Of
approximately 200 project questionnaires studied in January 1975, it
was encouraging to note that the sponsors felt 63% of the work
achieved expectations, 267 exceeded expectations, while only 47 were
in the combined categories of "fair" or "expectations not achieved."
Only 37 of the participating sponsors said they would prefer not to
continue in the program while 437 wished to increase their commitment,
the remainder being satisfied with the present level of activity. From
the students' returns, it is interesting to note that 467 of the off-
campus liasion personnel were rated as "outstanding" while 46% of the
students also said that they would be happy to be associated with
their sponsor when they graduated.

Questionnaires received by Dr. Cohen's group from students and
sponsors indicate that both groups feel a great deal of learning is
taking place. In rating their own experimental expertise at the start
and at the end of the projects, the 70 students replied as follows:

Outstanding Good Fair Poor

At Start 5% 28% 497 18%
At End 31% 63% 6% 07,

In rating personal learning 52% of the students listed "Outstanding"
with 377 as "Good".

In rating their own performance and achievement the students listed
themselves 19% "Outstanding" and 657 "Good" while sponsor ratings are running
26% "Outstanding" and 63% "Good".

The evaluation of activities of WPI's Plan students when they become
alumni will, of course, be the ultimate test of the effectiveness of
the WPI Plan in achieving the educational goals it was designed to
achieve.
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APPENDIX A

There follows a partial summary of papers, publications and news
stories published to date:

JOURNALS AND NEWSPAPERS

AIAA Student Journal. Hazzard, George W. "A New Breed of Leader...
The Engineer." December 1973.

Business Week. "Engineers Learn By Doing." Reprinted from the
August 31, 1974 issue of Business Week by special permission
from McGraw-Hill, Inc.

Change: The Magazine of Higher Learning. Monroe, Sylvester. "WPI's
Program for Technological Humanists." Vol. 6, No. 5; June 1974.
Reprinted with permission from Change.

The Christian Science Monitor. Gehret, Kenneth G. "Free But
Accountable; Engineering Students Chart Own Course." Reprinted
by permission - The Christian Science Monitor 1971.

Engineering Education. Hazzard, George W. "The WPI Plan: New
Directions for Engineering Education." Vol. 61, No. 6,
February 1971. Reprinted from Engineering Education() 1971
American Society for Engineering Education.

Los Angeles Times. Trombley, William. "Tech School Students Plan
Program." September 7, 1972. Reprinted with permission.
Copyright, 1972, Los Angeles Times.

Mosaic Magazine. "It's Your Education"; Three Approaches To Giving
More Responsibility To College Students For Their Own Learning.
Vol. 4, No. 3 Summer 1973. Reprinted with permission from
Mosaic Magazine published by the National Science Foundation.

The New York Times. Hazzard, George W. "Engineering Schools Try To
Mold A Broader, More Humanistic Graduate." January 8, 1973.
Reprint.

The Wall Street Journal. Metz, Tim. "A College Throws Out The
Curriculum." October 2, 1970. Reprinted with permission.

Worcester Telegram. Swan, Gary E. "WPI Plan Bears Fruit 4 Years
After Inception." March 3, 1973. Reprinted with permission.

Worcester Telegram. "WPI Applicants To Admit Themselves."
August 13, 1972. Reprinted with permission.

Worcester Telegram. Foster, Robert A. 'The Plan' At WPI Works.
Reprinted with permission. July 5, 1974.

PRESENTATIONS AND PUBLISHED PAPERS

Chalabi, A. Fattah. "New Interdisciplinary Program in Construction
Management at WPI." Presented at ASCE Conference on Civil
Engineering Education, Vol. 1, Part 2, February 1974. Published
by AStE, including description of WPI Plan.
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Chalabi, A. Fattah.. "PSI Courses in Elementary Mechanics at WPI."
Accepted for publication in the proceedings for the First
National Conference on Personalized Instruction in Higher
Education, Washington, D.C. (New teaching methods under the
WPI Plan.)

Grogan, William R. "Implementing Educational Change." Presentation
at the National Science Foundation CoSIP Director's Meeting,
March 21, 1974. Washington, D.C.

Grogan, William R., Scott, Kenneth E., Peura, Robert A., Demetry, James S.
"The WPI Plan: A Comprehensive Historical Report." July 16, 1974.
International Conference on "Frontiers in Education," London,
England. (Also presented at the ASEE 1974 Annual Meeting in
Troy, N.Y.)

Grogan, William R., Silva, Armand J. "WPI Plan - From Concept to
Reality." Paper presented at ASCE Conference on Civil Engineering
Education, February 28-March 2, 1974. Ohio State University.

Grogan, William R., Scott, Kenneth E., Peura, Robert A., Demetry, James S.
"The WPI Plan To Achieve Engineering Expectations." College-Industry
Conference, February 12-14, 1975, New Orleans, Louisiana.

Hazzard, George W. "The College Student: A Modern Luther?"
Sc.mon given at the First Unitarian Church. August 2, 1970.

Hazzard, George W. "Common Problems of Technical Colleges & Businesses."
May 5, 1970. Forgoing Industry Educational and Research
Foundation Talk.

Hazzard, George W. "Engineering as a Liberal Education." May 1, 1971.
Convocation dedicating the Center for Science and Engineering
Union College, Schenedtady, New York.

Hazzard, George W. "Higher Education's Consumer Response Leads
Industry or Modern Technical Education: A Challenge to
Cooporate Management." January 17, 1974. ELFUN Talk (GE).

Hazzard, George W. "Technical Education: WPI's Response to the

Future." October 25, 1971. Talk given to the American Society
of Mechanical Engineers, Management Executives Conference.

Hazzard, George W. "The Technical Humanist: A New Professional-

Liberal Education." February 26, 1974. American Association
for the Advancement of Science, 140th Meeting, San Francisco,
California.

Keil, Thomas. "The WPI Plan." June 21, 1974. American Association

of Physics Teachers Meetings. Boone, North Carolina.

Keil, Thomas. "The WPI Plan." February 1, 1973. American Association
of Physics Teachers Meetings, New York, New York.

Keshe n, Kris, Lutz, Francis, and Smith, Richard. "WPI's Environmental

;stems Study Program." Presented at ASCE Conference,

February 1974, Ohio State University.



Peura, Robert A., et al. "Organization and Function of Hospital
Biomedical Internship Center." A paper submitted to the March 1975
Special Issue on Education and Employment in Biomedical Engineering.
IEEE Transactions on Biomedical Engineering.

Scott, Kenneth E., Peura, Robert A., and Demetry, James S. "The
WPI Plan: A Case Study." (A reproduction with permission from
the American Society for Engineering Education of Chapter 10
from the monograph Individualized Instruction in Engineering
Education prepared by Lawrence P. Grayson and Joseph M. Biedenback
and copyrighted by the American Society for Engineering Education.)

Wilbur, L.S. "Lower Power Reactor Utilization." November 1970
University of Florida. (Described WPI Plan as part of
presentation.)

Wilbur, L.C. "Utilization of a Lower Power Reactor as a Multi-Purpose
Facility." February 1972. Texas A & M. (Included WPI Project
Applitations.)

Zwiep, Donald N. "Engineers as Inarticulate in their Oral Expression.
What are we doing about it." June 1973. ASEE Annual Meeting,
Iowa State University. (This video tape presentation was
repeated at the 1974 Annual Meeting of ASEE, Academas Program,
by special request.)

Zwiep, Donald N. "Projects Administration." June 1972. ASEE
Annual Meeting, Lubbock, Texas.

Zwiep, Donald Z. "The WPI Plan - The Operational Phase of a Unique
Approach to Engineering Education." October 8, 1974. Engineering
College Placement Officers Fall Conference, Bretton Woods,
New Hampshire.

In addition to the list above, WPI has a file of over 250 written
inquires about the program and representatives from approximately
30 colleges in.the United States, Canada and Europe have visited
WPI to observe the program in operation.
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APPENDXX B

OFF-CAMPUS SITES FOR WPI PROJECT ACTIVITY

I. WPI Off-Campus Project Centers
Digital Equipment Corporation (Maynard)
Norton Company (International Headquarters, Worcester)
Small Business Administration (Boston)
St. Vincent's Hospital (Worcester)
U.S. Army Laboratories (Natick)
WPI Project Center, Washington, D.C.

II. WPI Off-Campus Project Sites with Susti.ined Long-term Activity
Central Massachusetts Regional Planning Commission
Clapp Laboratories
Crompton Knowles Corporation
Data General Corporation
General Electric Company (Fitchburg)
General Electric Company (Schenectady)
Massachusetts Juvenile Court System
Memorial Hospital Worcester
New England Electric Systems
New England Sound and Communication, Inc.
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Corporation
Sprague Electric Company
Worcester Alternative School
Worcester County Jail
Worcester Foundation for Experimental Biology
Worcester Science Center
Wyman Gordon Company

III. Pro ect Sites where WPI Projects took place Academic Year 1974-75
American Optical (Framingham, Mass.)

(Southbridge, Mass.)
American Telephone & Telegram
Army Materials & Mechanics Research Center
Astra Pharmacetical Company
Auri-Nil Industries
Belmont Street Community Center
Boy Scouts of America
Cape Cod Planning Commission
Caterpillar Tractor Company
Central Massachusetts Lung Association
Central Massachusetts Office of Planning & Community Development

Chandler Street Junior High School
Chicopee High School
City University of London (England)
Connecticut Department of Community Affairs
Combusion Engineering Corporation
Corporation of Engineers (Waltham, Mass.)
Department cf Commerce (Washington)
Department of Health, Education & Welfare (Washington)
Department of Housing & Urban Development (Washington)
Department of Transporation (Washington)
Doherty High School
Drake and Associates
Electric Boiler Corporation
Environmental Protection Agency
Foxboro Company
Friendly House, Inc.
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Project Sites (Continued)

Friends Select School
Great Brook Valley
Hammond Plastics, Inc.
Harvey & Tracey Associates
Heald Machine Company
Hewlett Packard, Inc.
Hogan Regional Centcr
Honeywell Corporation
Intercontinental (West Boylston, Mass)
Jamesbury Corporation
Lester Conservation Commission
Liberty Mutual Research
Lincoln Laboratories (Bedford)
Loomis School
Lowell Corporation
Massachusetts Bicentennial Commission
Massachusetts Control District Air Pollution
Massachusetts Department of Community Affairs
Massachusetts Department Natural Resources
Marian High School
Marlboro Youth Center
Metropolitan Education Council Organization
Mirlin Corporation
Multifoam Inc.
Nashua River Watershed Association
Natick High School
National Association of Manufacturers
National Science Foundation
New England Congressional Caucus (Washington)
New England Research Corporation
New Haven School System
Nipmuc Regional High School
Norton High School
Old Sturbridge Village
Oplex Corporation
Paxton Center School
Public Technology Incorporated
Riley Stoker Corporation
Rural Neighborhood Association
Salisbury Pond Task Force
Sanders Associates (Nashua, N.H.)
South Eastern Regional Planning & Economic Development Commission
Shrewsbury Conservation Commission
Shrewsbury High School
Society of Plastic Engineers
State Mutual Life Assurance Company
St. John's High School
Talcott M + N Science Center
Taylor and Fenn Incorporated
Thermo Electron Corporation
Thom McCan, Incorporated
Town Manager's Office (Sutton, Mass.)
Town of Holden RecreAtion
Town of Holden Planning Board
Transporation Systems Center (Cambridge, Mass.)
United Engineers and Construction
Venerini Academy

g)ffice of Planning & Community Development (Worcester)
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Project Sites (Continued)

Veteran's Administration
Water Resources Commission of Massachusetts
West Boylston Junior Senior High School
West Hartford Connecticut (Town Manager's Office)
Western Electric Company
Weyerhauser Paper Corporation
Worcester Airport
Worcester toys Trade School
Worcester Bus Company
Worcester City Manager's Office of

Planning 4 Community Development
City of Worcester (City Hall)
Worcester Conservation Commission
Worcester Control Corporation
Worcester County Hotline Organization
Worcester Department of Public Works
Worcester Fire Prevention Bureau
Worcester Police Department
Worcester Telegram 6, Gazette
Wright Steel Corporation
UniRoyal, Incorporated
Yankee Atomic & iE Power Research
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APPENDIX C

PROJECTS AT THE WASHINGTON CENTER 1974-75

PROJECT TITLE

"Analysis of Energy Legislation"

Bi-Centennial/Civil Defense

Bi-Centennial/Civil Defense

"Coal Conversion and Clean Air
Act Modification"

Construction Management

"Coordination of Legislative
Analysis"

"Determination of the Feasibility
of Wastewaster Reuse"

"Development of Techniques for
Quantifying the Technological
State of An Industry"

"Development
Quantifying
State of an

of Techniques for
the Technological
Industry"

Energy and the Coastal Zone

Energy/Minerals Impacts

Historical Analysis of U.S.
Energy Policy

Impact of Environmental Con-
straints on an Industry

Impacts Across Industries
of Energy Availability

Impact of Mandatory Energy
Conservation, etc.

"Intermodal Freight Terminals"

"Legislative Analysis of Impending
Legislation for the National
Association of Manufacturers"

STUDENT(S)

George Hefferon
Robert Sentaken
Barry Tarr

Sid Formal
Tom May

Robert Hart
John Diachenko

Val Danos

Kevin Hastings
H.W. Fairbanks

Brian Barnoski

William Mullen

Ray Cibulskis
John Gerstenlauer
Martin Kristy
James O'Neill

Ginny Giordano
Duncan MacIntosh
Charles Moulter

Morris Weisman
Robert Jamieson
Mario Wunderlich

Wayne Elliott
Carey Lazerow

Brian Young
John Mangiagli
John Manning
Chuck Nienberg

Tom McAloon
Paul Grogan
Ray Robey

Ed Fasulo
Charles Lauzon

Perry Griffin
Mark Israel

Steve Divoll
Chris Ford
John Forster
Paul Wheeler

Robert Birnberg
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SPONSOR

National Association of
Manufacturers

District of Columbia
Civil Defense

District of Columbia
Civil Defense

National Association of
Manufacturers

Public Technology, Inc.

National Association of
Manufacturers

Public Technology, Inc.

Department of Commerce

Department of Commerce

Council for Environmental
Quality

National Association of
Manufacturers

Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers, Inc.

National Association of
Manufacturers

Department of Commerce

Department of Commerce

Department of Transportation

National Association of
Manufacturers



Washington Projects (Continued)

PROJECT TITLE STUDENT(S)

"More Federal R & D Money Ed Griffin
for New England? An Attempt Oliver Smith
to Determine the Energy Related
Project Capabilities of Some
New England Industries"

"Municipal Applications of Cable TV" Al Bowers
Barry Siff
Richard Weaver

"Municipal Applications of Cable TV" Tom Colp
James Hohorst

Product Defect Identificarion
Analysis

"Research Applied to National
Needs"

Road Pricing, etc.

Safety of Portable Space Heaters

"Space Vision: A New Concept
in Education"

Utilization of Research Applied
to National Needs

Water Quality Measurement

"What is a House?"

Tom Stowe
Richard Escolas
John Moroney

John Casey
Ann Madera
David Reid

John Griffiths

Mike Menesale
Joe Martowski

David Eves
Glenn Guglietta

Tom Vaughn
Daniel Garfi

William Booth
Paul Carubia

John Aubin
Steve Borys
Noreen Pirog
Dave Williams
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SPONSOR

New England Congressional
Caucus

Public Technology, Inc.

Public Technology, Inc.

Consumer Protecti.on Safety
Commission

National Science Foundation
Research Applied to
National Needs

Federal Highway Works
Administration - Department
of Transportation

Consumer Protection Safety
Commission

National Institute of
Education - HEW

National Science Foundation
RANN

Council for Environmental
Quality

National Science Foundation
PSAB-HUD


